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PREFACE
This thesis deals with some chemical applications of the three 
related branches of spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (iT.Ll.R.), nuclear quadruj/ole resonance spectroscopy 
(N.Ci.R.) and electron paramagnetic resonance spoctroscopy (E.P.R.).
Tu this thus;:: these three powerful tech£&qucn have been applied, 
singly ’Sid Jointly, to several problems concerned with molecular 
structure and bonding in crystalline solids.
The first investigation described is a K.M.R. study of the. 
alleged hydrates of magnesium carbonate, MgCO^JlUO and MgC07li„0.
P' tL J c.
It-was undertaken with the aim of finding the nature of these solids, 
of characterising molecular motions within the solids, of estimating 
the energy barriers hindering those motions and of obtaining 
information about, the nature of the processes involved in the 
interconversion of the "trihydrate" to the "monohydrate".
The remainder of the thesis is concerned with effects which 
may be observed if a nucleus possesses a quadrupole moment. Gome 
complexes of mercuric chloride have been studied using IT.Q.R. and
h.Il.R. techniques, in attempts to obtain the chlorine quadrupole 
coupling constants for each of the solids. The intention of this 
investigation, was to procure information about the crystal structures 
of three of these complexes from a knowledge of the structures, of 
another two complexes and of mercuric chloride itself and the 
quadrupole coupling constants of all six compounds.
The last, part of the thesis describes how the quadrupole
coupling constant of a paramagnetic ion may be extracted from the
hyperfine structure observed in an E.P.R. spectrum. It is concerned
63
with quadrupole coupling of 'Cu in a single crystal of fully 
deuterated dibarium zinc formate tctrahydratc doped v/ith copper (il). 
The nature of the bonding in the dibarium cupric formate tetrahydrate 
complex is discussed using parameters obtained from a frul analysis 
of the E.P.R. spectra of the copper (il) doped zinc cu. l„-x.
The thesis starts v/ith a General Introduction an- c ' ■ „d
into three main parts, each of which consists of sovcruj. ;h. -.rs.
No part i~ self-contained. Each cin or is divided i '• 10 •. nv-.ner of
scctio . . rabies and figures are i .lied according to hie chapter 
rr-1 oc u - t o  which they refer. Fin liy a list of literature
references in given.
The work described in thin thesis van carried out in the 
.■Department of Chemistry of the University of Clar.gov, between 
October and December i j G ' ]  t under the direction of Professor
J. H. Robertson. I am grateful to the Janos Fleming Scholarship 
Committee and the Faculty of Science of the University of Glasgow 
for their ruppc-t throughout the duration oC this work.
I wish, also, to express ay appreciation of the assistance 
and cncouraubmoii b rendered by hr • A.L. rortc throughout the 
preparation of this thesis.' The assistance of Messrs. A. Levon,
J. Hardy, J. Rae, H. Riggans and their workshop staff is gratefully 
acknowledged.
Finally I wish to thank my wife for performing the unenviable 
task of typing the manuscripts of this thesis.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
All electrons and many nuclei "behave as if they are spinning.
The spin quantum number for electrons, S, is b, whereas for nuclei 
the quantum number, I, can have values -^ n, where n = 0,1,2,3, etc.
When n = 0 the nucleus has no spin; examples of some common nuclei 
which fall into this category are ^ C ,  ^*0 and .
A charged particle which has an angular momentum also has a 
magnetic d'ipole moment and this can interact with a magnetic field. 
This magnetic interaction produces (23+1) nonequivalent sub-levels 
of the electronic ground state level and (21+1) nonequivalent, 
sub-levels of the nuclear ground state level. E.P.R. and N.M.R. 
are essentially concerned with transitions between these sub-levels.
In addition to its magnetic moment, a nucleus with 1 ^ 1  may 
have an electric quadrupole moment. This moment interacts with 
inhomogeneous electric field gradients and gives rise to a series 
of energy sub-levels for the nucleus. When I is integral one 
obtains (i+l) groups of such sub-levels and when I is half-integral 
(i+g) groups of sub-levels result.. Transitions between these 
sub-levels can be detected in various ways, for example, directly 
using N.Q.R. techniques.
To be of interest to chemists these techniques must be related 
more to the atoms, molecules and crystals of which electrons and 
nuclei are intimate parts. Nuclei and .electrons themselves produce 
magnetic and electric fields and it is the influence of these internal 
fields, which vary according to the chemical environment, of the, 
nucleus or electron under observation, on the electronic and nuclear 
levels and sub-levels which has made N.M.R., E.P.R. and N.Q,.R. so 
useful 'to chemistry.
THE RESONANCE CONDITION IN
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
j
1.1. Spin Angular Momentum
Electrons, protons and neutrons possess intrinsic angular
momenta. The angular momentum, G, associated v/ith any of these
sub-atomic particles may be written in the form
G 2 = G G  + G G  + G G  x x y y z z
where G,r,' G and G^ are its components along three mutually 
perpendicular axes X, Y and. Z. It can be shown from the quantum
mechanical properties of angular momentum operators that the
2 2 
eigenvalues of G are given by ^(irl)h. where K = (Planck's constant)
(2 n )  ^ and 2 i  must be integral, and that eigenvalues of G are mil,z
where m can have any of the (2 2+1) values
- 2 ) , --------- , - ( *  - 1 ) ,  -i,
£. is knov/n as the "'spin quantum number" of the particle.
It has been shown experimentally that the spin quantum number 
of the eloctron, the proton and the neutron are all equal to one 
half and since nuclei are compounded out of these fundamental 
particles it follows that a nuclear, spin quantum number, I, being 
made up of contributions from the nucleons out of which the nucleus, 
is built, can have values of 0,g-,l,-|, ... depending on how the 
nucleonic spins couple within the nucleus. At this point it is. 
convenient to define dimensionless vector operators, I ,  by the 
equation G = HI 1.1.1
r\
so that I has eigenvalues l(l+l) and I has eigenvalues 1,1-1,...,-I
z
A list of the nuclear isotopes of importance in the compounds 
under discussion in this thesis, together with their abundances in 
nature and their, spin quantum numbers, v/hen the nuclei are in their 
ground state, is given below in Table 1.1.1.
Table 1.1.1
N u c l e u s a b u n d a n c e  ,/■ I N u c l e u s a b u n d a n c e , / I
l r ,ii 9 9 . 9 8 £ 5 2 S 9 9 . 3 • 0
2 l i (D ) 1 . 5 6 x 1 0  2 1 3 5 C1 . 7 5 . 4 a.
O
 
C\J 
1—1
9 8 . 9 0 3 7 C1 2 4 . 6 X
1 3 c 1 . 1 1£ 9 3 . 0 8 2.
1 4 n 9 9 . 6 4 1 ^ Cu 69.09
_3_
A
1 6 q
' 9 9 . 9 5 0 6 5 Cu 3 0 . 9 1
J_
4
1 7 o 3 . 7 x l 0 ~ 2 1 9 ? hs 1 6 . 8 6 1
2 4 i-Ig 8-9 .95 0 2 0 1 Hg 1 3 . 2 4 2.
2 5 Mg 10.05
1 . 2 .  Ka g n e t i c  Moments o f  N u c l e i
The spin of a charged nucleus gives rise to a magnetic moment,
the relationship between the nuclear magnetic moment vector operator,
and the spin angular momentum operator, G_, being
J± = If G 1.2.1
where ^  the magnetogyric ratio, is a scalar quantity.
Y  = d - € / 2Mc
where e and M are respectively the charge and mass of the proton 
and c is the velocity of light. gTT, the nuclear g-factor, is a
constant for each nucleus. 1.2.1 may be rewritten in the form
= %  ? N— 1.2.2
where the nuclear magneton, is equal to eh/(-4^Me)
The operator for the z-axis component of the magnetic moment, , is* 2
JA = X  G = I  t i l  1 . 2 . 3'  z u z w z
and its eigenvalues are Y ftm where m can take any of the ladder of
values I, (i-l), (1-2), --- , -I.
1 . 3 *  E f f e c t  o f  a  S t a t i c  M a g n e t i c  F i e l d  on t h e  E n e r g y  L e v e l s  of. a  
N u c l e u s
The Hamiltonian which results v/hen a magnetic field II interacts
with a nuclear magnetic dipole moment^, is given sy
#  = -y(/ .H 1.3.1
3
C±aGGicu.liy inis interaction subjects the angular momentum vector 
to a torque causing the magnetic moment vector to process about, 
the field direction, and it can be shown that the angular velocity 
of the resultant "Larmor" precession is •
- if H 1 .3 . 2
If the magnetic field 11^  is taken to be along the z-axis direction,
then f t  - % mi 1 1 .3 . 3
o z  ^ '
so that the interaction energy E is given by the eigenvalues of
1 . 3  0 . which are
E = - X hPIQm . 1.3.4
For a nucleus with I = \ ,  m = j, i ,-g, - i , and hence an applied 
magnetic field along the z-axis direction produces four equally spaced 
energy levels, separated by )f7ill . In general, for a nucleus 0 1 Sjuin I, 
(2 Ih-1 ) energy sub-levels are produced.
In order to study these sub-levels, spectroscopically an inter­
action which can effect transitions between them is needed. The 
interaction most commonly used for this purpose consists of that 
which arises when an alternating magnetic field is applied. The 
Hamiltonian which represents the interaction of the nucleus with 
this second magnetic field is given by
1 4 \t) = - Y Ti I'll (t)l +H (t)l +II (t)l I  1.3.5L x  ' x y  y z ' / z-*
where H ft), II ft) and II ft) are the components of the alternating 
x y z '
field, 2 K (cos m  t, where u; is the angular frequency of this field.
It turns out that I can only connect states with A m =0 whereas
z
I and I for any linear, combination of these) connect only states 
x y
with A m = ^1 , so that in order to cause transitions between the 
energy levels of 1 .3 * 4  the applied electromagnetic radiation must 
be applied in the XY plane. If this geometrical condition is 
obeyed then transitions between adjacent energy levels only are 
allowed. Transitions, in accordance with the selection rule ^  m=—1, 
will be induced only when the energy of the applied alternating 
field is equal to the energy separation between adjacent levels, 
i.e. when
ft ^  =ZJ 2 = ^ HHo
or ^  = Y H  1.3.6
o
which is the Larmor precession relationship of 1.3*2.
Tnercfore there is only one absorption frequency .irrespective of 
the number of energy levels produced by interaction of the nuclear 
di.pole and an applied static magnetic field.
Since nuclear nagnetogyric ratios are of the order 10^ - 10^ 
radians sec  ^ gauss \  magnetic field strengths of 3-10 >X gauss 
require frequencies, u;/2 rr , of the order of 10 - 5 0 Mc/s for 
nuclea.r resonance. These frequencies fall in a convenient, 
radiofrequency band.
1.A• Nuclear Resonance in Bulk Matter
Chemists are interested in resonance phenomena in bulk matter 
rather than in isolated nuclei, therefore we now consider an assembly 
of identical atomic nuclei, with nuclear spin quantum number, -£, in a 
sample of matter which is subjected to a steady magnetic field Hq .
The material in which the nuclei of interest are embedded is usually 
called the "lattice", whether it. be solid,■ liquid or gas.
If intepnuclear interactions are ignored then each nucleus has
two possible energy sub-levels, due to interaction with the external
field separated by £ hll . Application of radiation of the resonant
frequency, polarised in a direction perpendicular to K , causes
transitions between the two energy levels to take place. The probabili
of transition upwards by absorption is equal to the probability of
transition downwards by stimulated emission so that if the numbers
of nuclei in each level were equal, the average rates of transitions
up and down would be equal and no net transfer of energy between the
radiation source and the spin system would be detectable. However,
the population of the lower level exceeds that of the upper level by
the Boltzmann factor, exp.(2r'hh / k T  ) where lc is Boltzmann's constant 
1 £ o s
(k = 1.38044x10 erg'/degree), and T is the equilibrium temperature
of the nuclear spins. At about 300°K this factor is 1+8x10 ~ for 
protons in a field of 10,000 gauss. Therefore, there is a net 
absorption of radiofrequency energy due to this small excess in the 
lower level.
The absorption of radiofrequency energy corresponds to the 
transfer of some of the excess population in the lower level to the 
upper level and, were it not for interaction between the spin system 
and the lattice, the fractional excess of population would steadily 
decrease to zero. This could equally well be described by imagining
s -6
the spin temperature, T^, steadily rising as badiofrcqucncy energy 
is ahsorbed —  radiofrequency heating of the spin system —  while 
the temperature of the lattice, on which the r.f. ;.as no direct 
efiect, is unaltered. Interactions between the spin system and the 
lattice will tend to bring both into thermal equilibrium at the same 
temperature. However the thermal capacity of the lattice is much 
greater than that of the spin system so that this common temperature 
is usually almost identical with the lattice temperature. Opin-lattice 
interactions thereforercduce the spin temperature much below 
T^ = oO , i.e. increase the population of the lower level.
The approach of the spin and lattice systems to equilibrium can
be considered a thermal relaxation process and it can be shown
experimentally that equilibrium is approached exponentially with a
characteristic time Tt , the spin-lattice relaxation time.TA is usually
betw'een 10 ^ and 10^ seconds. For solids it is rarely shorter than 
-2
10 seconds and may be very long- at low temperatures. For pure liquids
_3
T a may be as short as 10 seconds and rarely exceeds 10 seconds.
A second form of interaction can affect the life-time of a spin 
state and thus influence the detectability of an absorption. S.ince 
each nucleus possesses a small magnetic dipole moment there is a 
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between each pair of nuclei and 
neighbouring nuclei,in effect, produce at each nucleus a small local 
magnetic field. This interaction is dealt with more fully in the 
following chapter. The local steady field differs from nucleus to 
nucleus depending on their environment so that there is a distribution
of Larmor precession frequencies about the ideal value u> , covering
4 - 1  °
a range £ **>© which turns out to be 10 sec . If two spins have
precession frequencies differing by /u^and are initially in phase,
then they will be out of phase in a time ( £*>© ) ^;i.e. about 10 ^sccs.
This interaction has two effects; one is that the spread of precession
frequencies <Tu»0 causes the resonance to be broader than the condition
defined by 1.3.6. Secondly a nucleus j produces at nucleus k a
magnetic field of frequency ( ) • which may induce a transition in
nucleus k v/ith a mutual exchange of energy. Since the relative phases
of the nuclei j and k change after about ( i*u>0 ) secs the correct j
phasing for this spin exchange process should occur after this time;
this should determine the life-time of a spin state. It is convenient j
6
to introduce a spin-3pin interaction, or spin-spin relaxation, time 
wnerc T = 1/ £ co0 «  10 secs, to describe this process. In 
the presence of the radiofrequency radiation, of magnitude H x, the 
approach to equilibrium of the spin and 'lattice systems is still 
exponential, but the characteristic time is now T^;. acre S is 
called the Saturation Factor and is equal to [l >- Y <‘IIli^ T1T0 . 
Saturation describes the state when the population of the spin energy 
levels become equal, so that no net resonance is detectable and it 
occurs when the spin-lattice exponential decay time associated v/ith 
depopulation of the upper spin level is large, i.e. when T4Z is large. 
Saturation can be avoided v/hen T A itself is fairly large,as is the 
case in most solids, by ensuring that the radiofrequency- pov/er level,
I-I , is kept low.
Thus in general resonances are detectable because of the small 
population excess of the lower spin level which persists at thermal 
equilibrium.even in the presence of radiofrequency radiation absorp­
tion, which tends to depopulate the lower levelfbecause of the competing 
process of spin-lattice relaxation which tends to populate the lower 
level.
1.5. Observation of Nuclear Fesonances
A sample of material, containing a large number of the nuclei
in which one is interested, is subjected to a steady magnetic field
H , and then a period of time, greater than T , must be allowed to 
o *■
lapse to enable the spin system to come into equilibrium with the
rp
lattice in the field. To observe nuclear resonance abso*i*tion the
sample must now besubjected to a linearly polarised radiofrequency
field in a direction perpendicular to H . This is achieved by passing
an r.f. current through a coil wound round the sample tube, the
cylindrical axis of the coil being at right angles to the static
field direction. Provision must be made for adjustment of either
the magnitude of H or of the frequency *0 of the r.f. so tnat tne
o
resonance condition, I = V* H , bah be adhidV-d. Contfai of tne
o
magnitude of the r.f. field is also required so that a level, just 
low enough to avoid saturation, can be used. At resonance maximum 
power is absorbed from the r.f. field and this pov/er loss can oe 
detected electronically and a resonance signal observed on an 
oscilloscope or on a recorder. Fuller details of instrumentation . 
given in chapter three of this tnesis.
I»6. Depenoence of Resonance Signals on Chemical Environment 
In the resonance equation, <-> = YIT,K is actually the field 
experienced by the nucleus, wnich in real situations is not quite 
tne sane as the applied field , since Small fields are generated 
by neighbouring electrons and nuclei; it is as a result of this fact 
that chemists have shown such an interest in the phenomenon of N.M.R.
Inese small internal magnetic fields are created by three 
different effects.
(a) The surrounding nuclei produce secondary fields at the nucleus
of interest. In solids these fields are of the order of 10 gauss 
but in liquids and gases they are eliminated by the existence of 
random Brownian motions.
(b) Diamagnetic circulations induced in the electrons in the molecules 
by the applied magnetic field, give rise to secondary fields at 
the nucleus of the order of 0,1 - 0.01 gauss.
(c) Nuclear,spin-spin interactions through the electrons give rise to 
secondary fields of the order 0.01 - 0.001 gauss.
Effects (b) and (c) are so small in comparison to (a) that, when
discussing solids, they are ignored. In such cases the spectroscopy is
called Broad-Line N.M.R. The compounds investigated in this thesis are
solids so that it is this type of spectroscopy with which the following
chapters are concerned. Effects (b) and (c), although very small, may
be observed in liquids or in gases provided a high resolution N.M.R.
spectrometer is available. High resolution spectroscopy will not be
3,3
considered further'
If the nucleus has spin greater than -J- then it may possess a
quadrupole moment which can interact with electric field gradients
generated by surrounding nuclei and electrons. Small quadrupolar
interactions perturb the nuclear magnetic resonance energy, given by
2
1.3.4. These perturbation terms turn out to depend on m and they 
cause the (21+1) nuclear sub-levels to be unequally spaced. Since 
the normal selection rule for magnetic transition is ^  m = -1, 21 
magnetic transitions, symmetrically distributed about tne Larmor 
frequency,can be detected. If the perturoation is small the net result 
may be poorly resolved splitting or simply line broadening. Quadrupolar 
effects are dealt with more fully in a later chapter.
8
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2.1* Line "-roadenin^
Each magnetic nucleus lines itself in a small local magnetic
field, 11^  i > produced by the neighbouring nuclei. The direction
o.r. the local field^diffcrs from nucleus to nucleus, depending on the
relative positions of the neighbouring nuclei in the lattice and on
their quantum number m. The magnetic field of a magnetic dipole of
moment jA at a distance r. is of order yir  ^ so that the field falls
off rapidly v/ith increase of r; only nearest neighbours make important
contributions to Hence instead of a sharp resonance, defined by
1.5 • 6 .resonances are obtained at = '£(}! -h, ) where hn is the
o loc loc
field produced-by each neighbouring nucleus. The net effect of many 
neighbouring nuclei is usally to broaden the resonance line —  hence 
the title broad-line N.?T.R. In addition to direct magnetic dipole 
effects other factors contribute to the width of resonance lines 
obtained from solids. They are the relaxation times, T^ and T A and 
quadrupolar effects. Quadrupole interactions are discussed more fully 
in a later chapter. Eor the moment, only magnetic dipole coupling 
between nuclei v/ith spin quantum numbers of one half is considered.
2.2. magnetic Dipolar Coupling of Two Identical Nuclei (l=p)
The classical expression for the energy of interaction between
LL
tv/o magnetic moments andyw^ is
E = 2.2.1
r  3 r *
where r is the radius vector from p, to p .  .
The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian for the interaction is
obtained from 2.2.1 by treating jj^ and j a2 as operators: yM ^ s Xi
and Jjl = ^ 2 ^ 2 *  The an^ular momentum operators, and 1^ can be
expressed in terms of their components I , I and I , and then Ix y z x
and I in terms of the shift operators I *  and I" v/hich are defined 
y
by I- = I - il When I+ operates on a spin state it increases the
x y
spin quantum number, m, by one, and I has the effect of decreasing 
m by one. With these operators, the Hamiltonian corresponding to 
2.2.1 becomes ^
K i > ’ 3  +  a-a-4
where A = Iaj I^Jl-pcos 4 ©)
15 = “A (T, I a + 11 I q )(l—3cosa £)
C = “ J" (T f TaA t- Ia, Ia*" ) sin 0cos e ^
D = - ir(l, la^-r Ia, Ia ) sin0cos#- e. ^
E = -Jl* 1/ s i n ^ . e . - ^ *  a>a.3
E = -Si; i ; sin* ©.«***
hhe energy due to interaction v/ith the applied magnetic field, H , 
is given by the Hamiltonian
# 2 = - IT.-h W 0 I*, -
which corresponds to an interaction with a field of about 10^ gauss, 
in most experimental arrangements. The term )f, p* in the
dipolar expression corresponds to the interaction of a nuclear moment, 
v/ith a field of about 1 gauss. hence the dipolar term can be treated 
as a small perturbation of the larger Zeeman tern.
Wc are interested in this chapter in the case of two identical 
nuclei v/ith _spins of 1, vis protons, in which case the direct Zeeman 
interaction energy is
e = —  r h  H, ^
where m and m Q are the eigenvalues of operators I and I 9 1 1  z± zi
respectively and can each be - p. There are therefore four eigen­
values of K
;--- +— —-*• —  ---------------------o
. T V- - A t*>0
It is convenient to denote the eigenstate of in which =+-p
and m^ =-g by j r - >  . The tv/o states t -> and .)-+> are degenerate
v/ith energy E = 0. The states .1 m-> and \ —  > have respectively the
energies - H  u) and +ft cO q , v/here again q = 2f^0. To determine the
effect of the perturbation on each of these states we now consider
each term in the perturbation expression 2.2.2. in turn.
Term A which is proportional to I ,I 0 obviously connects states e * zl 2.2
|m1m2 > < n  m2 |. Term 3, proportional to (1^ I ~  + I ~  1 ^ )  only 
connects | > to +l,m2-lj and (nij-1 ,n2+l | . In other words 
B simultaneously flips one spin up and the other down, i.e. it 
connects (+-> and |-+ y . Terms C and D each flip one spin only and 
therefore join states differing by IT Terns E and E respectively
to
flip both spins up and down, connecting states separated by 2Ti co,
,''A\ «• . ^
,-'A \
1_ r^k. -toe____
C,D
7 r ",\
<-»£>
" A -
~*(r s '
c,o c,t>
F t  < j - r €  $ . 2 . 4
The effects of each perturbation term are shown in figure 2.2.2..
Terms C , D , E. and F obviously produce slight admixtures of the 
t
zero-order spates into the exact states but it can be shown by second- 
order perturbation that trie amount of admixture is small. This small 
admixture allows transitions which would otherwise be forbidden, 
i.e. transitions from |++^ to i— > can take place. The situation 
can be summarised in figure 2.2 .'3 .
•+ - — +
f  y  ^• 3
Strong transactions are indicated by a double arrow, the light
arrows indicating the extra transition allowed due to dipolar
admixture. As a consequence of this, very weak absorption*occur at
w=2u> and co=0. The intensity of these absorptions is so minute, o
10 "6 ^ 0f the absorption intensity at uJ=xjq , that they may safely be 
disregarded, so that terms C,D,E and F can be dropped from the dipolar 
expression 2.2.2..
The remaining dipolar terms, A and B, can be combined to give 
the Hamiltonian, which can bo termed $ 4
- 3 co=2©  )(3izl i„o - n  i2 ) 2 .2 ..,
Hence the total simplified Hamiltonian for an assembly of dipolar 
pairs is
X ,  Sh-Wf/W., ,)*  1  r*A* r  T A rd f*
the factor being required since the sums over j and k woula count 
each pair twice.
First order perturbation theory shows that, if a fixed radio­
1/
frequency is employed, the dipolar interaction causes resonance peaks 
to appear at applied field strengths.
11 = H0 - •%/r~^(3cos2^ -1) 2.2.6.
for a pair of identical nuclei. For nori-ident ical nuclei the dipolar
4- — 3 2
field is given by -  j l  r (pcos 0-1). The expression of interest in 
tnis cnaptc-r is the former; it holds exactly only for a single crystal 
in which tne protons are paired and the pairs are remote from one
another . The spectrum consists of a pair of linos equally spaced
— ^  2about the resonance field, Hq , by an amount \  j xr ^(3 cos 0  -l) where 
Q  is the angle between the interproton vector and the magnetic field 
direction. From studies of angular variation of the splitting of the 
dipolar pair spectrum one can determine the magnitude and direction of r
2.3. Line Shape of Proton Resonance Signal of Polycrystalline hydrates 
If the specimen is polycrystalline then the interpe^ton vectors 
arc randomly distributed in space so that the spectrum is the sum of
the spectra.for the individual pairs, resulting in a smearing out of
the fine structure. Since the orientation of the dipole pairs is 
isotropically distributed, the fraction of pairs for which &  lies 
in the interval d G is d(cos Q ) .  Let g(h) be the normalised line 
shape function describing the absorption signal as a function of field 
strength and let h beClI-iiJ, that is
The contribution of each of the two component lines for a single 
crystal to the spectrum for polycrystalline material is
_ x a(cos &X 2 .3 . 2
" * dh
the factor g- entering because each of the two terms is equally probable 
Expressing cos G? as a function of h, using 2.3.1> one obtains for 
g(h) in 2 .3 .2 . _
g(h) = ( 6 J T  )*■ r ^  L  I ~ J) j  * 2 .3 . 3
The + sign is taken for - | (. h < +3 /*■ r " 5 and the - sign for
-3/a r h < + ^ / r
g(h) = 0 out v/ith the range - 3  j x  r~^ to -i so that only this
range needs to be considered.
The line shape obtained from 2«3o* a® shown as the dotted xj.nc in 
figure 2 .3 . 1  for an isolated proton pair in a water molecule where 
r = I.5 8 A and J U  = 1.41033x10 The peak separation, 3yu r  is
1 a
~o , ?
^  a r”” (3 cos e  -1 ) 2 .3 . 1

of tne order of 10-20 gausR the complete spectrum covers about
20-22 gs/uss in width.
So far the discussion has been confined to isolated pairs of 
nuclear dipoles, ignoring the effect of next nearest nuclear neigh­
bours. This condition very nearly holds in the case of solid hydro&’on 
but for hydrates tne interpair effects are not so small compared with 
the intrapair d foots. Therefore the proton pairs are not isolated 
from one another and the components of each pair exert a small magnetic 
field, proportional to r b  at neighbouring proton pairs. The effect 
of each pair on its neighbours is to broaden out the spectrum defined 
by g(h). If the broadening function is assumed to be Gaussian^, then 
a line shape similar to that shown by the line in figure $■. 3 j
is obtained. Gaussian distributions are of the form
V - ~ 7 j z z '  C ( y j f *  J
where cf is the standard delation of the distribution and P is the 
mean of trie distribution. Therefore the effect next nearest neigh­
bour broadening has is that the function g(h)dh broadens out and 
contributes an amount equal to
L - g h g h .  expJ"( h -"hJ  —. r I 0  a<
L
at another field h*.
^   ^the broadening parameter, is the standard deviation of the 
Gaussian distribution function and can be considered as a function 
of the splitting due to the so-far neglected next nearest neighbours.
j£ is taken as \ j x  R~^ where R is the next nearest nuclear distance
in units, broadening at h increases the probability of
finding a fine structure component between h ; and (h1+dh* ) by an 
amount ~ ■*.
gh)dh. exp [  j dg
Therefore the total probability of finding a fine structure component
between and (h*+dh/) is given by
•♦3^/*'* /* _Vi /
G(h#)^h' = C  J exp [^ - j d h
where C =  IS/1**- * are the limits of integration necessary
i.e. G(h ’) =  c  J ^ S , ( h ) . e x p  [ - (| h | I  jdh 2 ^ 4
.is the expression describing the absorption line shape when next
14-
X> V f ”2- 3ne-rast neighbour broadening is considered, replucing the expression(h).dh before broadening. A number of acid hydrates
contain the oxonium ion u70 ‘ , which consists of three protons at
the vertices of an equilateral triangle. The complicated theoretical
Q
analysis oi the interactions of such a system has been performed0
and the spectrum of a polycrystaliinc specimen of such a hydrate has
a - characteristic shape, from which- r, the interproton vectors, cano'
be calculated. Some "hydrates" may, in fact, contain hydroxyl groups 
rather than II^ O molecules and this possibility can be recognised from 
the line shape of the proton magnetic resonance signal. The closest
O
II—II approach possible between hydroxyl groups is about 2.5A, so that 
although the theoretical treatment is the same as for the true hydrate
case the line width and peak separation, equal to 3 y6* r » v/ill be 
much less than in the U^O case. In fact for Oil dipole pairs j u  r  
is about 2 gauss and this separation can seldom be detected because 
of next near'est neighbour broadening so that one obtains only one
-3
samnles of CaS0.2II_0 ', HN0_.IIoU ^ and fi-U07 Ho0 4 2 * > 2  v 5 2 and demonstrates
broad absorption signal. Tig. 2.3.2 shows spectra from polycrystalline
4 ” % a-U TT ~ l °
'j -  r  3
that only the first compound contains discrete h^O molecules, the
others being more accurately written H^0rM07 and UO^COlIj^, respectively.
Cc( Ha°
P -
o * K
H H 0 4 o
In .'.*ore oomplicated systems calculation of line snapes becomes 
formidable and lino structui’e becomes so complex as to be unresolved 
in detail . Although the line shape for general systems cannot be 
calculated the moments of the spectrum can .be readily calculated. 
Clearly the width and shape of an absorption line depends on the 
magne tic interactions between neighbouring nuclei and hence upon 
the configuration of atoms in the immediate vicinity of a magnetic 
nucleus. Therefore not only the distances and angles characteristic 
of the local- configuration are involved but also the motion of the 
nucleus and its neighbours. One can infer something about the 
configuration and motion near a resonant nucleus from a study of the 
shape of the absopttion line by means of the method of moment..
2.4. Second Moment of an Absorption Line
The nth moment of an absorption line is defined as
S - f "  bne(h)dh 2.4.1n J
v/here g(h) normalised amplitude of the curve at the position
where the field strength is h gauss from the centre. Since g(h) is
an even function for magnetic dipolar broadening the odd numbered
moments are zero. Van Vleck has calculated the second and fourth
IImoments in the general case. The fourth moment is a ratner com­
plicated expression and is not much used, for a crystal containing 
only one species of magnetic nucleus his result for the second 
moment is
s2 = J : ^  (30*'^*- 1) ritK . 2 .4 . 2
where 6 -^ is the angle between r ^  , 'the length of the vector joining J x
nuclei j and k, and U , the applied magnetic field. N is the 
number of nuclei taking pat in the resonance for which line-broad­
ening is being considered, say the number of resonant nuclei per 
unit cell. If the specimen is polycrystalline the spectrum is the 
sum for the assembly of isotropically oriented constituent crystals
and its second moment is therefore the average of the second moments
2 2
of the individual crystals. The isotropic average of (3cos Q  -l) 
is , so that 2.4.2. becomes
s 2 - x *  2 -4 -J
If the crystal contains magnetic nuclei, other thati those at 
resonance, Van Vleck*s second moment formula 2.4.2. contains the
16
following additional term
4'^  J*.f (i ( 3  1 1) 2.4*4
where U is the magnetic moment of non-resonant nucleus, f, r . _
'  x • jf
is the length of the vector joining nuclei j and f and ® .  ^ is the
J -*•
angle which this vector makes with the anplied magnetic field, L
2 2 °*
For a polycrystalline specimen , (pcos^ O  -l) is again relaced by
its mean value-— , so that the complete second moment formula becomes
s2 - -* /*>“ r C  J*: e f6 *.4.5
Therefore the second moment of a spectrum whoso width is due to 
dipolar broadening- can be calculated from a knowledge of the relative 
positions of all nuclei of non-zero spin iji the crystal lattice and 
of their nuclear magnetic moments. Since magnetic moments are known 
for most nuclei, information concerning the disposition of the nuclei 
in the crystal lattice may be obtained from the experimentally 
determined spectrum, via its second moment.
The second moment of a spectrum is defined, by 2.4*1> as
2 =  '
nd is equivalent to the mean square width of the absorption line
bout its centre. If g(h) is not normalised then
**, 2 
oO
S = h g(h)dh 2.4*6
S = f  h g(h)dh f  g(h)dh 2.4*7
Because broad-line spectra are generally very broad (figs. 2.5.1 
and 2.5.2), resonances can seldom be seen on an oscillograph.
Most broad signals are recorded as the first derivative of the 
absorption signal, using audiomodulation and phase-sensitive 
amplification. The experimental techniques involved in the 
presentation of broad-line resonance spectra are the subject matter 
of the following chapter. The second moment of the absorption signal 
may, however, be computed directly from the first derivative spectrum, 
since partial integration of 2.4*7 gives
s2 - £ C^  ’dh/ r _ h ' d h  2 -4 -8<-oO
where dg(h ) is the amplitude of the derivative curve at the position 
dh
where the field is h gauss from the centre.
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o .4.8 is approximately equal to
S ~  J- S  h^ /\ n h h 2.4.9
2 ■ * * * 0 dn y S  ah
where A  h is a very small field interval, say 0.5 gauss. I f  A  h is 
small enough then
s -zh 'zZ h5 h 2.4.102 ^ dh ah
and this expression is generally used to obtain the second moment 
from a first derivative spectrum.
So that useful crystallographic information can be extracted 
from broad-line spectra, accurate values of second moments must 
be obtained from spectra. In this connection there are four or 
five notes on essentialexperimental requirements.
( i) the spectra should not be unduly broadened by magnetic field 
inhomojeneity.
(ii) the r.f. power level should be low enough to avoid saturation, 
which causes distortion, if not t^al loss, 0 1 trie signal.
(iii) the field modulation amplitude, used to jxroduce the first
derivative line shape, must be small compared v/ith the line
width. Modulation broadening, if unavoidable, can be accounted
ilfor by using the relationship
= - i h f  2.4.11
where is the measured second moment, is the true second
moment and h m is the amplitude of audiomodulation used in 
recording the derivative curse (in gauss)
(iv) the ratio of the signal intensity to the intensity of the
background of random electrical fluctuations generated by the 
spectrometer, the signal to noise ratio, must be good since 
S2 can be greatly influenced by the wings of the absorption 
line where the signal is weak but hJ is relatively large.
( v) the positions of trie atoms in the crystal lattice must remain 
fixed. The following section discusses the effects of
molecular motions on spectra and lienee on their second moments.
In order that 2 .4 . 5  or 'the simpler 2 .4 .5 . can be used, it is
therefore essential to work at temperatures sufficiently low
that such molecular motions do not take place.
2.5. Motional harrowing of feeonance Line Widtlis
In solid* groups of atoms usually undergo rotational motion
about one or more axes with frequencies which increase v/ith
temperature. This motion modifies the interactions between nuclear
dipoles and causes considerable changes in the resonance spectrum.
The limit of this motion is that undergone by liquids and gases,
whose random motions result in a very narrow absorption line, the
dipolar interactions being eliminated. In general, motion results
in narrowing of the spectrum. A narrowing of absorption lines with
increasing temperature has been observed in many solids and has been
13ascribed to molecular motions within crystal lattices
Molecules are constrained to their equilibrium positions in the
crystal by intermolecular forces and rotation of any molecule from
one equilibrium position to another is restricted by a potential
barrier, of height U. A number of molecules, proportional to
exp.(-U/RT), where R is the gas constant per mole, have sufficient
energy at any one instant to surmount the barrier, so that there is
a continual reorientation of all the molecules in the lattice. One
can associate v/ith this process a rate of molecular transitions from
one equivalent position to another, characterised by a reorientation
1.
rate or a correlation time 2^. These parameters are related by
0 .S.1
T c and can be related to the energy barrier, U, by equations 
of the form
%  = r  exp(+U//RT) 2 .5 .2 a = -0„ e x p C ^ R T ) 2 .5 .2 b
where r a and -^o are constants.
Clearly as the temperature increases, ^decreases and
increases. The width of an absorption line can be related to the
16”
reorientation rate by the expression .
( J - i )2 = A2 (2/ i t  ) t a n ' 1  [ «  2.5.3
is the line width on a frequency scale. <=c is a factor of the
19
oraer of unity introduced, to take account of inaccuracio s in
’o Cining S'* wit1', respect to the lino shape. tfO, n r its magnetic
: :.o^ c. scale equivalent £ a, is taken as the separation ho tv/eon.
o ' ; to m o s t  points of maximum and minimum s-opc of trie absorption
curve. A is the width of the absorption lino for a rigid lattice,
o tnat -0 - *  0 as £  ^  A . As the reorientation rate increases andc
approaches the rigid lattice v;idth, «T*5 decreases. Since A is. usually
/ 5
o'” the order of 10 - 10 c/s, the spec tr</M is narrowed by molecular
reorientation at frequencies wkich are very low on a thermofynu; ic
scale* hence information about energy barriers to rotations of
molecules in crystals can be obtained by studying line v/idths as a
function of temperature.
The contributions to the resonance absorption line shape from
uric dipolar coupling between two nuclear spins has been shown to be
2
proportional to (pcos ©  -l) where &  is the angle which the inter- 
'.uclear vector makes v/ith the applied field. If the molecule of wnich 
these spinning nuclei arc part is rotated around an axis Ok which 
■ kes an angle oi with the applied field and an angle v/ith the 
internuclear vector, (pcos^ ©  -l) must be replaced by -l)
■ nd this average value must be taken over all the values of ©  during 
a rotation. Using the addition theorem for spherical harmonics
one gets
(3cos &  -l) = p (^cos^ ft" -l)(3cos -l)
Thus the spectrum consists of two lines occuring at field strengths
II = II 5(3c o s2 X -l)(3cos2°< -l) 2.3*4
rather than at fields given by 2.2.6 for a rigid system.
If the axis of reorientation Oh is perpendicular to the internuclear
vector, so that ft*=9 0 °> is commonly the case, 2.3*4 becomes
H = II i-JyWr *;(3cos2oi -l) 2.5*5’
v/hich is similar in form to 2.2.6; the maximum splitting, however, 
is only half that for the rigid system. The similarity is more 
complete for a polycrystalline specimen since random orientation of 
the constituent crystals provides all values of either ©  or • 
for completely random rotations as in liquids and gases it turns out 
that cos 1 &  over a sphere equals g so that (3cos ®  -1; = 0 and 
only one sharp resonance line appears.
ao
complete free rotationnpici system hindered rotation
e. a  -S. I
lor more general and complicated systems it is apain necessary to 
turn to Van Vloclc1s second moment formula which dor a sinplc crystal
has been shown to he
S2 (pcos 0,,-l)' h f l' i'j
j>«
, 2/-, 2 Uf u c o s  w  ,r
-  r
jk rjf 2.5.6
When motion occurs, 2.5*6 must ho amended by averaging (~$cor^@ - l )  
as above. It is convenient at this stape to divide the second 
moment into.an intramolecular part (Tt and an intermolecular part a-^  
Ilenco, introduction of 2.5*3 into 2 . 5 * 6  leads to
3 2..-1,, 2 . p 2  Z . / 7 2 v  . v2 -6
ST. = j ja N (3cos <* -1) .>fc(3cos 0 m,"1 )
' -* ^ r\ , I f*- fi
i &
N-1 (Joos^oi -l')a / J/ ( 3 c o s ‘ lfj;.-l)‘ .r .r u 2 .5 . 7
If the material is polycrystalline, there is an isotropic 
distribution of axes of reorientation and the factor (3 cos*~ot - 1  
must be replaced by its mean value of ^ r, so that 2.5*7 becomes
-fez2"'1 ^ O c o s 2 ^ - 1 )2 - ^ ' 6 +i?s"1J2r  / ' / v - d  ^ f- D 2rjf-6
2.5.8
Comparison of 2.5. 8 with 2.’j.5 for a riyid structure shows that 
each term in the intramolecular contribution is reduced by a factor 
of
i(3cos^ V  -ik”1 )*
This factor decreased from unity (when ^. v = 0°) to zero (when $\.t_ =
J o
5 4 °4 4 1 ) and increases apain to -4- (when - 90 ).
Although the reduction in caused by molecular reorientation
may be calculated fairly simply, the reduction for the intermolecular
contribution is more complicated since it must be remembered that
durinm motion r--, varies as well as Therefore a reduction of^ J k „ m
total second moment by a factor yreator than 4 can be observed
41
as a particular molecular notion nets in as a result of the temperature 
of the polyerystalline sample being raised. Use of 2.5.2b anu 2.5.5 
allows the energy barrier to the notion to bo calculated from a 
hncwlodgo of the transition temperature .and reduced lino width. 
Frequently a large change in the second moment is witnessed as the 
sample temperature is increased. This can be explained by assuming 
that' the molecules undergo reorientations which are almost isotropic. 
Such motions cause intramolecular local fields to average to zero,
i.e. T* becomes zero, but the intermolecular local fields do not 
average to zero, so that the resultant second moment is due to<T0 
only. The only way in which CT0 can average to zero is for the centres 
of mass to move; this is the situation in liquids and gases. The 
resonance lines for some solids become extremely narrow at high 
temperature and the only explanation possible is that the molecules
or atoms) diffuse through the lattice
17
The proton magnetic resonance spectrum of a truc-hydrate has
2
a second moment of about 28 gauss when molecular motion is absent, 
and has a derivative line shape similar to that in figure (a) below. 
Should, instead, the species 11^ O'1" or Oil be present in the solid 
phase of a "hydrate", then they would contribute derivative spectra 
resembling those of figure (b) or (c) respectively to the overall 
observed spectrum. If the "hydrate" contains both IIo0 and Oil species 
in the solid state, the rigid lattice spectrum is superposition of 
spectra (a) and (c) in the ratio of the number of water protons to 
hydroxyl protons.
cJ K
C«) C M
*
p -U072IIo0 is an example of a hydrate of* ) il
-'his kind. The proton magnetic resonance derivative spectrum of
O ky ♦*«**»»» *»•
this compound at, 77 K is of the form shown^in figure 2 . ^ 0  and.
it shows immediately that the compound cannot be formulated as above
This conclusion is substantiated by the observation that second
moment is 20 gauss, a value which is considerably less than that.
expected for a true hydrate,given by the dotted line of figure 2.5*3
It was shown that the spectrum obtained agrees with a ratio of 
1 /  1( il in in Oil) of 3 '->0 that the compound is hotter written
is u 2 o 5 ( o : i ) 2 3H2 o .
3 S' 3
If the value for the ratio ( 1h in in Oil) is infinity
(true hydrate case) then S? = 28 gauss2 . If this ratio,Q, is zero
2
(pure Oil case) then SQ = 4 gauss'". Obviously for values of Q between
2
0 andoo , will lie between 4 and 28 gauss . The uranium oxide
dihydrate example, above has shown that for Q = 3» Sp is about
2 2 20 gauss . A value of about 14 gauss is expected for S2 if Q = I.
• ^
This result can be obtained the*eetically by treating the line shape 
function, expression, 2.5*-I? as a sum of two parts
G(h') = 0.5G,(h') + 0.5G,(h') 2 . 5 - 9
whore O^(h') is the normalised line shape function for the water 
of crystallisation and Gn(h') is the normalised line shape function 
for the proton in. OK groups. G-^h') and G ^ h 1) are themselves of 
the form of 2 .5 .4 . and their derivatives, more useful for comparison 
with the experimental spectra, are given by
X I
-■J
p f  t i  \
ii^o-UL_y = c >
c/h ‘
[ (I'l— ii* 5 ^ (3n) exp - ( h ' - h ) 2 7
A ..rf _  c?/3. J
. dh
dG0 (h;) = ^ fh-h1 ) .£’2 (h) exp - (h' -h)*~
~ 7 V  -v^3 ^
The y.oaninjs of the terms in 2 .5 .10. are the same a.; given in connection 
with 2 .3 .4 . r is the interproton distance with the water molecules 
and lieswithin the limits 1.53-A ^ 4 1.65A°; r0 is the interproton
distance with the system (ii -0 ...U-) and can only have values 
2.2A < r^ ^  2.7A°. R, the closest distance of approach of a neigh­
bouring pair of protons, can have values 2.2A°< R< 2.7/^°. UsinG these 
parameters in equation 2.5T./0 and then in 2. 57 cl. a line shape can 
he obtained for such a situation and a value for the second moment 
can be found in the manner described in section 2.4. The figure 
obtained, 12 ^auss‘‘, is a lower limit for since intermolecular 
proton-proton vectors contribute to the second moment but are not 
included in the above theoretical treatment. Accurate knowledge 
of the crystal structure is required for calculation of the inter- 
molecular contribution. This procedure is applied in reverse when 
one is interested in determining the value of Q and hence the correct 
molecular representation of a hydrate. One uses the line shape 
function expression
G(h') = ) + (l-w1 )(G2 (h')) 2 . 6 . H
in place of 2.5”.*?. , where is the fraction of total protons
present in water of crystallisation. Clearly Q.= w , . In such
1-w,
an experiment one has a derivative spectrum line shape and second 
moment and these are capable of solving for w ^ , r^ , r0 ,  ^ and
The observed derivative spectrum is scaled by integration and then 
normalisation of the resultant absoi£?tion line. A family of curves 
of G^(bf ) and ) can now be calculated for selected values of
r 1 , p ^ and r^ and £ within the limits given for these parameters.
Now the system (II -0 ...Ii) does not contribute to the derivative
curve for h /-^6.5 gauss, so that by concentrating on the part of 
the spectrum in the range 7 gauss ^ >h / ^ 1 5  gauss, information concerning 
the water molecules only is obtained and hence , r^ a n d ^ .
*4*
Experience ha3 shown that for chemically reasonable values of r^ and ^ 
all calculated dC (h,;/dhi curves pass through the point
(h' =11.0 gauss ; d G i(h') /dh' =0 . 0 0 4 1  + 0.0 0 0 3 )
This enables w to be estimated, because-from 2 . U
wi = iLlilll range 7 gauss ^  h ; <■ 1 5 pauss .
* C ^ h ' )
•i.e. w i = [ d G ( h ^ ^ I h ] i ] ><r . 0 0 4 1  *?• r. IQ
where dG(h * )/d hh  ^ is the magnitude of the observed normalised 
derivative curve crt h* - 11 jauss. having found w, the curves 
dG^(h/)/dh' calculated for a ran^e of values of and ^ are 
scaled down in the ratio w ^ , compared with the observed derivative 
and the magnitudes of r^ and £ ^  obtained by fitting the observed 
curve to the collection of c.— culated curves.
Having thus determined the contribution from water of 
crystallisation to the line shape function, the contribution arising 
from (fl-O ...Ii) can be obtained by subtraction from the observed 
normalised curve. The resultant difference curve can then be 
analysed in a manner similar to that outlineJ for wj,r l()a n d ^ , to 
yield r a n d  £
This is the manner in which the problem of the representation 
of the hydrates of magnesium carbonate v/ill be tackled. Information 
concerning the onset and nature of molecular motion in these hydrates 
and the energy barriers to their motions will also be discussed.
It is necessary, first, to deal with the instrumentation involved 
in detecting and presenting a broad-line resonance signal.
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CHAPTER 3
INSTRTJhENTAT IN BROAD-LINE
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
3 • 1 • C c n e r a 1 Require m e n t s
The resonance condition, ^  = V M , is detected by the effect of 
a small oscillating radiofrequency field, 2 h j cos cot applied to the 
material perpendicular to the direction of the static field, II.
The frequency u) of the oscillating field is determined by the 
relationship
u )  *  ( L C )  d
where L is the inductance of the sample coil and C is the capacitance
.of the radiofrequency generator. At resonance there is an inductance
change induced in the coil which causes a change in the r.f. voltage
across the coil equal to
A V  - £ A  2rr hi, <+> ( -  “X ■+ Of * <-°i urt ) J.l.l
where £ is the filling factor denoting the proportion of the effec­
tive coil area occupied by material, /I is the area-turns value of the 
coil, and 9f1 a n d ^ ' V  are respectively the real and imaginary components 
of the susceptibility, 9( > of the material. Bloch has derived cxpress- 
.ons for and 'V-' ' in terms of r.f. power level, u>,T4a n d 21 the 
saturation factor, and typical plots as a function of frequency are
The marginal oscillator/method of detection of nuclear 
resonances gives a pure absorption signal, proportional to X'**
The specimen is contained in a cylindrical coil placed with its axis 
perpendicular to the direction of the steady magnetic field. This 
coil and a condenser form a parallel tuned combination in the gr/c/ 
circuit of a radiofrequency oscillator and nuclear resonances are 
detected through a change "in the level of oscillations.
The super-regenerative osciliatcr-detector which is characterised
26
:;y cnc repeated build—up and decay of. its o s c illat i one, also detects
only changes in % . In thin type of oscillator the change induced •
in the tank coil inductance at resonance cannon the energy of the
radiofroquoney pulses to change. A simple supor-rogcnerativc
oscillator in unsuitable for studies of line shapes of bread-line
N.M.I. spectra since its output is complex -and the detector response
is not linear. Snell oscillators can, however, be modified, so that
21
line shape studios can be performed . bore will be said about 
this typo of oscillator in later chapters..
Other methods 0 1 detection are the bridge and the crcss-coil 
methods, both of which require cercful control to obtain a response
A / 1 I - T
proportional to either X or / (  at. resonance.
broad-line N.Ii.Tl. signals are relatively weak and it is important 
that the ratio of signal strength to background oscillator, and 
thermal "noise" be as large as possible. The following techniques 
are used so .that the signal-to-noisc ratio, G/ of the displayed 
resonance is optimum.
The signal, proportional to X > is'audi©modulated by super­
imposing a sinusoidal fluctuation h costO^t onto the static magnetic 
field. This field modulation is effected by passing an audiofrequency 
current through additional coils attached, to the magnet. The modul­
ation frequency is generally in the range 0 - 3 0 0  c/s, and if the 
modulation amplitude h/ is much less than the resonance absorption 
line width, a sinusoidal output with amplitude proportional to 
is obtained, as the magnetic field is swept, through the resonance 
value. An output proportional to JX ±s obtained if frequency
modulation and frequency sweep are employed. This method of modul­
ation and sweep is generally avoided, where possible, since 
simultaneous optimisation of oscillator sensitivity would be required 
as the frequency is altered.
The audiosignal output from the oscillator, at frequency V , , 
together with the background of random r.f. and a.f. noise, is 
passed through a narrow-band amplifier which amplifj.es only 
frecuencies in the neighbourhood of ^ , thus rejecting a large
* IT*
proportion of the noise. The S/H ratio is further improved by passing 
the amplifier output through a phase-sensitive detector. This device
7.1
yu.-ratos by Mixing the amplifier output with a reference si rial of
• U.CY 0 r . The mixed I.e. output fro:.'; trie phase-r,ons itive*o:
i -i- , Co;;  (j> h : r r c  a 2 sc e~ec wor can oe snown oo cc proportional to 
co..ipOi; jj! i> o.i aik_nai vo^taye oi i undanon-tal iroquoncy -0 , and <j> is
tnc aha so of this component vi th respect to that of the reference 
frequency. The maximum d.c. voltaye is obtained when tnc two mixing 
siyr.aic arc in phase. A phasc-shif ter must, therefore., be incorporated 
into the phas e-oensitive detector. The tine constant, Tsc'cs, of the 
rectifying circuit imposes a bandwidth of Ac/s on the detector so 
that a narrow ranye of noise frequencies are passed to.the detector 
output. Thus substantial S/i! enhancement results from the use of 
tine constants of the order of 1 second. The d.c. siynal, together 
with the much reduced level of noise, can be displayed on a d.c. meter 
or recorder.
5.2. The broad-line Proton Magnetic fesonence Spectrometer
The block diayrani of the spectrometer is shown below, in fiyure 
3 .2 .1 . fiyures 3 *2 . 2  and 3 *2 . 3  show some of the components of the 
spectrometer. The maynet, 1 of fiyure 3*2.3? is an A .E .I . clectro- 
naynet capable of ^cncratiny fields of up to 1 4 , 5 2 0  yauss.
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Ficlu nucGp was acnrevcd by a lowly changing the current being 
supplied to the magnet coils. As a sweep width of 40 - 50 gauss is 
required to cover a broad-line proton resonance signal, a slowly 
rotating motor was made to drive the shaft of one of the finer field 
current—setting helipots, shown in figure 3 *2 .2 . Uitli a g rev/min. 
motor a sweep rate of about 2 gauss/min. is obtained.
A probe insert, comprising a coil assembly, shown in figure 3*2.4? 
and a dewarcd insert, was constructed to fit exactly into the A.E.I. 
pi-obc unit. The coil, five turns of enamelled copper wire of standard 
guage 36is 7m.m. long and 7n.m. in diameter. A coaxial lead connects 
the coil assembly to the r.f. oscillator.
The oscillator, 2 of figure 3*2.3? supplied by Nev/port Instru-
oo
ments Ltd., is based on a design by Robinson . It consists of an r.f. 
amplifier followed by a limiter, block diagram figure 3*2.5* V/ith 
the probe insert described above, the oscillator could be tuned, by 
moans of a ya^iable condenser, over the range 1 6 . 5  - 3 2  hc/s.
The level of oscillation of the oscillator is controlled by varying 
the <Lnot/e voltage of the limiter valve and is monitored on a micro- 
ameterj3 of figure 3*2.3* Resonances are detected as small changes 
in the r.f. level.
i ifr\tc<?
. 1>. C. output tomStOK
ft uD i o OirrPuT
Figure 3*2.5
The output from the oscillator, comprising signal at the 
modulation frequency plus noise, is passed through a Brookdeal Lock-In 
Amplifier and heter Unit, 4 and 5a of figure 3*2.3? in which the 
signal is selectively amplified and phase-sensitive detected, and- 
the d.c. voltage output from the meter Unit is displayed on a Servo- • 
scribe recorder.
The audiosignal can be monitored on an oscilloscope just before 
the phase-sensitive detector stage. The reference for the phase- 
sensitive detector is taken from the A.E.I. audiofrequency generator 
and is passed through a Brookdeal Phase-Shifter Unit, 5b of figure 
3 .2 .5 , so that the two mixing signals can be phased for optimum output.
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In most broad-line proton magnetic resonance investigations 
the temperature of the sample must be altered and accurately measured. 
In this spectrometer arrangement a stream of dry nitrogen gas is
f
passed over the sample in the dewared probe insert. The temperature
is raised by passing the gas over a heating coil and is lowered by
passing t h e  g a s  t h r o u g h  a  c o p p e r  s p i r a l  i m m e r s e d  i n  a b a t h  o f  l i q u i d
nitrogen. Control of the temperature is achieved by monitoring the
rate of flow of the gas through a flowmeter. The temperature of the
sample is measured by means of a copper-constantan thermocouple with
its reference junction in an icc-water mixture. The. other junction
is attached to the sample tube in. the coil assembly and the e.m.f.
generated when the two terminals of the thermocouple are at different
temperatures is measured by a potentiometer, by means of data supplied
3 5by Chalton and Mann y checked against fixed points, e.m.f. readings, 
can be converted into temperatures.
The o s c i l l a t o r  was  t u n e d  t o  a b o u t  27. K c / s  and t h e  r . f .  l e v e l  
c o u l d  be  v a r i e d  b e t w e e n  0 . 5 / A  and ° //A.  W i t h  t h i s  f r e q u e n c y  a  f i e l d  
o f  a b o u t  636O g a u s s  i s  r e q u i r e d  f o r  p r o t o n  r e s o n a n c e .  U s i n g  a w a t e r  
s a m p l e  t h e  f i e l d  and f r e q u e n c y  a r e  a d j u s t e d  s o  t h a t  p r o t o n  r e s o n a n c e  
o c c u r s  when t h e  f i e l d - s w c o p  h e l i p o t  i s  i n  t h e  m i d d l e  o f  i t s  r a n g e .
The s w e e p  w i d t h  i s  4 1 * 1 0  g a u s s  and t h e  s w e e p  r a t e  2 . 0 5 5  g a u s s / m i n u t e .
6 4 c/s was chosen as a suitable modulation frequency and the maximum 
amplitude of modulation, corresponding to Odb on the audiofrequency 
generator output, was 1.0 gauss. Thus Andrew’s modulation correction^ 
to the second moment of broad-line spectra is not applied in most 
cases. A recorder chart drive speed of 3cm/minute was selected for 
spectral presentation.
Sample temperatures between 120°K and 360°K are obtained with 
the experimental arrangement of this spectrometer.
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A fROAD-LINE PROTON klAOXITTC RESONANCE 
INVEST10 AT ION OF SOI IE ATeEGED iiYT)RATEG
• -L • Introduction
The tor- "hydrate" should, strictly speaking be applied only 
to O'uTxpovuids whose crystals contain discrete water molecules but 
if the evidence on which the formulae assigned to .many alleged 
hydrates of inorganic salts arc based is examined then it becomes 
obvious that a large number might not be hydrates at all. Eor 
example, a compound originally given the formula Nao0 .Sn0o .pk0 0£ C- £
and called a trihydrate was shown, after the advent of Werner's 
coordination theory ^ ^"-to be ITa^  [sn(OIi)^']. Wells mentions ^  that 
.any other so-called hydrates may, in fact, be hydroxy salts.
Copper sulphate monohydrate could be CuS0^.Iio0 or Cu(Oii) (liSO^); 
the latter representation defies no valence laws.
Information on th<' correct representation of a so-called 
hydrate can often be obtained from a study of the conditions 
required for dehydration . Several hydrates retain their water 
molecules above 200°C while others readily lose theirs on heating- 
to 100°C. Some even undergo decomposition before complete dehydration.
t
The more vigorous treatment is often required for true hydrates if a
transition metal is present, because the latter can bond to their
v/ater molecules very strongly as a consequence of the available
46
d-orbital vacancies of such metals . With ions of the inert gas .
2 6 + 2  
configureation s p , such as Ha and dig true hydrates would be
expected to dehydrate fairly readily. Some do not, so these may be
hydroxy-salts.
Only physical techniques however, can supply conclusive proof of
the correct formulation of an alleged hydrate. X-ray crystallography,
where aoolicable, usually solves problems of structure determination
07
but protons, because of their lovr X-ray scattering power , can only
be positioned accurately on an electron density map after a great deal'
of effort. The related techniques of electron and neutron
diffraction are able to locate the protons with the sane amount of
I* fit Utkr
effort as is required to locate heavier nuclei, bceaugre the scattering 
is produced by interaction of the particles with the nucleus and not. 
with the extra nuclear electrons. It is simpler to apply one or other
34-
o.:. one sc uij. i rac tion methous only when the crystal has already been 
.investigated using A-rays and the positions of the other atoms are 
aj.roady ^novn. Tnc ailiydrate of oxalic acid v/as investigated using 
ncuoron oil fraction 3 0  together with the* information supplied by X-ray 
analysis and it v/as found that the species E., O' v/as not present in 
the crystal but that the dihydrate contains almost unperturbed water 
molecules. This conclusion had been arrived at two years earlier ^ 
by means of broad-line jjroton magnetic resonance studies, together 
with the result that the crystalline hydrates of nitric, perchloric
and sulphuric ’wore more correctly represented by H..O‘ITO^~, sho'ciO.*"
K . 32 '<> >  ^ •
and II. G iIGG. respectively. Infrared analysis can supply information
> 4
on the type of 0 —II bonds present in an alleged hydrate and on the 
hydrogen bonding involved.
N.Ii.R. can supply the answer to the question of the correct 
representation of an alleged hydrate in a shorter time and with less 
effort than are involved in the diffraction methods although the 
latter supply fuller structural information such as all the bond angles 
and lengths in the unit coll of the crystal specimen. ]3road-line 
1'T.fi.R. is able to supply the required data from a single crystal or 
a polycrystalline study. In general when little is known about the 
crystal structure of the compound it is better to examine the poly- 
crystalline material first.
Only a small amount of chemical information is available for the 
magnesium carbonate hydrates formulated empirically as and
i-IgCO TIo0. The trihydrate is converted to the monohydrate on heating
3 2 .
at 100°C. Further heating,of the -monohydrate results■in decomposition 
at about 250°C to magnesium oxide with loss of carbon dioxide. These 
observations might suggest that at least the- third molecule of water 
is actually "tied up" with the crystal structure and that the compounds 
might be better formulated as Kg(OK)(HCO^).2 H 2 O and lig(OH)(HCO^) 
respectively.
If both are indeed true hydrates one would expect their magnetic 
resonance spectra, when motions arc frozen out, to resemble that of 
CaSO^.2II2 0, for example, (see Figure 2.5.2a) but to be. quite 
different if they are hydroxy—bicarbonates (see figure 2. 5 * 2 c).
This chapter deals with the experimental details of how the spectra 
of these hydrates were obtained at a number of temperatures and how
i
'cne spectra at the lowest temperature employed distinguish between 
the different representations. In addition a discussion is given 
0 1 tno types ox motions which take place within the "hydrate" crystala 
when their temperature is altered. 
f] .2 . Preparation of the "Hydrates"
it aas neen reported ^  that when a solution of magnesium bicarbona-
is rccrystallised at 50°C then crystals of the trihydrate, NgC0„.3Ho0
3 ^ £"are obtained. Japanese ’workers have extensively studied the
preparation of the "bicarbonate" and give the following relevant 
infornation concerning the reaction.
Mg0+li20-h2C02 ^  Mg(HC05 )2
They state that when carbon dioxide is passed into a basic solution, 
three competing reactions take place, 
n. co2 + OK" IIC0~
b. HCOr +0K“ ^  CO*" +IIo0
> J *
rg. ’ C02 + H20 ^  H2C05
Inorder to prepare magnesium bicarbonate reaction gg. must predominate 
and the Japanese workers report that this is the case only if the rate 
of flow of C02 and the agitation of the magnesium oxide suspension are 
correctly adjusted. They give as optimum conditions, at 25 C, the 
rate of stirring = 1000 r.p.m., CC2 flow rate = 5 1 -/min. and the 
ratio of oxide to water = 3 0  g./l.
Carbon dioxide wras passed into a suspension of stock magnesium 
oxide using these "optimum" conditions but the milky colour of the 
suspension did not disappear and no reaction appeared to occur. It 
was realised that possibly the stock KgO had formed a coating of 
impervious magnesium carbonate on standing and so it was decided to 
perform the reaction on freshly prepared magnesium oxide. Standard 
sodium hydroxide solution was added to a weighed amount of magnesium 
sulphate heptahydrate and the resultant precipitate of magnesium 
hydroxide quickly filtered, washed thoroughly with water then suspended 
in water and allowed to react with gaseous C02 under the conditions 
quoted above. The solution became clear almost at once. After 
reaction for 3 0  mins. the solution was left for several days after 
which time crystals had formed on the side of the reaction.vessel.
These were collected and analysed for magnesium and carbonate;
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thf iy p r o v e d  t o  be  t h e  r e q u i r e d  TTgC0^31Io0 .
Sonic o f  t h e  t r i h y d . r n . t c  was c o n v e r t e d  t o  t h e  monohydrnh,. by  
heating a known amo unt  i n  an o v e n  a t  1 0 0 °C  u n t i l  constant weight 
was o b t a i n e d .  The  r e s u l t a n t  I o c s  i n  w e i g h t  was  consistent with 
he  f o r m a t i o n ,  o f  i l g C O ^ O  f r o m  t h e  t r i h y d r a t e .  Standard methods 
o f  m a g n e s i u m  and  c a r b o n a t e  a n a l y s i s  c o n f i r m e d  t h i n  empirical por.::uxa.
B o t h  s a m p l e s  w e r e  kept;  i n  s e a l e d  c o n t a i n e r s  t o  prevent any 
a b s o r p t i o n  o r  l o s s  o f  m o i s t u r e .
•4 • 3 • I n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  t h e  T r i -  and M o n o - h y d r a t e s  o f  m ag n es i u m  
C a r b o n a t e
The p r o t o n  m a g n e t i c  r e s o n a n c e  s p e c t r a  o f  MgC0-.3Ho 0 end iIgC0.,Ho 0
^ C ^ IL
w e r e  i n v e s t i g a t e d  o v e r  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  r a n g e  1 4 0 °  -  3 5 0 ° F .  The  
s i g n a l - t o - n o i s e  r a t i o s o f  many o f  t h e  s p e c t r a  w e r e  e n h a n c e d  using a  
C u m p u ter  o f  A v e r a g e  T r a n s i e n t s ,  a  C . A . T .  F i g u r e s .  4 . 3 . 1 ,  'uuu
4 . 3.3 sho w t h e  d e r i v a t i v e  s p e c t r a  o f  t h e  t r i h y d r a t e  at . ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y  
1 4 10K, 2 7 1 ° K  and 3 1 5 ° K .  The d e r i v a t i v e  s p e c t r a  o f  t h e  monohydr'  t o  
s p e c i e s  a t  153°K,  300°K and 347°K,  h r e  show n i n  f i g u r e s  h h h  
and 4 . 3 . 6 , r e s p e c t i v e l y .  The. v a r i a t i o n  o f  t h e  o b s e r v e d  s e c o n d  
mom ents  o f  t h e  p r o t o n  a b s o r p t i o n  c u r v e s  ovtr t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  
s t u d i e d  i s  sh ow n i n  f i g u r e  4 • 3 - 7. •
The  c u r v e s  o f  s e c o n d  moment a g a i n s t  t e m p e r a t u r e  show t h a t  ixi 
h o t h  com p o u n d s  t h e r e  i s  u n l i k e l y  t o  be  a n y  m o t i o n s  w h i c h  a f f e c t  t h e  
s h a p e  o f  t h e  a b s o r p t i o n !  c u r v e s  b e l o w  a b o u t .  190°IC. C c n s e q u c n  t l y , 
t h e  d e r i v a t i v e s  o f  t h e  a b s o r p t i o n  c u r v e s  a t .  a b o u t  15G°h r e p r e s e n t  
t h e  " r i g i d  l a t t i c e "  s p e c t r a .  T h e s e  c u r v e s ,  f i g u r e s  4 . 3 * 1  f nu- 
a r e  n o t  t y p i c a l  o f  s i m p l e  h y d r a t e s .  The p r o t o n '  n a g n o t i c  r c s o e : - c u  
s p e c t r u m  o f  a  s i m p l e  h y d r a t e  i s  o f  t h e  f o r m  shown b y  t h e  d o t t e d  
c u r v e s  i n  f i g u r e s  4 .3.8 and  4 . 3 * 9 .  The o b s e r v e d  " r i g i d  l a t t i c e "  
s p e c t r a ,  sh ow n b y  t h e  s o l i d  c u r v e s  i n  f i g u r e s  4 *3*2 anu 4 . 3*3 '
o b t a i n e d  a s  an  a v e r a g e  o f  a number  o f  s j j e c t r a ,  a r c  c l e a r l y  cpn in­
d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  t h o s e  w h i c h  w o u l d  b e  e x p e c t e d  i f  a l l  t h e  p r o t o n s  v- .re  
p r e s e n t  i n  w a t e r  m o l e c u l e s .  H en ce  some o f  t h e  p r o t o n s  i n  00 La. t n 1 ;n, 
co m p o u n d s  a r e  i n  e n v i r o n m e n t s  d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  w a t e r  o f  c r y 3 t ^ .h  I ' n u . t ’u
T h i s  i s  f u r t h e r  b o r n e  o u t  b y  t h e  m a g n i t u d e  o f  t h e  o b s e r v e d  . c o c n b
2 1
moment s  a t .  150°Kj  t h e s e  a r e  25-1 g a u s s  and 23 . 5-1 g a u s s 4- r e s p e c t i v e l y  
f o r  t h e  t r i — and  m o n o —h y d r a t e s  w h e r e a s  t h e  s e c o n d  moment o f  t n o  p r o t o n  
m a g n e t i c  r e s o n a n c e  a b s o r p t i o n  s p e c t r u m  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  o i  r i g x  ; w.„cr
3*7
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molecular, is about 28 gauss . Furthermore since the second mumehi 
charac ter in tic of protons in Oli groups is about 3 - 4  gauss'2, the 
observed second moments arc too large to arise solely: f. .-woh 
groups. Therefore the observed second moments exclude the formula 
i-TCC07 3iio0 for the trihydratc and the formulae iIgC0,IJ„0 fmdj  2 u  ^ 2
T?g(OTT) (hC0„ ) for the monohydratc.
'A more complete study of the "rigid lattice" line shapes, as
outlined in section 2 .5 , provides more quantitative information
about the■environments of the protons in there two hydrates. Tie 
solid curves in figures 4 .3 . 8  and 4 .3 . 9  are the normalised absorption 
and derivative spectra of the tri- and mono-hydrates, respectively, 
at about 150°IC. From these curves, values for w ^ , the fraction of 
total protons present in v.aters of crystallisation, are obtained 
using 2.5*12. A series Qf calculated spectra of the form 2.5*11, 
with chemically reasonable values of rn , r0 , R.. and R0 , were compared
1 c 1 c.
with the observed spectra.
For the trihydrate a value of 0.84-0.03 was obtained for v.u 
and the dashed curves in figure 4 *3 * 8  are calculated using the 
parameters
w = 0.84, rx = 1.58A, Rx = 2.35*
w 2 = 0 .1 6 , r 2 = 2.35A, R2 = 2.43A
The dotted curve is calculated using the parameters 
w^ = 1.00, ri = 1.58X, R^ = 2.35A
Thus the proton magnetic resonance spectrum of polycrystallinc 
magnesium carbonate trihydrate at 140°K is explained in terms of a 
formula in which .five-sixths of the protons are in waters of 
crystallisation with interproton distances of 1.58A. The repres­
entation iig(Ofl) (HCOj )2H20 is clearly hot valid but the formula
MgC0_3ii_0,llg(0H)(riC0,)2Ho0 is consistent with the spectral 
3 2 3 2
observations.
From analysis of the normalised curve for the nonohydrate, 
solid line of figure 4 * 3 * 9 »  was ^oun(  ^ 0*80—O.C'3* The
dashed curves of figure 4 *3 * 9  are calculated usinL. the p.araiu, burs 
\r1 = 0.80, rx = 1.58A, R1 = 2.35A
w 2 = 0.20, r2 = 2.35A, R 2 = 2.43A.
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Table 4 .3 .I
Infra-red absorption frequencies of magnesium carbonate tri­
hydrate and o.f some other carbonates and bicn rbonates.
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MTho "simple hydrate" spectrum, with w = 1.00, r l.fdA and 
« . X 1
2.35A in ege.in shown, an the dotted curves in figure' A . 1. n .
In the representation IIgflO.,11 0,; ir(OIl) (x±C07 ), w, = w 0 - 0.50 and
j <- j  i d
this in inconsistent with the obncrved "rigid lattice" npeotrii'ii.
The representation 4i I g C O ^ O , i I - (0 T ]) (liCO.,. ) has the required v;^  value.
The proton magnetic resonance results can bo explained by 
assuming that when the trihydrate in, prepared from, the bicarbonate 
by the method outlined in the previous section then a 5 0 : 5 0  mixture
of liie species IIgC0^3do0 end rig(Ofl) (iiCO^ )2IIo0 in obtained • Heating
o , c-
at 100 C converts the' "trihydrate" to "monohydrate", the IIgCo.,3 ho0
being dehydrated to HgCOy'^O and the Ilg(Oil) (iiCOj )2IIo0 being converted
to a mixture of Mg(OIl) (liC0_ ) and JdgCO-J'i' 0.
5 3 2
Infra-red absorption spectra of the t^ 'o hydrates of magnesium 
carbonate were recorded over the frequency range 4 0 0 0  —  3 0 0 cm  ^ as 
T/"dr discs. The spectra of the "tri- and mono-hydrabcn" are very 
similar. Table 4-3*1 shows the infra-red absorption frequencies and
*• ■/ r.
relative intensities of a number of carbonates and bicarbonates , 
together with those of the "magnesium carbonate hydrates". Tho 
symbols vs, s, m, w, vw denote the intensities of the absorpbions 
as, respectively, very strong, strong, medium, weal:, very weak.
Home absorptions are further qualified as broad (b), very broad (vb), 
spur (sp)>or shoulder (sh). Infra-red absorptions in the range 
1 7 .0 0 —  1 5 0 0 cm”  ^ in the "hydrate spectra" arc consistent with the 
presence of bicarbonate in these compounds.
The graphs of second moment versus temperature for the two 
hydrates show that, above 2 4 0 °F, internal motions set in in the 
crystals and some of thewater molecules start to rotate about, axes 
perpendicular to the II-II vectors. This causes tho rigid' lattice 
spectra to collapse. .Figures 4-3*2 and 4-3*5 shgw the recorded 
derivative spectra of the "trihydratc" and "monohydratc" respectively, 
at tomperaturcs where such motions are present. For the trihydrate 
1 2 7 1 °K the lino width of tho absorption npootruja, ino-isured as the 
separation between outermost points of maximum and -minimum slope...of... —~ 
the absorption curve, is 13-0.5 gauss, so that, using 2.5-3 and 2.5«1> 
the correlation t i m e , c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  of the motion present at this 
temperature turns out to be 6 .2 -2 ^/secs, using a value oi A5-0.5 gauss 
for the line width of the "rigid lattice" absorption spectrum. At
V
2 5 0 °Tr the lino width ir; 1 4 - 0 . 5  gauss so that X c for the motion at 
this temperature is 11.6 -g o  fi sees. The energy barrier, II, ’to the 
■•lotions present at these temperatures Is found from the relationship
T (T, )< ' 1 = exp yl
to be 4 .0 - 1  k cals.
A similar analysis of the monohydrate spectra at 270°K and 300°K 
shows that tho correlation times of 1 1 .6 - 3 . secs and 4 . 4  ■i/ 4 r'ccc- 
respectivelj'", are associated with the motions present in this 
compound at these temperatures. The energy barrier to these motions 
is 5 .0 -1 . 3  1c cals.
Further motions set in in these compounds at temperatures above 
3 2 0 °K resulting in further collapse of the spectra. The spectra 
displayed in figures 4 -3 * 3  ^nd 4 -3 * 6  were recorded at temperatures 
where these motions exist. At 335°k-the line width of the absorption
4“
spectriun of trihydrate is 1 1 -0 . 5  gauss so that ec for the motions
present at this temperature is 3-4-0*5/*secs., using a value for A, 
the line width of the "rigid lattice" spectrum, of 1 5 -0 . 5  gauss.
-b O
The lino width, of 12-0.5 gauss for tho spectrum at 315 h indicates, a 
correlation time of 4-4-1 / 1 secs. The energy barrier to the motions 
present at these temperatures is found to be 2.7-1-0 k cals. .The 
spectra of tho monohydratc at 3 3 7 °K and 3 4 7 °K show that the correlation 
times associated v/ith the motions present at these temperatures are, 
respectively, 4 *4 - 1  p e c s  and ‘3 .4 -0 . 5p  secs. so that the energy 
barrier to these motions is 6 .0 -1 . 7  k cals.
In order'to study the energetics involved in tho decomposition
"IlgCO^I^O" -- * "IIgC0^II2 0"-----*MgC0 5  > IlgO,
thermogravimetrie studies v/ere carried out on the two hydrates at a 
scries of fixed temperatures within the range 100^ — • 300 C. It was 
found that both "hydrates" decompose according to second-order 
kinetics with two distinct stages. Second order reactions obey the 
relationship
k
where k is the rate constant, a is the initial quantity of substance 
present and (jt-x) is the quantity present after time t(secs). The 
rate constant is related to the energy of activation involved in
&
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the reaction, by the /'rrhenius equation 
k = Ac - E/ HT 
v/horo A is a constant for each reaction.
figures /J.J.IO and /].3*11 show tho graphs of x/(a-x) vorr.ur: 
tine (minutes) at two temperatures, for respectively the "tri-" 
and "nono-hydrabee". Prom tho Arrhenius equabion a pl-ot of log k 
• gainst T ^(°K) gives a straight line of gradient -E/2.303R* 
from such plots of log and log against (temperature, °I\)"”^  
for tho tri- and mono-hydrate decompositions, activation energies 
of (12.9-1-0*6) k cals/mole and (6.3i-5*4) k cals/molc are found for 
the reactions *
"MCCO 31i2 0 " -- > Mg0+3H20iC02
and "iigCCy^O" — > MgO+ilgO+COg 
respectively.
CHAPTER 5
QTJADRTJPOhE INTERACTIONS
A nucleus whose quantum number I obeys the condition I ^  1, 
possesses, in addition to a magnetic dipole moment, a nuclear cloc'ric 
qusclrupole moment which can interact with electrostatic field gradient 
In chemically interesting systems, these field gradients arc produced 
by electrons and nuclei close to the quadrupolar nucleus of interest.
When the quadrupolar interaction is small compared with the 
magnitude of the nuclear magnetic interaction energy, 10.4, then 
the former interaction can be treated as a perturbation on the 
eigonfunotienc and eigenvalues - •«■£ 1.3»4» In this "high field" case 
the IT.TT.R. experiment is performed in a conventional manner and a 
number of resonance lines are detected, th e  number of lines providing 
a determination of the value of I and tho separation between the lines 
yielding information concerning the quadrupole moment-field gradient, 
interaction.
On the,other hand, when the nuclear quadrupole interaction is 
very large compared v/ith the magnetic interaction, the "low field" 
case, then the magnetic interaction is considered as a perturbation 
acting on the quadrupolar eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. 1'iiis 
magnetic perw-fcbation can be ma.de zero so that transitions be tv/ on the 
energy levels v/hich arise from the interaction of an electric quad- 
rupole moment v/ith an electric field gradient can be studied.
Detection of transitions between pure nuclear quadrupole energy 
levels or "low field" perturbed quadrupole energy levels may require 
instrumental arrangements which differ from those used in pure H..-i.R. 
or "high-field" cases.
Since the energy of transition between pure nuclear quadrupole 
levels depends on the interaction of the quadrupolar nucleus v/ith the 
electrons and nuclei around it, information concerning the structure 
of a compound may be obtained by measuring the energy of separation 
of the quadrupolar levels of one of the constituent nuclei. Who 
second topic in this thesis is an attempt to measure the quadrupolar 
transition energies of the chlorine nuclei, spin'j" , in a series c.:. 
complexes of mercuric chloride with a view to relating tho ueasuroa 
transition energies to structural changes throughout the series.
It is necessary, in this connection, to deal, at some length, 
with the theory of nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy, v/nich
is concerned v/ith the nature and detection of interactions bctv/een 
a quadrupolar nucleus and its environment.
CHAPTER 6
NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY
1. 1 . Xntrod notion
Nuclei with spin quantum number 1 * 0  bciiavo ar; charged 
stationary s phores, and nuclei with I = £ behave as if they are 
charged, spinning spheres. To an external observer the electrical 
properties oT such nuclei arc equivalent to those which he would 
experience from a point charge equal to the total charge on the 
nucleus concentrated at the centre of the sphere. Nuclei with 
T > A behave like charged sxunning- ellipsoids. Since they are 
spinning they possess magnetic moments and since they arc ellipsoidal 
they possess electrical properties of interest. This is illustrated 
'ey considering the arrangements shown in figure 6.1.1. in this 
hi ure a non-sphorical nucleus experiences four, charges, -i-q on. the 
J. '\' — Q,xC S and.-q on the - y-axes. Clearly configuration 6.1.1. (d; 
is energetically more favourable.
Figure 6.1.1
There is, therefore, a contribution to the potential enei’gy of 
the system which arises through the electrostatic interact ■. o.. 
between the nucleus and the environment, an>< which varies .n 
nuc 1 o<ar orientation. Spherical nuclei are obviously unaf ' v c u.. 
by such charge distributions.
tX
6.2. Electrostatic Interaction of a Nucleus with Environment *
To develop a more quantitative theory it is useful to hejin by
describing the interaction in terms of the classical interaction of
the charge of the nucleus, charge density ^ (r), and an electrostatic
potential V(r) and then, at a later stage, to insert appropriate
operators into the classical expressions in order to obtain a quantum
mechanical picture.
Classically, the interaction energy;E, of a charge distribution
of density p (r) with a potential V(r) due to external sources is
E = J  £(r) V(r)dt 6.2.1
nuclear
volume
The potential V(r) can be expanded in terms of the potential at the 
nuclear centre of mass (r=0) by means of Taylor’s theorem, thus
V(r) - V(o) + *(|I) +yg l ) ^ o +^|ijr_o
+ 1 x2A 2v) + y ?f e 2v )  +z2l ^ l )  +xy/^2V \
21 n „ l^z2/r=0 (hiy/ r=(  ^ x ' r=0 l<)y /r=0
6 r -  > ^  -v l r_0 6a2m2
in which, when = 1,2,3, x * or x = x,y, z respectively.
Now define
(dv \ = -(electric field component in the x* direction at* x j r=0 • the origin;
and
v \ = = -(the gradient, of the electric field cos.oo.
V iy dx/»/ v/ith direction x^x-evaluated at the centre
of the nucleus)
Then 6.2.1. becomes 
E = V(0 )J + * £ .  V ^ f  X j  f>(r)dT
0.2*3
= E o -V S', +  * ....
Taking the origin of the coordinate system a.t tne centre of m u s s  of
the nucleus, then E is that energy which v/ould arise from the
o
interaction of a point charge, equal in magnitude to the total charge 
on the nucleus, with the potential at the origin, m j arises fro..* oh 
interaction of the components of the nucleus’s electrical dipole none
with the electric field components at the nucleus. If the nucleus is 
ccntrosymmetric then it follows that- the contribution of Kxpfrjdt'to E, 
exactly counterbalances the contribution from -x r )d X  , and so on, i.e. 
if nuclei are centrosymnictric then they.cannot possess electric dipole 
moments; experiments devised to detect electric dipole moments in 
nuclei have all failed so that it seems that all nuclei are centro- 
symmetric. Hence E » 0 .
E2 is the energy due to the quadrupolar term with the components 
of the gradient of the electric field at the centre of tho nucleus.
Terms beyond E2 are due to interaction of higher electric multi- 
pole moments of the charge with higher derivatives of tho electric 
field . The contribution, of the next highest terri^electric octojjolar 
interaction,in the expansion for E is zero, but the electric liexa- 
decapole moment interaction is non-zero. In fact it turns out that 
the even electric multipole moments are finite, the odd multipole 
moments arc zero. Similar arguments involving generalised interactions 
v/ith a magnetic field show that nuclei can possess magnetic dipole 
moments and magnetic octupole moments but not magnetic quadrupole 
moments. The even nuclear moments are electric moments, the odd nuclear 
moments are magnetic moments. It is worthwhile at this point commenting 
on the orders of magnitude of successive terms in the expansion 6.2.3*
V is of the order of e/r where r is a typical atomic dimension, say I
°_8 ® ^ 2/
10 cm. E is the electrostatic energy Z e / r  v/hich is equal to about I
5 —1 ^ ^10 cm , corresponding to an ultraviolet frequency. E j =0 as do E ^ , E^
etc. E 0 is of the order of erft2( e /r^) where r n is the nuclear radius 
1 ^
( ~ 1 0  cm) Hence the quadrupolar interaction is of the order of 
( V r e )2 ~ 10“8 times the electrostatic energy, i.e. of the order of
_ 7T “I
10 'em or 30 Kc/s. Similarly the next non-zero term, E ,thc hexn-
2 ”8
decapole term, is of the order ( ) *tl0 that of the quadrupolar
term, i.e. of the order of lc/s. Ilexadecapolar interactions arc 
ordinarily outside the range of experimental detectability and snail 
be neglected henceforth.
E2 = * ?p V *P ’
where Q, p = J x* x (J f (r )d ^  
both V * p and Q, ^ p  are second rank tensors and, by their definition, 
are symmetric. Therefore there are six independent components of both 
these tensors. The tensor V<*p can be diagonaliscd by choosing a
T7
particular act o f  a x e s ,  X, Y and Z, p r i n c i p a l  a x e s ,  o f  the p o t e n t i a l  
V ( r ) .  Also V ( r )  m u s t  s a t i s f y  L a p l a c e ' s  e q u a t i o n  V t)
so that at tho centre o f  the nucleus
y ~  v = v + v + v =• o ,< p ci r  « « XX YY ZZ 0.^.5
i n  terras  oP t h e  p r i n c i p a l  a x e s  X,Y,Z.
. Tlencc two  p a r a m e t e r s  a r e  r e q u i r e d  t o  s p e c i f y  t h e  f i e l d  g r a d i e n t
i n  t h e  p r i n c i p a l - a x e s  s y s t e m .  A c o n v e n i e n t  c h o i c e  01 t h e  two paramo t o r s
i s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g .  One c a n  c h o o s e  t o  o r i e n t  t h e  p r i n c i p a l  a x e s  s o  t h a t
t h e  Z - a x i s  l i e s  a l o n g  t h o  d i r e c t i o n  o f  maximum f i e l d  g r a d i e n t  and t h e
X - a x i s  a l o n g  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  o f  minimum g r a d i e n t ,  i . e .  s u c h  t h a t
K z l  '^Iv y y I * l Txxl 6 -2 -6
One d e f i n e s  t h e  two p a r a m e t e r s  q and ^  b y
<1 S VZZ 6-2-7
y  = (Tn - T „ ) A ZZ -02.3
.By 6 . 2 . 5 -  i Xr-ry I V^v+Vv.v I s o  t h a t  6.2.6. sh o w s  t h a t ,  Vv ,. and V
1 - I s L I =  I A A  I I I  1  ±
m u st  h a v e  t h e  same s i g n .
Thus  6 . 2 . 5  and  6 . 2 . 6  sho w t h a t  ^  h a s  t h e  p r o p e r t y  0 6  *2 £  I .
Hence  f i e l d  g r a d i e n t  i s  s p e c i f i e d  b y  t h e  o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  principal 
a x e s  o f  t h e  f i e l d  g r a d i e n t  t e n s o r  and b y  two p a r a m e t e r s ,  q a n a *1 . Tf  
t h e  f i e l d  g r a d i e n t  i s  a x i a l l y  s y m m e t r i c ,  ^ ”v “^yY anc^ ' 7 = ^* T h e r e f o r e * ^  
c a n  b e  c a l l e d  an " a s y m m e t r y  p a r a m e t e r "  and m e a s u r e s  t h e  d e p a r t u r e  o f  
t h e  f i e l d  g r a d i e n t  f r o m  c y l i n d r i c a l  s y m m e t r y .  I f  t h e  f i e l d  g r a d i e n t  
i s  s p h e r i c a l l y  s y m m e t r i c ,  o r  h a s  c u b i c  s y m m e t r y ,  VgY~^YY~^ZZ 50 
b y  6 . 2 . 5  e a c h  c o m p o n e n t  e q u a l s  z e r o  and t h e  q u a d r u p o l a r  i n t e r a c t i o n  
v a n i s h e s .
The t e n s o r  Q w p a l s o  h a s  s i x  i n d e p e n d e n t  c o m p o n e n t s  ana i t  i s  
a d v a n t a g e o u s  t o  d e f i n e  a  s i m p l e r  t e n s o r ,  w h i c h  i s  n o t  o n l y  s y m m e t r i c  
b u t  t r a c o l e s s  ( i . e .  t h e  sum o f  t h e  d i a g o n a l  c o m p o n e n t s  i s  z e r o )  so  
t h a t  t h i s  new t e n s o r  h a s  o n l y  f i v e  i n d e p e n d e n t  c o m p o n e n t s .  T n i s
i s  a c h i e v e d  b y  d e f i n i n g
/ ( 3 x * x p  -  r 2 ) ^ ( r ) J Y  6 . 2 . 5
where is the Kronecker delta, i.e. where <Td|i= 1 for* a/i ana is
zero f or ot {2 .
6.2.9 can be re-written _ —.
f v p W a t  - %i/p - i + f
re
Hence tho quadrupolar contribution to the energy of tho nucleus in an 
electric field is given by
e„ = = -x I- V  S*r jr2 p (r )dn :J 6.2.10
* r
The second term on the right hand, side of 6.2.10 involves only tracer:.
If Q, or (i is defined relative to the principal axes of V(r) - it involves
an integral over the total nuclear volume and is thcx’cfore independent
of the choice of axes - then this second term vanishes since V Tr-.-rVvv.-i-V..I7
AA 1 -L «-j/j
equals zero.
Therefore, in terms of the principal axes of the potential V(r)
E Q = + v xxSvX + v yyqy y ^
where, for example,
“zz * J(3*a-r2) f(r)dr
H - e ( 3 Z k - rk )
k protons 
6.3* The Quadrupolar Hamiltonian
In order to go from this classical.description to a quantum 
mechanical description of the system, the following procedure is 
employed.
The Hamiltonian, js! n ,describing the quadrupolar interaction is
Hi
given by
= V otp 6 . J . 1
The quadrupolar contribution to the energy of a nucleus in an electric 
field now becomes
e q =  /  f * . #  a +  , ^nucleus 'nucleus Q nucleus o . y . 2
v/herc 'r  t is the eigenstate of the nucleus.
'nucleus
Solution of this equation seems to require that the nucleus be 
treated as a many-particle system. However, in chemistry one is 
generally concerned with the ground state of a nucleus in which the 
eigenstates are characterised by a total angular momentum, I, of each 
state, (2I+l) values of a component of angular momentum, m , and a set 
of other quantum numbers, € . Since nuclear quadrupole resonance 
spectroscopy is concerned only with the spatial reorientation of the 
nucleus for the nuclear ground energy level, I and 6. are constant.
The expression 6.3.2. for E n can now be re-written in the form
E = ^ I Qzzl I *m i» 6 )  + Yx x ( x * mi *  ^ K x x l I»m i»6*>
+Vyy^I,nij,t j Q I ,m ^ , 6 . 3  . 3
59
or
no in j; the notation ( a , b , c. | 0 i' | a , h , c } for , ( 0 i ) ' ] ' , J H)  a > 11 j c ' a i >’j y c .
At thin point nee in made of tho theorem that the c orrc s pond ing
matrix elements of all traccless, symmetric, second-rank tensors arc 
3 9
proportional . is such a tensor and using tho components of the
total nuclear spin I  another such tensor can he constructed. G.J.; can 
he written in the form
I* V*^ ( 1»m j , £ | Q «p | Ijnij, £ >
, 6 | o  Z 1  ( i x ^ x  - / ^ ) | l , n r 4 >
“ ' nprotons
By making use of the above theorem this can be shown to equal
+x,i. > 6.3.-1
where C is a constant, different for each set of the quantum numbers 
I and £  .
Assuming nuclear spin to be quantised along the Z-axis, nuclear 
quadrupole moment Q is defined as the expectation value, in units of 
proton charge e , of in the state in which the component of I
along the Z-axis is a maximum, 
i.e. eQ = < 1,1, 6 | Q%„|l,I, fc >
= < I , I , * | e  "zZ L ( 3 * ^ - ^ ' )  | 1,1,6 > 6 .3 . 5
P^o-f.n*
= ca,i,& 13 1 ^ - i z | i , i ,6 >
= cl[3X2-l(l.+ l)]
. = CI(2I-1)
That is
C= eQ, o.p.6
1(21-1)~
so that all components Q can be related to the one scalar quantity 6,*
Note that if I = 0 or the nuclear quadrupole moment must be
zero. Only nuclei with spin quantum number I 1 can possess quadrupole
moments. It should also be noticed that for points on the surface of
2 2 2 2 
a sphere x = y = z = Jr so that if a nucleus is spherically
2 i 2 ’
symmetrical^ Z* and therefore the quadrupole moments will be
z.ero. One can visualise, in physical terms, the nuclear electric
quadrupole moment as defined by 6.3.5-as being a measure of the
departure of the nuclear charge distribution from spherical symmetry.
Q = 0 for spherical symmetry. If the nuclear charge distribution is 
elongated along the nuclear spin axis, figure 6.3..1(a), then Q is
6 o
positive; j. T it ir» flat toned along this axis as in figure 6 . 5 .1 (b } 
then ;> is negative.
Nuclei v/ith spin quantum numbers 1 = 0 and show no orient.at:! on
dependent electrostatic interaction and so can be considered as 
spheres; those with zero-spin have no axis of nucxear spin and those 
with spin 7 have two possible spin orientations oi the nucleus but 
they differ only by reversal of the spin direction and thus correspond 
to the same effective nuclear charge distribution.
Q Q -  o
CO
Figure 6 .5 .1.
If, therefore, an assembly of nuclei with 1^1 is placed in an
electric field then each nucleus interacts with the electric field
gradient and the quadrupolar contribution to the total energy of the
system is given, for an arbitary (i.e. non-principal) set of axes, by
2C .
E Q = 7  V '
It is useful to write 6.5.7'. in terms of anc  ^ ^ ^or an
arbitary set of axes.
By defining V = V
6 .5 - 7
zz
xzVj.^ V„, - iVyz
V+.„ = -J(V -V )i iV 
± 3  xx yy xy
it turns out, after suitable algebraic manipulation, that
2 JZ \ T Tr ,,+
6 0 . 6
e q 41(21-1)
V0 ( 3 I ,  - I  ) +V+1 ( I ' 1 Z+I ZI )  + g x ( l  I z+ I z l ' r )
+v+2(i')2+v_2(i+)2 j 6 .3 . 9
In terms of the principal axes (X, Y hnd z), when terms of the type 
V a/p with (x-jfr p vanish, 6.5*9 simplifies to
- e £ rzs_ ) f T j j l i  -I2 ) + (bcx-VY Y K l x-IY2 )j 
= eQq r3mTa’ -1(1+1) +7(ly “Iv 4 ) 1 6.5.10
U  1 A  I J
6/
in terms of the two parameters q and ^  defined earlier. eQq is termed 
the quadrupole coupling constant for the nucleus in the particular 
environment under consideration.
6.4 • Quadrupolar. Energy Levels and Production of Spectra
For an axially symmetric field gradient this equation simplifies
to
H  4 1 ( 2 1 - 1 )
3m];2 -l(l+l)J 6.4.1
Therefore the effect of an axially symiaetric electric field
gradient on a quadrux^olar nucleus of spin I is to produce a number of
energy levels of energy given by 6 . 4 . 1 *  Each ox these energy levels,
2
except = 0, is doubly degenerate since depends on rn.^  and not. m_ • 
For half-integral spins there are (i-ii) groups of energy levels, all 
doubly degenerate, while for integral spins there are (i+l) groups, 
of which I of these are doubly degenerate.
T r a n s i t i o n s  b e t w e e n  t h e  e n e r g y  l e v e l s  g i v e n  b y  6 . 4 . 1  c a n  be 
p r o d u c e d  b y  a p p l y i n g  a n  o s c i l l a t i n g  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  v / h i c h  i n t e r a c t s  
w i t h  t h e  m a g n e t i c  d i p o l e  moment  w h i c h  i s  a l v / a y s  a s s o c i a t e d  with a  
q u a d r u p o l a r  n u c l e u s .  T r a n s i t i o n s  c o u l d  b e  b r o u g h t  a b o u t  by applying 
o s c i l l a t i n g  i n h o m o g e n e o u s  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d s  w i t h  v / h i c h  t h e  nucleus's 
e l e c t r i c  q u a d r u p o l e  m om ent  w o u l d  i n t e r a c t .  B u t .  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  g r a d i e n t s  
t o o  l a r g e  f o r  g e n e r a t i o n  i n  t h e  l a b o r a t o r y  w o u l d  b e  required to induce 
a  s u f f i c i e n t  n u m b e r  o f  t r a n s i t i o n s  b y  t h i s  p r o c e d u r e .  T h u s  t r a n s i t i o n s  
i n  n u c l e a r  q u a d r u p o l e  r e s o n a n c e  s p e c t r o s c o p y  a r e  c a u s e d  b y  m e a n s  o f  t h e  
i n t e r a c t i o n  w h i c h  i s  u s e d  t o  i n d u c e  t r a n s i t i o n s  i n  N . M . R .  ( s e e  s e c t i o n  
1 . 3  o f  t h i s  t h e s i s ) .  S i m i l a r  s e l e c t i o n  r u l e s  h o l d  f o r  t h e  detection 
o f  t r a n s i t i o n s  b e t w e e n  q u a d r u p o l e  e n e r g y  l e v e l s .  . T h a t  i s ,  i f  an  
a l t e r n a t i n g  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  i s  a p p l i e d  w i t h  a  n o n - v a n i s h i n g  component 
i n  t h e  XY p l a n e ,  i t  p r o d u c e s  t r a n s i t i o n s  g o v e r n e d  b y  = -  1 .
If,the small perturbating field is applied in the XY plane the intensity
4" j
of 4k m j = - 1 transition is maximum, whereas if it is applied parallel 
to tho Z-axis the intensity.of these transitions is zero. Therefore
»
transitions of energy (E — E m  ) are involved and are induced byv m t+i m3 v
an oscillating field of angular frequency a). such that 
■fito = E „ r + , -
i.e. ^  =5eQq (2.|nu | + < ) 6.4.2
4l(2I-l)
02
i s  t h o  f r e q u e n c y  o f  t h e  r a d  i a t i o n  a t  w h i c h  a b s o r p t i o n  o f  ; o w e r  o c c u r s
f o r  an a x i a l l y  s y m m e t r i c  f i e l d  g r a d i e n t .  T h e r e  o r e  ( l - L )  d 1 I f o r c n t
a  I);-, o r  p t  i o n  f r e q u e n c i e s  f o r  h a l f - i n t e g r a l  s p i n s  a n d  I  d i f f e r e n t
f r e q u e n c i e s  f o r  i n t e g r a l  s p i n s .  The  q u a n t i t y  c g q  c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d
v e r y  a c c u r a t e l y  b y  m e a s u r i n g  t h e s e  r e s o n a n c e  f r e q u e n c i e s  a n d  a s s i g n i n g
e a c h  t r a n s i t i o n  f r e q u e n c y  c o r r e c t l y  t o  i t s  m ^ v a l u e . f o r  s p i n  I  ^ J L
a n d  1 t h e r e  i s  o n l y  o n e  t r a n s i t i o n  f r e q u e n c y  i n  e a c h  c a s e  s o  t h a t  t h e
p r o b l e m  o f  a s s i g n m e n t  d o e s  n o t  a r i s e .  T h e s e  r e s o n a n c e s  o c c u r  a t .
f r e q u e n c i e s  g i v e n  b y
A  = 5oQ,q f o r  1 = 1 
4 h
and  ■Oi = eQq f o r  I  = -J-
2 h
f o r  1 = 2 t h e r e  a r e  tw o  r e s o n a n c e  f r e q u e n c i e s  (-d  * 3  ± 14 - *  0 ; 0 H i j o t l )
= cQ<l a n a  ~0 '' = $ c Q q  = 3 ^ '
8 h  8 h  ,  x
_   ^ I \ M ^  r ^  - J  -r )
w h i l e  I  = - ^  h a s  tw o  f r e q u e n c i e s ,  a l s o ,  (-0 =  t  ~ "a / ~ *
= 3oQq a n d  - J o  = 3eQ,q = 2 ^ s y
*- 2 Oh 4 l O h
More  g e n e r a l l y ,  f o r  t w o  l i n e s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t r a n s i t i o n s  b e t w e e n / n x /
a n d |  r ^ + / | a n d  / m j /  a n d  | m J  * -f* I j> "t^ 10 r a t i o  o f  t h e i r  f r e q u e n c i e s  i s
2 1 m c | -+ I
3  I nrvj! | +  I
The o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  a x i s  o f  s y m m e t r y  o f  t h e  f i e l d  g r a d i e n t  
t e n s o r  (z) c o u l d  b e  f o u n d  b y  s t u d y i n g  t h e  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  t h e  i n t e n s i t y  
o f  t h e  r e s o n a n c e  l i n e s  o n  t h e  o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  a p p l i e d  o s c i l l a t i n g  
f i e l d  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  a x e s  f i x e d  i n  t h e  c r y s t a l  i n  w h i c h  t h e  n u c l e i  
a r e  c o n t a i n e d .  The  i n t e n s i t y  v a n i s h e s  w h e n  t h e  p e r t u r b a t i o n  i s  a p p l i e d
«*iS
a l o n g  t h e  s y m m e t r y * a n d  b e c o m e s  maximum w h e n  a p p l i e d  i n  a  p l a n e  
p e r p e n d i c u l a r  t o  t h e  s y m m e t r y  a x i s .
Go f a r  i n  t h i s  s e c t i o n  ^  h a s  b e e n  t a k e n  a s  z e r o .  I t  i s  now
n e c e s s a r y  t o  c o n s i d e r  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  a s y m m e t r y  on t h e  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d
g r a d i e n t  a t  t h e  n u c l e u s .  The  q u a d r u p o l e  e n e r g y  l e v e l s  a r e  g i v e n ,  b y  ’
+ 7 (  < q 2 > - < i / » ]  6 .3./o
When d e v i a t i o n  f r o m  c y l i n d r i c a l  s y m m e t r y  i s  s m a l l  t h e n  t h e  s e c o n d
t e r m  i s  s m a l l  compared w i t h  the first term a n d  t h e  s e c o n d  t e r m  c a n  b e  
t r e a t e d  as a perturbation on the first.
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The outcome of ouch perturbation treatment is a mixing of some 
of the "pure" energy stater; whose energies v/erc given by 6./. 1 for ^  : 
Thin alters the energies of the states and causes the selection rule 
A  m - - 1 to break down. It proves more manageable at this stage to 
treat separately nuclei with half-integral spins and nuclei with 
integral spins. This part of the thesis ds concerned v/ith complexes 
of mercuric chloride, MgCl^? and the nuclei 2^IIg, *^C1 and ^ C i  all 
have I . For this reason much more emphasis will be placed on the 
discussion relevant to half-integral spins.
For half-integral spins the effect of the asymmetry term of u.p.; 
is to cause the "pure" energies
mj> = A [jnij2 - 1(1+1)]
to be altered by amounts given by
t mi  1$  q( mi > = * A 7  f i^imi^ f I (1"m I ) ^ m p m x “ ^ 6 .4 . 4
where
A = ,eQq. .
W H - l )
and
The presence of mixes states which differ by^i;ij - -2.
Also the degeneracy of -m^ is not removed by the presence of an 
asymmetric field gradient. This is not the case with integral spins 
whose -nij. degeneracy is completely removed when ^-^O. This result 
is an example of Kramers’ theorem which states that for a system of 
angular momentum H - n+g where n = 0,1,2, etc. the degeneracy of any 
state can never be completely lifted by electric fields.
In an asymmetric field gradient the eigenfunctions are linear 
combinations of the basis funcations 1 I,mj, 6:} with functions whose ; 
values are (m^-2) and, using these and the matrix elements 6 .4 . 3  ^nd 
6 .4 .4 , the secular equations for the system can be worked out.
. 3 <  ~7
Table 6.4.1 tabulates the secular equations for spins ^ •
I Secular Equation Units of
JL
2. x 2 - 3 ^ 2 - 9 = 0 E/A
JSL
% x3 - 7(3-iV ) x 2-20(1-‘72 ) = 0 E/2A
4
x4 - 4 2 ( l ^ ) x 2- 6 4 ( l - ^ ) x + 1 0 5 ( l + i ^ ) 2
- O
E/3A
Secular Equation for Pure N.Q.R. when *9 at O
T-. bit e, 4 . i .
£4-
For I - tho solutions arc
- a
E - 3 A  ( 1+ -*S
_ a
tlio suffices of 1C refer to the pure states to which they reduce when 
'*2=0. The single resonance frequency becomes
■Oil = aGs. (i--k » 6 .4 . 5
'*■ 2h
Therefore both Jcilqj and y  cannot be obtained from a quadrupole resonance
spectrum alone since there is only one absorption frequency.
An expansion of the energy levels for I = \ ,  limited to the
lowest power in 'q ' (which is valid for ^  < 10/-) gives
E, jC* A ( 1 0 + - £ 1!2 ) , E *A(-2->-3if), A ( - 0 - ^  oj1 )
- a - a  - a
The frequencies of the two transitions governed by the rule A m T — -1 
become 9
V  ) J 1' 6.4.6
%  2 Oh %  ~  lOh
whence /  t <->
-JT
Therefore for a nucleus with spin the asymmetry of tho electric 
field gradient can be determined from the ratio of the two resonance 
frequencies.
For higher spins |eQ,qj and ^  can be determined if two of the 
numerous resonance lines can be found and identified.
The transitions other than those corresponding to ^  = -1 are
forbidden for axial symmetry and are weak except for large values of']? 
These need not be considered further.
4-
For integral spins the -m^. degeneracy of the axially symmetric
case is removed w h e n ^ ^ O .  For 1 = 1 the m^ . = 0 remains unaffected,
with energy ^
and the m_ = ^1 level is split by the an iso tropy of the field gradient
• + 39into
E+ = i  eQq(l±7)
The values of |eQq|, the quadrupole coupling constant, and'^ , the 
asymmetry parameter —  both functions of the electrostatic potential 
experienceJa^ the quadrupolar nucleus and generated by surrounding 
charges in the molecule and environment —  can be determined, in all
cases except T = by measurement of tho frequencies at which 
quadrupole resonances occur. The axis of symmetry of tho field gradient, : 
or the axis from v/hich small deviations from axial symmetry ere measured, j
j
can be estimated by studying the dependence of the intensity of 
resonance linos on the orientation of the applied oscillating field.
A superior method of obtaining the direction of this axis is outlined 
in section six of this chapter.
6 .5 . De tection of Nuclear Quadrupole Resonances
It turns out that the frequency, ,  of the applied perturbing
field, 7(t), which is required to cause transitions between adjacent
quadrupolar energy levels is, for a large number of quadrupolar nuclei
3 I
in normal chemical situations, in the range I—10 Me/s. Therefore, '
again, as in N.H.R., a radiofrequency field can be used to induce the :
J
transition described by 6.4.2 for *1 = 0 and equations similar to 6 . / . 5  j
and 6 .4 . 6  for 0. It will be shown in a later section that qisadrupole. 1
resonance experiments cannot be performed in liquids or in solids near !
the melting point because the continual tumbling of the molecules :
produces an effective electric field gradient at the nucleus of zero. 
Quadrupole resonance may be observed in gases at low pressures, when j
the probability of intermolecular collision is greatly reduced and the 
field gradients at the nuclei do not average out to zero, most work 
in nuclear quadrupole resonance spectroscopy is performed in the solid j
state. For pure N .  Q. R. either a pov/dered sample or a single crystal j
is used. :
6.6. The Effect of a Small Applied I-Iagnetic Field on Quadrupole 
Resonance Spectra
A small magnetic field, through interaction v/ith the magnetic j
dipole moment of the quadrupolar nucleus, causes the pure quadrupole j
energy levels, defined by 6 .5 .10, to be perturbed. This is the "low 
field" situation mentioned in chapter five.
If, for simplicity, the electric field gradient at the nucleus is j ,
t
assumed to have axial symmetry, 'O = 0, then the effect of the Zeeman !
i
interaction, is to produce energy levels defined by j
E ■- eQ.q r  3m.P^  -l(l+l‘) I* - H  m^cos ^  6.6.1 !
m i 4 i f c r  L  1 J  1
where Y  is the magnetogyric ratio of the quadrupolar nucleus, H is the 
Zeeman field magnitude, ©  is the angle between the field and the
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vr.v-sotry axis o " the field ^radiant and !ij> ^ . Thu;» ' d
r*or she — levels if? removed by this perturbation.
:,‘I
, = p a  , .
U ( 2 T - l )
IS 0 h f  r 'O . U . c.
K > tivaXy
arc uni quo. They have identical energies in the ahr.encc o " hoe 
Zeeman field but when the Zeeman perturbation is applied, the tvs: 
states mix, to form new stated |+> and | w h o s e  energies fare j
3 7
to be described by
£  t  -l(lilf] + i f Ifh IIooi
whore f - f  1 i f, tarC
The states j+> and. |— > v/hich reduce to j i4 > anc
- p
v/hen II - 0 or v/hon O - “ O % n.rc given by 
l+> ^ I i-a> • -in «  + \-l) cos *
l-O = \ ~ l > h n  o( “ | e > cos *<
where tan^ oi = (f+1 )/(f-l).
fhe single resonance line obtained for a nucleus of spin \  at a 
frequency
♦. . = cbq/2h
in zero inr.gr: otic field is replaced as a result of Zeeman per Lure'. ilon
^  r -O . 0 0
by four lines at frequencies 
A* ~ eQ,q/2h -p-f . ^  hcos ^
4 '/T
'Op = eQq/2h - 3 i f , .'cos P  6.6./
4 tr
= cQ,q/2h x 3- f -V hcos 0
4 tr
•tIq'= eQq/2h -t- 3~i-f . Y  lie os <9 
4 rr
where the oi- type lines are due to the transitions, j + ^ I end
and the lines arise from i + 4 r > * - * | - >  -  « i--5> *->! +> 
transitions. 7igure 6.6.1 shows the effect of a Zeeman field on the
resonances of nuclei v/ith I = ~ r
l*i>
i+>
6^ 7
1V
i ires
F/j (•> . (?. I
The intensity ratio of the outer, pair of resonance
the inner, oi , pair turns out to he (f-1)/(f+l),When 0=  0.° -t *c
separation betv/ecn the oi lines is 2 li c/s ana. the R lines vanish,
2 rr '•
since f = I . A t  &  -- only tv;o lines arc observed, again at ± VJ-K3n-)'c/s
due to overlap of the ot and p lines. Further to these transitions,
there is the low frequency transition j-O <-— > |—  > , shown by the
dotted line ..in figure 6.6.1. The frequency of this transition is ,to
first order,
•0 = f yilcos 0 / 2  rr 6.6.5
In general, for any I, the effect of a Zeeman field on a quad­
rupole resonance is to split each line in the pure spectrum, which
arises from the allowed transitions -mT— *-(mT+l), into two lines
J. J-
when m_> h and into four lines when m.r = a.
I r
The effect of a Zeeman field on the quadrupole resonance spectrum 
o-f a nucleus in an asymmetric field gradient has been investigated by
/h Q j 13.
a number of worbers ( and is not given here. However for nuclei 
with integral spins the ^m^. energy levels are not degenerate even in 
the absence of a small magnetic field, so that the Zeeman field simply 
displaces each spectral line without introducing extra absorptions.
If there are two linos in the pure N.Q.R. spectrum of a nucleus with 
spin 1, they may be duie to two resonant nuclei experiencing non­
equivalent symmetric field gradients or to all nuclei experiencing 
identical asymmetric field gradients. Application of a Zeeman field 
would, prod.uce four lines if the former were the case but would simply 
shift the two lines if all the nuclei were in identical environments.
F o r  n u c l e i  v / i t h  s p i n  -*§• i t  i s  i m p o s s i b l e  t o  establish the m a g n i t u d e s  
o f  b o t h  eQq a n d  ^  f r o m  a p u r e  N.Q.R. e x p e r i m e n t  s i n c e  o n l y  o n e  r e s o n a n c e
6$
line occurs. Tn many car.cc ^  in expected to be small and, in those 
instances, it can be neglected. However both there quantities can 
be obtained from measurements of the four-lined spectrum obtained, in 
the presence of a small magnetic field.- Normally a field of about 
100 gauss is used in Zeeman N.0u.R. experiment's and single crystal 
speciments are required. Powder or polycrystalline samples are not 
suitable because the random orientation of the constituent crystals 
produces a spread in O values, resulting in a spread of absorption 
frequencies about each pure resonance frequency.
By observing the frequencies of nuclear quadrupolc Zeeman resonance 
lines as a function of the orientation of a single crystal in the 
magnetic field the direction of the field gradient symmetry axis 
and the nagnetogyric ratio of the quadrupolar nucleus can be determined.
6 .7 . Factors affecting N.Q,.R. Line Widths and Frequencies
The magnetic effects of neighbouring nuclei, or the effects of 
molecular motions and crystal imperfections have not so far been 
considered. Magnetic interactions, dipole-dipole and spin-spin, can 
occur between the resonant quadrupolar nucleus and neighbouring nuclei.
Magnetic dipole-dipole interactions between neighbours cause a  
fine splitting of the quadrupolc spectrum, proportional to the factor 
where A  and JJ ^  are the magnetic moments of the neigh­
bouring nuclei and r AT, is their separation. As in N.M.R., such dipolar
Aj_>
interactions cause a general broadening of a quadrupole spectrum
unless there is a particularly close neighbour, whose dipolar contri-
bution is relatively large. Magnetic spin-spin interactions take
place between two nuclei through the interaction of their nuclear spins
with the electrons forming the chemical bond between them. If the
effect of this interaction is sufficiently strong to overcome the
direct dipolar interaction then splitting of the resonance spectrim can 
*+<*
be observed
Broadening due to this interaction is expected only if it occurs 
with equal strength between the resonant nucleus and a large number 
of neighbouring nuclei and such a situation, although jjossible in metals 
and ionic crystals, is unlikely to exist in molecular solids, where 
there is usually little direct bonding between molecules.
Dislocations and strains in crystals and powders broaden quadrupole 
spectra because they produce random distributions of field gradients
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at nuclear cites. Strains can be introduced into crystal.; and powdera 
as a result of random distributions of intcrmolocular inter-actions, by 
cooling as well as by the processes of crystal growth.
The presence of impurities also leads to broadening of h.Q,.R. 
lines cas a result of random distribution of environments around 
different nuclei.
Molecular motions in solids have a profound effect on quadrupole 
resonances, just as they have in nuclear magnetic resonances. The 
torsional motions of molecules inside crystals cause the nuclei to be 
agitated at a rate which is very fast compared to the quadrupolc 
resonance frequencies of the nuclei (lO-lOOcm 1 against 0.1-0.01cm x ) .  
This has been shown to have two effects. firstly there is a shift 
in I'T.Q.R. frequencies since the nuclei see temperature-dependent 
averaged field gradients which are different from those they would, sec 
if the molecules v/ere stationary. Secondly resonance lines arc 
broadened due to the natural line width being affected by the effect 
of the motion on the relaxation mechanisms and due to random fluctu­
ations in the field gradients caused by torsional motions interacting 
with other vibrational and rotational depress of freedom of the 
molecules.
Rotational motions of the molecules themselves in the molecular 
crystal, or of croups within each molecule relative to the rest of the 
molecule, have been shown to markedly affect N.Q.R. spectra.
If rotation occurs about an axis &  decrees away from the symmetry 
axis of the field gradient then the net field gradient experienced at 
the nucleus is given by
<1 1 -  i i q(3cos^<9-l)
The effective field gradient at a nucleus is, therefore, always less 
than that experienced in the absence of rotation unless the axis of 
rotation is itself the symmetry axis of the field gradient. Additional 
rotations about other axes reduce the effective field gradient even 
more. In a liquid where the axis of rotation is continually changing 
the effective field gradient is averaged to zero- N.ty.R. experiments 
cannot be performed in liquids or in solids at temperatures close to 
their melting point*
7o
CHAPTER 7  
ITS as OP NUCLE AR ^UAURUPOLE RESONANCE IN Chh.MISTRY ;
APPLICATION TO MERCURIC CHLORIDE CON?LEXEC
7• 1 • Contributors to Electric Piold Cradient a t a Quadrupolar Nucleus^  
The energy levels and transition frequencies derived in the 
previous chapter are determined by the interaction of a nucleus of 
quadrupole moment Q with the electric field gradient generated by a 
non-spherical, or non-cubic, distribution of charge around it. This 
field gradient is described by the parameters q and ^ , the Z-axis 
component of the field gradient at the nucleus and the field gradient 
asymmetry parameter, respectively. In a crystal the extra-nuclear 
charge distribution arises from the ato m ’s inner core of electrons, 
valence and bonding electrons and from the charges exerted by neigh­
bouring nuclei in the molecule and crystal and their electrons.
Thus q and depend on both the intra- and inter-molecular bindings 
in the crystal. In molecular crystals, generally, the intramolecular 
binding is much stronger that*, the intermolecular binding so that q ’s 
for free molecules in the gaseous state do not differ very much from 
the q ’s of molecules in the solid state.
Measurements of quadrupolar absorption frequencies of a nucleus 
in a crystalline compound yield values for the parameters eQq and ^  
so that the field gradient parameter ^ can only be determined if the 
quadrupole moment of the nucleus is known. Accurate values of Q for 
a large number of nuclei, including the halogens and the isotopes of. 
mercury, are available from other sources.
before considering how quadrupolc coupling constants, eQq, can 
be interpreted to information about molecular and crystal
structure it is best to see what factors determine the field gradient 
at a nucleus. A charge i at distance r. from nucleus, Q, gives rise 
to a potential V = e/r. at the nucleus and a field gradient.
- & i  i k  f ' 1 7 -1 -1 . i
' i
■where is the angle between r. and the symmetry axis Z.
1 1 ^
To obtain the contribution of the i electron in a molecule 
containing nucleus Q the above expression must be averaged over the 
orbital of the eleotron in the molecule. Therefore the total electronic
contribution of the molecule to the field gradient -'it -j is q .
0 o i .
clol = X I  (3COS^ -1) rjL"^ rjs i d TT 7 .1 . 2
0
where /^ /. in the normalicod wave function describing the orbital of 
t11
the i 1 electron in the molecule. The total contribution to the field
gradient q at the nucleus is the sum of the electronic contributions,
7.1.2, together with the contribution of the other nuclei in the
th
crystal, a sum, of which J.1,1 is the i member. Clearly there are 
far more electrons and nuclei in the molecule that there ere 
observables, and the correct wave function of the electrons are not 
known, so that an exact solution is not possible. Assumptions must 
be made to simplify 7*1.2. Firstly only intra-molccular contributors 
need be considered, that is contributions from nuclei and electrons 
of neighbouring molecules can be ignored. The r  ^ dependence of q 
also makes it reasonable to neglect all charges within the molecule 
except those electrons in orbitals which are close "to nucleus
These simplifications are so sweeping that the normal electronic 
charge distribution around nucleus Q, in the free atom can be regarded 
as being perturbed by all other charges, the greatest perturbation 
arising from direct bonding of atom Q to other atoms. Thus charge 
distribution data can be expressed in terms of free atom information.
^■crystal ^  ^rnol "" ^ ^atom 7.3-0
where f is a quantity depending largely on the electronic configuration 
around the nucleus Q, and hence on the bonding involving Q,.
q , can be regarded as being made up of a contribution from the
£L 0
inner "closed shell" electrons around nucleus Q, and a contribution 
from the electrons in the outer, valence shell. The former contri­
bution is very small, although not zero. Closed shells of electrons 
are assumed to a first approximation to have spherical symmetry so 
that their effect on q is nearly zero. That the effect is not.
SLlj
exactly zero is due to the fact that an aspheric nucleus, such as Q 
must be, induces an aspherical distribution of electronic charge around 
it, and also to the fact that the non-spherically symmetric electron
distribution of the outer valence electrons also destroys the ideally
symmetrical distribution of charge in the inner shells. This effect
SI
has been analysed by Sternheimer . ,The valence electrons of atoms
7 2
can ‘ho in s , p , d , f - etc. - typo orb it air. • An s-cioc Iron orbital has
spherical symmetry around the atomic nucleus and so is not expected
to contribute to q , , except for contributions from the Ctcrnheimer
at
effect. Townes and D a i l e y ^  computed the relative values of field
gradients generated at the nucleus by electrons in various electronic
orbitals, defined by the quantum numbers n, 1 and m , with m - 0.
Those orbitals whose regions of maximum electron density arc closest
to the central nucleus, because of the r J term in 7*1*i» tnvc the
greatest effect. It turns out that the effect of a d-electron is only
about 1 0 - 1 5 ;' that of a p-electron with the same n quantum number, and
a /]p electron has only a small effect on q compared with a 3P electron
Thus to a reasonable approximation only p-electrons in the valence
shell of an atom need to be considered. Taking the chlorine atom as
9 2 6 2 5
an example, the electronic configuration is 1 3 ^ 2 s ^ 2 p Js 3p • Only the 
five 3P~Gleetrons significantly contribute to q n . The configuration
^ C J.
3p would have spherical symmetry and the field gradient would be zero
neglecting the Sternheimer polarisation factor. One can assume that
the actua.l q ^  for chlorine is caused by a lack of one pp electron
in an otherwise spherical environment, that is, equals the value for
a single electron in the 3p orbital, but with opposit sign,
i.e. q , = -q.,. for chlorine.
S i u j  p
q , can often be calculated from experimental data because quantities
S3
such as the nuclear magnetic hyperfine structure and the fine-
structure splitting of atomic spectra depend upon < *  1 r ; ' 3 i
where >^. is the wave-function for the i^*1 electron in the atom.
T  1
Also, for atoms of known quadrupole moment, Q, the field gradient at
the nucleus can be determined from the value of the atomic coupling
constant, eQq(atom)
Returning to the example of chlorine, one can determine q at the
chlorine nucleus when the atom is involved in bonding. If, for
simplicity, the "electon hole" in the chlorine valence electron shell<
is in the 5p orbital then formation of a o'-bond between Cl and X 
z
involving the 3p orbital will cause the qffect of this "hole" to be 
z
spread over the bonding molecular orbital ^  compounded out of the 
two atomic orbitals ^  Cl and ^  x •
Therefore ’ = a ^ c i  + ^ x 7*1*4
^3
where b^ represent the relative imgor banco of the or Lginal
atomic orbitals and <p> in this now bondj.ng molecular orbital
(' .0 .}. The total oontribi.it ion o f the tv;o elec trons in this m . o ♦ to 
q at the chlorine nucleus is found, by substitution of rJ  , l , / \ into
7.1.2, to bo
(W i ) c i  - 2“" < ^ c i I  (J1l<f>cl> nai> < 4>C 1 | <i,|4>x >  ^'d2< 4 >x 1 -i./f.n
7 . 1 . 5
2 2
The c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  t h e  n o n  b o n d i n g  5 p  a nd  j>p e l e c t r o n s  o f  c h l o r i n e
%/
i s  a s s u m e d  t o  be  t h e  name i n  t h e  m o l e c u l e  an i n  t h e  a.tom and t h e  e t h e r
n o n  bond i n a 1 e l e c t r o n s  o f  X c a n  b e  t a k e n  a s  h a v i n g  l i t t l e  e f f e c t  on  t h e
- 3
t o t a l  q a t  t h e  c h l o r i n e  n u c l e u s ,  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  r  t e r m  i n  7 * 1 . 1 .
The f i r s t  t e r m  on t h e  r i g h t  o f  7 * 1 . 5  i s  2a^  t i m e s  t h e  g r a d i e n t  p r o d u c e d
b y  o n e  e l e c t r o n  i n  t h e  a t o m i c  o r b i t a l  <p _ ,  t h e  s e c o n d  i s  t h e  g r a d i e n t0 -L
p r o d u c e d  b y  t h e  e l e c t r o n  d e n s i t y  i n  t h e  o v e r l a p  r e g i o n  and t h e  t h i r d  
2
t e r m  i s  2b  t i m e s  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n  f r o m  a n  e l e c t r o n  i n  t h e  o r i g i n a l  
X a t o m i c  o r b i t a l  ^ x * b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  r   ^ d e p e n d e n c e  o f  q ,  t h e  l a s t  
t e r m  a n d  e v e n  t h e  m i d d l e  t e r m  c a n  b e  n e g l e c t e d  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  f i r s t  
t e r m ,  s o  t h a t
K o n d ) cl =  2a^  , 7.1.6
The t o t a l  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  q a t  t h e  c h l o r i n e  n u c l e u s  f r o m  t h e  m o l e c u l e
C l - X  i s  t h e r e f o r e  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  e q u a l  t o  7 * 1 . 5  p l u s  t h e  c o n t r i b u t i o n s
f r o m  t h e  tw o  3 p  a n d  t h e  tw o  3p  e l e c t r o n s .  T h i s  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  t h e  x  y  u
f i e l d  g r a d i e n t  w h i c h  w o u l d  b e  e x p e r i e n c e d  a t  t h e  c h l o r i n e  n u c l e u s  f r o m
2
( 2  -  2 a  ) e l e c t r o n s  i n  a n  a t o m i c  3 P Z o r b i t a l  b u t  w i t h  o p p o s i t e  s i g n .  
T h u s  t h e  o n e  " e l e c t r o n  h o l e "  i n  t h e  c h l o r i n e  a t o m ' s  5p  o r b i t a l s  h a s  
b e e n  r e p l a c e d  b y  ( 2 - 2 a  ) " e l e c t r o n  h o l e s "  i n  t h e  3p  a t o m i c  o r b i t a l  b y  
t h e  p e r t u r b i n g  e f f e c t  o f  b o n d i n g  t h e  a t o m  X. T h e r e f o r e  o n e  can write
W  ■ (2- 2a2) *at - b 2 - 2 a 2 h 3p 7-1.7
If t h e  m o l e c u l a r  o r b i t a l  ^  i s  n o r m a l i s e d  t h e n
a2+b2+2abS = 1  7-1.0
S 6
The ionic character of a bond can be defined as 
2 2
i = a -b 7.1.9
so that 1 ^  i > , -1. i=l corresponds to the fully ionic structure
Cl.
Cl X+ , the orbital being identical with the atomic orbital <f>
i = 0 corresponds to the case when a = b that is when the bond is 
homopolar. i = -1 corresponds to.the situation when a = 0 and r j t is
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i d e n t i c a l  w i t h  a t o m i c  o r b i t a l  <p . N o r m a l l y  a  b o n d  i s  i n  t e r m e d  i a t c  
i n  t y p o  s o  t h a t  o n e  c a n  c o n s i d e r  <f> t o  c o n t a i n  ( l  : - i )  o l o o t  r o n e
\j J.
a n d  ^ r-s h a v i n g  ( l - i )  e l e c t r o n s , i g n o r i n g  o v e r l a p  b e  two on t h e  
o r b i t a l s .  i r o n  7 , 1 . 8  a n d  7 * 1 . 9  i t  c a n  b e  s h o w n  t h a t
2 -j •a ■—■ 1-t-i
H I T S ;
rand i t  i s  g e n e r a l l y  a c c e p t e d  t h a t  t h e  o v e r l a p  i n t e g r a l , S ,  c a n  bo
n e g l e c t e d .  T h e r e f o r e  7 * 1 * 6  b e c o m e s
q .. = ( l - i ) q  , -  - ( l - i ) q 7 7 . 1 . 1 0v n o l  v ' u a t  v 3p
Th e q u a n t i t y  f  i n t r o d u c e d  i n  7 * 1 * 3  h a s  t h u s  b e e n  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e
p a r a m e t e r  i ,  t h e  i o n i c  c h a r a c t e r  o f  t h e  b o n d .
I f  b o n d i n g  b e  t v / c o n  C l - X  i s  d e s c r i b e d  n o t  i n  t e r m s  o f .  a  c o m b i n a t i o n
o f  p u r e  a t o m i c  o r b i t a l  a s  i n  7 * l * d  b u t  a s  a  c o m b i n a t i o n  o f  h y b r i d  a t o m i c
o r b i t a l s ,  p o s s e s s i n g  so m e  s  a n d  C c h a r a c t e r  t h e n  <fi ^  i n  7 • 1  - d m u s t  b e
r e p l a c e d  b y  i i 1
, <?ci - s* b » s + pa + 7.1.11
s o  t h a t  t h e  o r b i t a l  h a s  5 - c h a r a c t e r  o f  a m o u n t  s  a n d  d c h a r a c t e r  o f  
a m o u n t  d .  C l e a r l y ,  s i n c e  " S - e l c c t r o n s "  and  d - e l e c t r o n s "  c o n t r i b u t e  
much l e s s  t o  q t h a n  do  " p - e l e c t r o n s " , q w i l l  b e  s m a l l e r  t h a n  ^ i v o n  
b y  7 . 1 . 1 0 .  I t  c a n  b e  s h o w n  u s i n g  7 . 1 . 1 1  i n  p l a c e  o f  7 * l * d .  t h a t  f o r  
a c o v a l e n t l y  b o i W  c h l o r i n e  a t o m
q , sc l-s-i-d-i( 1 - s - J  ) I. q„ mol L v J 7.1.129P
S i n c e  t h e  q u a d r u p o l e  m om ent  Q i s  a  c o n s t a n t  f o r  a  g i v e n  n u c l e a r  s t a t e  
e(7 l m0l  x  [ l - = + i - i ( l - o - d )  ]  . eQqa t  7 - 1 . 1 3
A d i r e c t  m e a s u r e  o f  eQq , t o g e t h e r  w i t h  i t s  s i  n ,  c a n  f r e q u e n t l y  b e
mnol ° \ ^
o b t a i n e d  f r o m  s t u d i e s  o f  t h e  r o t a t i o n a l  s p e c t r a ,  o f  m o l e c u l e s  i n  t h e
g a s  p h a s e  u s i n g  m i c r o w a v e  s p e c t r o s c o p y  a n g f r o m  m o l e c u l a r  be am
e x p e r i m e n t s  . eQq h a s  a l s o  b e e n  o b t a i n e d  f o r  o n e  o r  tw o m o l e c u l e s
m o l
b y  t h e  m e t h o d  o f  p u r e  IT.Q.It .  s p e c t r o s c o p y  i n  g a s e s  a.t l o w  p r e s s u r e s .
I Measur ement '  o f  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t a l  e Q q ,  w h i c h  a p p r o x i m a t e s  f a i r l y  w e l l
t o  eQq _ ,  c a n  y i e l d  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  t h e  c h a r a c t e r  o f  t h e  b o n d i n -  
u n o l
- i n v o l v i n g  t h e  q u a d r u p o l a r  n u c l e u s  b y  c o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  t h e  a t o m i c  c o u p l i n g
c o n s t a n t  o b t a i n e d  b y  o t h e r  t e c h n i q u e s  o r ,  i n  s i m p l e  c a s e s ,  w i t h  v a l u e s
c a l c u l a t e d  f o r  p u r e  p - e l e c t r o n s .  U n f o r t u n a t e l y  7 * 1 * 1 3  c o n t a i n s  t h r e e
u n k n o w n  p a r a m e t e r s , S , d  a n d  i  a n d  o n l y  o n e  m e a s u r a b l e  q u a n t i t y , fev-iq - X : 
e Q q ^ ^  T h i s  d i f f i c u l t y  c a n  b e  r e d u c e d  i f  m e a s u r e m e n t s  a r e  mad e  o f  *
1 5  i
the eQq for extensive scries of related compounds he cause on tbis 
basis conclusions can be drawn about the nature oC the- bon-»Jog 
the trend in the coupling constant vaiues.
In the above discussion it has been- assumed that the fp.. and 
3p atomic orbitals remained virtually unaffected by the attached
v
X atom. This corresponds to the case where the field gradient is 
cylindrically symmetric, about the 0“ -bond direction, 7,. If ^  ^  & 
then this means that no longer are the contributions of the 3r,.. . -.nd 
3p electrons equal, due presumably to the involvement of these atomic 
orbitals in some sort of 7T -bonding to atom X. It turns out that, 
for nuclei with 1 = ‘jj? such as ^ C l ,  ^ C l ,  }
*  = ?(y y ° < h at
4 ^
where N and N are the populations of 3P und 3p orbitals of the x y r  *
chlorine atom in the molecule and *>5 is t’ e frequency of quadrupolc
transition between the m^ = - £ and m^ = -Estates. Hence information
on the difference in population of the 3p and 3p states of the atom
x y
can bo obtained by a measure of the asymmetry parameter ^ .
Despite the existence of the approximation of 7-1.3->
<1 x t rs? Q. n useful information, other than that just outlined, ^crystal ^  mnol, f °
can be procured from measurements of eQq in the solid state. The 
number and symmetry of chemically inequivalent lattice sites in the 
unit cell of a crystal which are occupied by the same quadrupolar 
atomic species but generally do not have identical q^r values can be 
obtained by studying the number of resonance lines and the relative 
frequencies. For nuclei with I = one resonance line is expected 
for each inequivalent lattice site. Nuclear positions which are 
equivalent in the free molecule may be rendered inequivalent in the 
crystalline lattice due to intermolecular forces.
Zeeman patterns of quadrupole spectra in single crystals enable 
the asymmetry parameter to be determined and also the orientation of . 
the principal axes of the field gradient tensor with respect to axes 
fixed in the crystal. The direction of these principal axes with 
respect to axes in the free molecules can be obtained approximately 
from considerations of the molecular structure. Therefore Zeeman 
studies in N.Q.R. can determine the orientations of molecules in the 
crystalline lattice.
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Jt was mentioned briefly in the previous chapter how resonance 
frequencies, 0 , and line widths, ci ^  , can change with temperature, 
being related to the torsional and rotational motions of the molecules 
v/ithin the crystal. Informations about 'these molecular .motions can 
be obtained by studying the changes in *0 and as well as T », as
functions of temperature Graphs of, say, -0 (c/s) against T
(0K) are usually smooth curves and can be related approximately to 
the internal motions of the molecules in the crystal lattice.
Occasionally such a graph of experimental frequency against 
temperature shows abrupt changes in resonance frequency at. unique 
temperatures. These temperatures have been shown to involve phase 
transitions 4^, <»3 gi^ (jen change in crystal structure which tabes
place at a transition point causes the inter-molecular binding forces 
of the crystal to alter so that the electric field gradient, and 
therefore eQq, at a resonant nucleus abruptly alters at this temperature. 
Thus N.Q.R. is a. sensitive method of detecting phase changes in crystals 
and many studies of such phenomena have been made.
The intermolecular contribution to the field gradient at a nucleus
in a molecular crystal has two components, a direct and an indirect.
The direct contribution is due to charge distributions in neighbouring
molecules. Due to the large intermolecular distances and the r J
relationship of distance with q this direct effect has practically no
effect on the field gradient at the nucleus within the central molecule.
In ionic crystals, however, this is not the case because of large
3 5electric charge on the neighbouring ions: the difference .in Cl
resonance frequencies of 29*93 an(l 28.10 Mc/s for NaCIO, and KClCm
+  4  5 >
respectively could be attributed to the direct effects oi bneir
respective cationic neighbours. The neighbouring molecules in a
molecular crystal can affect the field gradient in an indirect manner.
These molecules are held together by electrostatic forces which cause
the ionic character of the intramolecular bonds in solids to differ
from that present in free molecule.
Differences in eQ(lrao^ obtained in the solid state using TT.Q.R. 
and in the gaseous state, using microwave spectroscopy, have been 
"explained" in terms of a change in the ionic character of bonds 
within the molecule.
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In order to extract information concerning molecular and cryrtu 
structure using N.Q.R. absorption frequencies, it is most ■ vvntagc- 
o u r  , because oT the complex relationship between the quadi-apcxc 
coupling constant and the electrical environment of a quadru^orar 
nucleus, to investigate an extensive series of related compound.?.
In this way trends in the absorption frequencies of thc rur.'os i4i£.y 
be related to structural differences among the members of tnu sorias 
The following section is concerned with the possibility of 
extracting information concerning the structure of a series of 
complexes of mercuric chloride using N.Q.R. spectroscopy.
7.2. Mercuric Chloride and Rome of its Complexes
2 2 ^ ?
Atomic mercury has an electronic configuration Is 2s 2p . . . 5 ^ 5
10 2 2 0 
5d 6 s in its ground state. Like other s p atoms mercury should b
expected to form linear diatomic molecules with monovalent atoms or
radicals, such as the halides and the methyl radical, by making use
of collinear sp hybrids. The molecules KgCl^, HgEr 0 and Iiglp have
64*been shown by electron diffraction ^ t o  be linear in the vapour sta
O
the ITg-Cl bond distance in the mercuric chloride being 2 .3 d A. ivcn 
"HgX", the mercurous halides, were shown ^^"to consist of linear 
X-Hg-IIg-X molecules in which the mercury atoms aiv again bonding wit 
their sp hybrid orbitals.
In the crystalline state, however, the situation is less straig 
forward. Mercuric chloride is the only simple halide known to exist 
essentially on the form of simple molecules, with the .g-Cl bond
• (fL
length now 2.25A , It could be described as an infinite network of
mercury and chlorine atoms with each mercury surrounded by six cklor 
ions in a grossly distorted octahedral arrangement such that the 
discrete molecules of dgCl^ appear in plan to have the arrange-cut i 
figure 7 .2 .1 . where the atoms shown as dotted circles lie in .planes 
above and below that of the atoms indicated by full circles.
The dir.t/'necs between the mercury atoms and the four "out-o.r-ri;.s • 
neighbouring chlorides are 3 »2'1 A for one pair and 3 • (>> . or p. v
other pair.
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The hydrate K^HgCl^I^O has been shown to be o m i t  up rro.u 
chains of iigCl, octahedra as shown in figure 7 , 2 , 2 ,
(1
ci
ci
pH
3'
ci
- a
C f
* < %
ci ' 
- c i
H
cl
Figure 7 * 2 , 2 ,
, OA unu.
other two are 3»15A in length. The chains are held to^etucr by
with the ilgCl distances 2.4A; two ilg-Cl distances arc
2 _
K* ions and the water molecules. The (HgCl^) chains ;u 
visualised as being equivalent to a pair of chloride ion 
placed between pairs of hgCl^ molecules.
NH^HgClj has been assigned the structure shown in f 
in which layers of IlgCl^ octahedra are linked such the
s suitah: 
igwrc
t t i 1 v_* c 0 1
ition is (hgCl,) n '■
<>#■---- 9
Figure 7«2.3*
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The layers arc hold together by the Ikl^ ions. /‘.gain the bom "-lon.ybhc 
ere such that essentially an aggregate of hgCl. ...olccules, hi and 
hi I 1 ions is present. The ilg-Cl bond length in the hg01o molecular
l w _ 4 C-
component is 2.34A,the kg-Cl bond lengths are 2.96A.
The evidence so far suggests tiiat in the crystalline state 
mercuric chloride can be considered as cornplcxinj so that t**u chlorine 
environment of the mercury is a distorted octahedral arrangement, 'with 
two snort strong and four longer weaker Kg-Cl bonds.
Ilov/ever complexes are known in which the mercury is approximately 
tetrahedrally co-ordinated. The bis(mercuric chloride) complex of 
1 ,6 , - dithia-cyclodeca-cis 3 -> cis 8 -, diene, ^ ^  ^ 3 ^ 3 ) 3
has been investigated by X-ray analysis and the following striicture 
found
5 — v
k N
c i
':A<
F * j "7 *«!?. 4*
Figure 7 *2 .4 . shows that there are two types of mercury environment 
one is the distorted octahedron of chlorines similar to those already 
described and the other is a distorted tetrahedron involving two chlorine 
and two sulphur atoms.
Bisarsine tris (mercuric chloride), (R As)„ (ligCl0 ) 7 is a ...e door
J — 2 }  t
of the series (R_As) IIgCl_ where n can be r,i,l or 2, and has been 
70 3 n  2
shown to be as in figure 7*2*5* where again two mercury sites are
present, the planar HgCl^ or distorted octahedron of KgClg and the
distorted tetrahedron of. HgCl^As.
to
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c - ' '  \C/
F i g u r e  7 • 2 • 5 •
I t  i s  g e n e r a l l y  a c c e p t e d  t h a t  t h e  o t h e r  m e m b e r s  o f  t h i s  s e r i e s  h a v e  
t h e  m e r c u r y  a t  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  a  d i s t o r t e d  t e t r a h e d r o n ' ,  a l t h o u g h  X - r a y  
a n a l y s e s  h a v e  n o t  b e e n  p e r f o r m e d .  The  n = 2 a n d  n -  1 m e m b e r s  a r e  
a s s u m e d  t o  h a v e  t h e  s t r u c t u r e s  7 * 2 . 6  a n d  7 . 2 . 7  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
\
F i g u r e  7 * 2 . 6 .  F i g u r e  7 * 2 . 7
The f o u r t h  m em be r  o f  t h e  s e r i e s ,  t h e  n =  ^ m e m b e r ,  i s  t h o u 0 h t  b y  
t h e  a u t h o r s  o f  r e f e r e n c e  1 0  t o  h a v e  a  s t r u c t u r e  a n a l o g o u s  t o  f i g u r e
7 . 2 . 5 ?  made u p  f r o m  t w o  F g C l  " m o l e c u l e s ” a n d  o n e  " m o l e c u l e "  o f  7 . 2 . 7 *
1  2 -  
Kgl lgCl^IIgO d o e s  n o t  p o s s e s s  d i s c r e t e  HgC l^  t c t r a h c d r a  ir.it i f
a s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  c a t i o n  i s  s u b s t i t u t e d  f o r  K, t h e  crystal is f o r c e d
p_
t o  a d o p t  t h e  H gC l^  t e t r a h e d r a l  a r r a n g e m e n t .  P e r l o l i n e ,  
C20H17N2° 3Z *yH2°  w h e r e  Z = h a s  b e e n  s h o w n  ^  t o  h a v e  d i s c r e t e
2 -
ITgCl^ a n i o n s .
M e r c u r i c  c h l o r i d e  f o r m s  a  n u m b e r  o f  s t a b l e  c o m p l e x e s  w i t h  s u l p h u r -  
c o n t a i n i n g  l i g a n d s ,  t h e  d i t h i a c y c l o d e c a d i e n e  c o m p l e x  s h o w n  i n  f i g u r e
7 . 2 . 4  b e i n g  o n e  e x a m p l e .  T h i o u r e a  a n d  HgC l^  f o r m  a  s e r i e s  o f  c o m p l e x e s  
I l g C l g  . n S C ^ f l l g J g  w h e r e  n  *  1 , 2 , 3  a ^ d 4*  ' A l l  f o u r  c o m p l e x e s ' a r e  w h i t e
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solids • Only the cl ithiourea complex h r boon r ruiyr;<.; d by H-roy 
12’• '-O: niquos • ■:-nd it has ho on f onnd to contain !;ho s.ys be :i sh'-wn
"i.nirc 7.2.8.
a
H< X
cl x
Figure 7*2.8.
Here the mercury is approximately pcnta-co-ord ineted in a -1 is tort -d 
trigonal bi pyramidal arrangement involving three chlorines and tv;o 
sulphurs.
Clearly those X-ray results indicate that it is not po-sible to
use analogies to pred ict the structures of complexes of : :<~r curie
chloride. Each complex must be treated separately since 1 i, e
that different ligands force the mercury atom to ado pt different
stereochemistries. Information concerning the structures of these
o oi 5 7
complexes could be obtained from ^ Iig, Cl and Cl nuclear quodrupele 
resonance investigations of polycrystalline specimonts of the complexes.
mercuric chloride has been thoroughly investigated usin^ h.g.f.
2 0 1  ' ; 8
and Table 7*2.1. shows the resonance frequencies for the ** h0 , */"Cl
and 57Ci nuclei."*^
The structure of mercuric chloride is such that the two chlorine
atoms of the linear HgCl^ molecules within the planar sheets of figure
7 .2 .1 . have slightly different surroundings so that two chlorine
quadrupole resonance frequencies are observed for each chlorine
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isotope. Dehmelt, Robinson and Cordy interpreted the values for 
201
the (eQq) for Iig in. terms of the two HgCl bonds being made up of 
6 s-6 p hybrids on the mercury atom, each bond having p^-charactcr. ./j *■*
$2.
1.
Nucleus Abundance Spin Temp. Frequency (;N
201 1
13.24?' 2 83°K 56.1.1 CC
55 1 tLt- • C.J 0g
Cl 75.4?' 2 room O ' 1• \J J \J J
37 1 17.5197
Cl 24.6;'. 2 room 17.3723
The ionic characters of the Hg-Cl bonds were estimated from the
coupling constants for the two chlorine nuclei. Using these lata
together with a value for the field gradient produced per 6p
electron a value for the quadrupole moment of ^ ^ h g  was obtained
and compared favourably with the value obtained from hyporfinc
structure of optical spectra; its sign, however, cannot be determined
from N.Q.R. measurements.
The environment around each mercury and chlorine atom will differ
from complex to complex so that the number and frequency of the
quadrupole resonance is expected to reflect these environment changes.
55For example, by comparing the Cl resonances of HgCl0 and h^ngCl ,IL>0,c. (L 4 (L
one would expect in both cases two resonance frequencies from the tv/o
chemically inequivalent, chlorine sites in these crystalline compounds.
The resonances from the K^IIgCl^II^O sample arc expected to occur at much
lower frequencies than those from HgCl« because of the added negative
2 -
charges in the.HgCl. chains. The effect of this additions,! charge
2 r 2
is to increase the coefficient 2a of 7*1.6 to (2-i- o )a<" for each
nucleus where S is the amount of extra electronic charge associated
with the bonding orbital qf' so that instead of the field gradient at
the chlorine nucleus being equivalent to (2-2a ) electron holes,
2 2the field gradient is produced by (2-2a -£a ) electron holes, effect­
ively. _
A ^^iig N.M.Pi. spectrum of the complex C ^  )(bgCl,~. )0
would be expected to show two resonance frequencies due to the two 
'inequivalent mercury sites in the compound, the octahedral hgCl^ 
and the tetrahedral HgCl^S^ arrangements.
55 57A Cl or Cl N.Q.R. investigation of the mercuric chloride 
dithiourea compound should yield two resonance frequencies, not far 
removed from the•frequencies for HgCl^ itself. The presence of a
%
Qx
"g-C bond should affect the electron density around the chlorir.cn so 
that the tv/o frequency shifts with respect to LrgCl 0 would not he 
expected to be the same. If the structure was assumed to approxi­
mate to the ionic species, then the chlorine nucleus in the cationic 
species would he expected to absorb at a greater frequency than in 
the ’’neutral” IlgCl since additional contribution £ is now i.^gulivo, 
and the Cl ion would absorb at a very low frequency indeed, cf.NaCI.
I
H q * ~
a
These examples illustrate qualitatively the kind of information
one can associate with the relative frequencies of mercuric chlor.ic!e
and its complexes. It should be possible to distinguish between a
neutral species, as in Hg-Cl and IIgCl2 2 SC (NHg )g , a uninegative species,
as in NH^ITgCl^, a dinegative species, as in K^IIgCl^h^O, and. positive
species, as H g C l ^ S C ( N l l g m i g h t -  have been. It is also not unreasonable
that a distinction can be made between an octahedral (or nearly so,)
arrangement and. a tetrahedral (or nearly so) arrangement, using IT.q.h.
techniques. Of the large number of compounds mentioned in this section
only a few could be investigated in the time available. Six compounds
were selected for study, IlgClg, N^HgCl^I^O and the four members of the
mercuric chloride-thiourea series. The structures of three of these
members are presently unknown and only the quadrupole resonance of the
parent,.HgCl^, has been reported.
Clearly the most sensitive probe to the stcriochcmistry and.
charge distribution around the central mercury nuclei in these
201.compounds is the IJg N.Q.R. spectrum. However, since the quadruple
2 0 1
coupling constant of lig in IlgCl^ itself is 723*932 x.c/s, a spectrom­
eter is required which operates at a frequency of 3^2 IIc/s. Chlorine 
N.Q.R. absorptions generally occur within the frequency range 10-60:ic/n; 
H g ^ C l g  resonates at about 2 2  Mc/s, Hg^^Cl^ at about 1 7 .4 Hc/s.
The N.Q.R. spectrometer available to the author was designed 
operate in the range 20-7,0 hc/s so that -it was decided to inventi ' 
the mercuric chloride complexes using the chlorine nuclei as the 
probes for structural information.
to
ate
CHAPTER a
A NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE RESONANCE SPECTROMETER
0.1. Introd notion
The detection of quadrupole resonances in solids requires 
the application of a radiofrequency magnetic field, of suitable 
amplitude, at a frequency determined by 6.4.2. This is achieved, 
as in most N.M.R. detection systems, by winding the oscillator coil, 
which generates the r.f., around a tube containin'; the solid of 
interest. The r.f. field II f should not be so large that saturation 
results nor so small that the signal is undetectable. Because in 
general the spin-lattice relaxation times are smaller, the nuclei 
can, after all, relax from higher to lower nuclear energy levels by 
both dipolar and quadrupolar interactions, larger r.f. power levels 
than in N.M.R. can be tolerated in N.Q.R. spectroscopy.
At resonance the magnetic susceptibility of the sample changes 
and this change can be detected by techniques similar to those 
discussed in connection with the detection of broad-line N.M.R. signals. 
It can be shown ^  that the cross-coil method of Bloch cannot in 
principle be used to detect pure N.Q.R* signals because the degeneracy 
of the oppositely-oriented nuclear spin states, such as oaur.es
4
zero E.II.F. to be induced in a coil perpendicular to the r.f. field.
The application of a small Zeeman field to the system removed the 
degeneracy of the spin states so that the second coil no longer 
experiences zero E.M.P. and the cross-coil method becomes a possibility. 
Nov/ever for the detection of zero-field N.Q.R. signals, only the one- 
coil methods of detection can be employed. The three most widely used 
single-coil techniques are the bridge-type, the regenerative continuous 
wave type and the super-regenerative type of oscillator detector.
A suitable N.Q.R. detection apparatus must, have sufficient 
sensitivity so that the nuclear quadrupole signals exceed the back­
ground noise levels. In general N.Q.R. signals are weaker than N.M.R. 
signals. The frequencies to be detected fall into a rather wide range 
.depending on the nucleus, described by Q and I, its electrical 
environment, determined by q a n d ^  , and the nuclear orientation with 
respect to its environment, described by m x. In order to search for 
resonances over a limited frequency range the applied frequency must 
be changed continuously, without seriously affecting the stability
86 !
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rind sensitivity of the apparatus. ,'crein lies the most import an t 
difrcrence in the technique of detecting TvT. Q,.T7. signals end H.il.R.
igna.ls. In N.M.R. the frequency of the perturbing r.f. field nay 
be held fixed while the resonance condition is achieved by slowly 
cbancinj an applied steady magnetic field. This is not possible in 
N.Q.R. since the frequency required to induce resonance is determined 
by the internal electric field gradient within the molecule and 
crystal.
Methods which use radiofrcquency bridges are unsuitable dor N.Q.R. 
signal detection because they require simultaneous tuning of a number 
of circuits.
The regenerative and super-regenerative oscillator detectors, 
however, may be used to detect N.Q.R. absorptions in the frequency 
ran^'o 0 £ *0 ^ 10U lie/s. Regenerative detectors provide a simple 
signal output suitable for the measurement of line shape or the 
observation of close-lying multiplets. A disadvantage of this type 
of detector is that the maintainance of conditions of hi^li sensitivity 
over a long1 period' and at variable frequency is rather difficult.
In a super-regenerative oscillator the application, of a periodic 
voltage to one of the electrodes of the oscillator valve of,an r.f. 
oscill ator causes it to alternately go in and out of oscillation.
The periodic voltage, or quench voltage, can be generated by a separate 
oscillator or by suitably biasing the r.f. oscillator valve.
The sample coil and a variable condenser form a parallel tuned 
circuit which determines the frequency of the oscillator. During the 
"on” period the mutual conductance of the valve is large enough to 
allow sufficient feedback to cause the valve to. operate as an oscillator, 
oscillations building up exponentially to a limiting amplitude deter­
mined by the curvature of the valve characteristic. During the "off"  ^
period the conductance of the valve becomes low enough to prevent 
sufficient feedback to sustain oscillations so that the oscillations 
decay exponentially. The time constant for the build-up and decay of 
- oscillations if 2RC where C is the capacity and R is the resultant 
resistance of the tuned circuit. R is positive in the "off" periods 
and negative in the "on" periods, due to the large feedback during 
these periods.
At resonance the net positive resistance of the tuned circuit 
decreases. This increases the time constant for build-up of
$7
oscillations duo to the lai'gcr violative value Cor the roe nitant 1  
ancl reduces the time constant for the decay process since R is now 
the less positive resistance of the tuned circuit. These cTfccbs 
cause a reduction in the total energy of- the r.f. pulse.
If the period of the quenching oscillations is not long compared 
with the spin-spin interaction time the effect of the previous r.f. 
pulse on the nuclear spin levels v/ill not have been completely 
destroyed by the time of commencement of the next "on" period. Thus 
trie build-up at the next "on" period starts from this small residual 
voltage level resulting in the integrated pulse energy being increased 
tit resonance. The relative importance of these two opposing effects 
is determined by the conditions of operation of the oscillator and 
by the nature of the sample.
Frequency sweep and frequency modulation must be employed in 
pure N.Q.R. spectroscopy to produce an audiofrequency signal output, 
from the oscillator. This audiosignal can be extracted from the 
background noise and displayed on a d.c. recorder by means of selective 
audioamplification and phase sensitive detection. With a sup«--r-re_en- 
erative oscillator a quench frequency of the order of 1 0 ^ c/s is often 
employed and the radiofrequency generated by such a quenched oscillator 
is complex, consisting of the central radiofrequency 0  together with 
a number of sidebands of fre q u e n c y ^  -n ^  n where n a r e  harmonics
Q H,
of the quench frequency <0 n . These sidebands can also satisfy the 
resonance condition so that an N.Q.R. spectrum obtained using a 
super-regenerative oscillator contains a number of responses, the 
intensities of each component decreasing as the value of n increases.
The super-regenerative oscillator has the advantage that very high 
r.f. voltages can be employed without much danger of saturating the 
spin system and detection occurs at the threshold of oscillation where 
sensitivity is maximum. On account of the high r.f. power levels 
which can be used, super-regenerative oscillators are suitable for 
observing resonances with large line widths. Also reasonable 
sensitivity can be maintained for long periods and ovegr wide frequency 
ranges with only a minimum of adjustment.
For these reasons the super-regenerative oscillator is suitable 
for the purpose of this investigation of mercuric chloride and its 
complexes. A fuller account of the theory of super-regenerative
or.c i.llators is given by Whitehead, 7*
8.2. The Spectromctor
I'T. Q,. 1 l . spectrometer, whoso constr 
employe a self-qucnch super-rego 
imilar to that proposed by hear.
e e ue t ion is due
nor a fcivc
spectrometer layout is shown in figure 8.2.1. A schematic repres­
entation of the way in which the signal is developed by this 
spectrometer is shown in figure 8.2.2.
The crystalline specimen to be investigated is placed in the 
tank coil of the self-quenching super-regenerative oscillator (i ) 
which is tunable between 20 and 50 ilc/s. The grid HC network of the 
oscillator generates a quench frequency of between 10 and 4 0  bc/s.
A large audiomodulation amplitude of frequency 150c/s is superimposed 
on the oscillator radiofrequency so that as the latter is swept 
through a resonance, the output from the oscillator contains audio­
signal at 5 0 0  c/s together with r.f., quench frequency and random noise 
at all frequencies. An r.f. filtering network and an a.f. preamplifier
(l) remove the r.f. output and reduce the amount of quench frequency 
and noise frequency relative to the audiosignal and audionoise compon­
ents of the output. A narrow-band amplifier (2) sharply tuned to ^ 0 0 c / z  
amplifies by a factor of about 200 the audiosignal plus noise of 
frequencies in the immediate vicinity of 3 0 0 c/s, all other frequencies 
being suppressed by this network. A phase-sensitive detector (p}> 
whose reference frequency of 5 0 0 c/s is obtained by frequency doubling 
an outi)ut from the modulation frequency generator (5)> converts the 
audio-signal together with a very small amount of noise into a J.c. 
output, suitable for display on a recorder (4 )*
Details of the circuitry of these components of the spectrometer 
are given in the paper by Dean and the thesis of Wallace. Chan&es 
were 'made in the method of frequency sweep, since in the Wallace 
arrangement 1 Mc/s could, be swept in about 24 hours. So that tnc 
method of sweep used can be explained, the circuitry of tno oscillator 
(and preamplifier) and modulation unit (6) is included, figure 8.2.5.
The d.c. bias to the diojde., • 1IC JQ01, is fixed at 30 volts and 
frequency modulation is achieved by superimposing a voltage of 15*0c/s 
upon this d.c. bias, the modulation amplitude being controlled by the 
switch and the 10K potentiometer in the figure 8 .2 .3 . The 'quench
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frequency of the oscillator in set by the 1 /*! ijotontiome trr in the
grid circuit. The frequency is swopt by driving the variable 53pf
tuning condenser of the oscillator. An electric motor (7 ) and a
reduction gear turn the shaft of this condenser at a rate of lrev/
120hrs. Although the frequency swe~*p by this method is not linear
with timd, with the condenser operating over the middle 0 •' its ravage
6 to’7 jic/s can be covered in as many hours.
tk
Four coils, each one inch in lengft-% and ■ki" cross-sectional 
d'ameter,of from seven to eleven turns of 10 guage copper wire, 
enable the oscillator to cover the frequency range 20-4OHc/s.
Figure 3.2.4 shows the oscillator-preampiificr assembly together 
with the frequency driving mechanism. V/ith this arrangement it is a 
simple matter to immerse the sample in a ba,th of liquid nitrogen. 
Frequently resonances become detectable at low temperatures because 
motional broadening of lines is reduced and signal strength is enhanced 
as a result of the increase in the Boltzmann factor exp ( e /V.t ) which 
determines the population excess of the lower of two quadrupole energy 
levels.
8.3• Operation of the Spectrometer at M aximum Sensitivity
Because of the inherent weakness of nuclear quadrupole resonances 
the sensitivity of the spectrometer must be maintained at a maximum 
throughout the whole frequency range of a resonance search. There 
are six parameters or controls to be set so that the spectrometer 
operates most satisfactorily. These are:.
(J) The oscillator frequency scanning width, which is controlled by 
the slow variation of the tuning capacitor in the grid circuit 
of the oscillator, together v/ith the value of the d.c. bias 
to the oscillator’s diode.
(2 ) The quench frequency which is determined by the grid leak 1 M  
potentiometer in the oscillator circuit.
(3 ) The modulation amplitude which is controlled by a potentiometer
and switch in the modulation unit.
(4 ) The input attenuation to the narrow-band amplifier.
(5 ) The input attenuation to the phase-sensitive detector.
(6 ) The time constant of the phase-sensitive detector.
Host of the difficulties in locating quadrupole resonances lie 
with the selection of the three parameters, oscillator.frequency, quench
frequency and modulation amplitude.
An amplitude of modulation several times the resonance, line width 
must bo used so that a signal output from the oscillator of twice the 
modulation frequency is produced, the response being approximately 
equal to the second derivative of the absorption line shape. /.bout
1.5 - 2.0 volts of 150c/g modulation signal superimposed or. tv. 3 0 volts 
d.c.'bias to the diode is satisfactory for most diamagnetic chlorine 
coi a pounds.
flic quench frequency required to produce maximum signal •'spends 
on the radio frequency of the oscillator. The following technique was 
employed to maintain optimum conditions throughout a frequency sweep.
A single loop of 18 guagc copper wire, soldered to the end of a 
coaxial load, is clipped to the brass extension tube connecting the 
oscillator to the tank coil so that the loop is close to the sample 
coil, as in figure 3.2.4» This test coil can be fed v/ith an r.f. 
voltage from an Advance Signal Generator. Y/hen the frequency of the 
oscillator is swept through the frequency in the t-cst coil a signal is 
produced in the oscillator and can be recorded. A test voltage of less 
than 10 j i  V amplitude is found to produce responses on the recorder v/ith 
a signal-to-noise ratio of about 2 0 : 1  if the spectrometer sensitivity 
is maximum. That setting of ITTJL- potentiometer which produces the 
strongest response from a lOyiV test signal is taken as the best setting 
for the particular frequency at which the responses are detected. Such 
checks can easily be performed during a v/ide frequency scan at intervals 
of about li-ic/s.
The validity of this approach was tested using mercuric chloride
35and sodium chlorate samples. The Cl N.Q,.n. frequencies in ng01o at 
303°K are known to be 22.2303 Mc/s and 22.0503 Hc/s . The oscillator 
frequency v/as set to about 2 1 . 5  Hc/s using a suitable coil and the So pf 
tuning condenser, and the I N ' J i  potentiometer was set so that a quench 
frequency of 30kc/s v/as generated. The frequency range 21.5-23^c/s 
v/as swept in about one hour and two resonances were detected, the S/IT 
ratio being better than 20:1. V/ith 25kc/s and 35kc/s quench frequencies 
a poorer S/N ratio was obtained. When the sample was removed and the 
oscillator re-tuned to 2 1 .5Mc/s » a-test signal of amplitude 1 0 ^ V  at 
frequency 22.2Mc/s produced a spectrum with S/ N of about 20 whenthe 
quench frequency wasr ^ 0 k c / s  but not with frequencies below 28kc/s or
above 331'°/" •
55
A resonance is expected for the Cl in NaC10r at about 29.83Mc/s 
11
at roos temperature . A similar set of teetsproved that, over the 
frequency range 29 - 31 Me/ s , optimum spectra are obtained vexn the 
quench frequency is about 3 5 kc/s.
~ 7
Investigations in the ran6 c 17 - 13 IIc/s us ins H & C l ^ , './hose J ' Cl 
nuclei are known to absorb in this ran^e ab room temper- .turo, failed 
to produce resonances. It was also found that a response of S/b greater 
that 10; 1 could only be detecteducing a test signal of amplitude J G - Q C / 4 V. 
This loss of sensitivity was found to apply to the'range 15-2Ghc/s and 
is overcome by replacing the r.f. choke Z28 in the oscillator feedback 
circuit with one whose operating range was 1 2 - ^ 1 pkc/s; the operating 
range of the Z28 choke is 20-60Mc/s. With the 12-d5kc/s choke, ^ C 1  
resonances in HgCl^were detected at 17.52ifc/s and 1 7 o 3 k c / s  v/ith G/lT 
of about 13 when the was about 25kc/s. Further, a 1 0 ^ V  test signal
from the r.f., generator could be detected satisfactorily over the range 
l6 - 2 1 Mc/s, using O q ' s  of between 2 5  and 3 0  kc/s.
I3y this procedure with the r.f. signal generator, the spectrometer, 
v/ith the new r.f. choke, was shown to operate satisfactorily over the 
frequency range 1 5 - 3 2  lic/s.
C^rAPTT^n 9
n u c l ;;: at? ^ u a i d r u p o l e  ttk a;cita rCE Tyy-sCTTC a t t o n
OF. SOi-iE MERCURIC Ci: LOR IDE COKfr.KXSS 
The six compounds IIgCl0 , KJigCl H0o and each of the members of
the series ^ g C ^ n S C  (Nil with n = 1-4 > were investigated by ?T. ••i.R. 
spectroscopy. Of the so solids tho crystal structures of 'TgCI.,,
iyigCl 1^0 and H g C l ^ S C  (Nil2 ) 0 are known U<° ' 7 ' .
Samples of analar hgCl^ and K^IIgCl^^O were used in the investi­
gation and the polycrystalline samples of the thiourea complexes, were
no
prepared according1 to the method of Aucken • The compositions of all 
compounds were checked by standard sulphur and nitrogen analyses.
X-ray powder photographs of the polycrystalline dithiourea complex 
were found to be identical to those of the single crystal specimen 
which was used for X-ray analysis .
The chlorine nuclear quadrupole resonances in mercuric chloride 
at 3 0 0 °K and 7 7 °K were found at frequencies given in table f.1 .1 . 
Frequencies can be measured, using the radiofrequency signal generator 
and a Counter Frequency rieter, v/ith an accuracy of better than -Ikc/s4
55Signal-to-noise ratios of about 20:1 were recorded, the Cl
spectrum at 3 0 O ° K  and the ^ C 1 spectrum at 7 7 °K bcin^ shown in
5 5figures 9«l»la and 9 »1 respectively. The Cl resonance in HaC10_
+ , o ^
was found at 29.350-0.001 Mc/s at 293 K. The above values are in good
agreement with published values.
K^HgCl^I^O v/as investigated at room and liquid nitrogen temper­
atures over the frequency range 15-25hc/s. It was felt that, because
2 -
of the double negative charge associated v/ith each iigCl^ group in 
the HgCl^ chains, the two chlorine resonances would be found at 
frequencies lower than those in mercuric chloride itself. One resonance
v/as detected at room temperature, at about 1 6 . 2 5  ilc/s, and attributed to
55 oa Cl N.Q.R. absorption. At 77 K resonances were detected at
16.655~0*001Mc/ s and 16.201-0.001Mc/s. Figure 9.1.2- shows the spectra
obtained at 7 7 °K •
Each of the members of the mercuric chloride-thiourea series v/as 
exhaustively examined over the frequency range 1 5 - 5 2 i'Ic/s at both 2 9 8 ° 
and 77°K, but no resonances v/ere detected. The spectrometer sensitivity 
was optimised at intervals of 5 0 0 - 7 0 0 kc/s throughout these frequency
<11
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nor slower cooling to 7 7 °K produced a resonance signal over this ran-c.
Compound ITuclcus
f
Abundance
'r
' Temperature 
°K
Frequency
'rc/s
U-ci2 ^ 5 C 1 75.4 3 0 0 22.231 
2 2.031
77 22.037
22.514
1—
1 
o
t>*
2 4 . 6 3 0 0 17.523
17.300
77 1 0 . 0 2 6
17.776
K 2 HeCl4 H 2 0 55C 1 75.4 3 0 0 16.23
77 1 6 . 6 5 5
1 6 . 2 0 1
Table 9.1.1.
From a knowledge of the crystal structure of the dithiourea 
complex it is unlikely that the resonance frequencies of the 
chlorines in this compound lie outwith the range 15-32nc/s. It. is. 
possible, although improbable, that the structures of the mono-, tri- 
and tetra- thiourea complexes are such that their chlorine N.Q.R. 
frequencies lie outwith this range.
There are a number of physical and chemical reasons why nuclear 
quadrupole resonances may not be detected. Some of these reasons 
have been mentioned in section 6.7* Molecular motions can cause 
broadening of resonance line widths to a point where detection becomes 
almost impossible. These effects should be removed by using low sample 
temperatures. Magnetic dipole-dipole interactions cause broadening 
of N.Q.R. spectra. The effect of these interactions in the thiourea 
complexes should be only slightly greater than in mercuric chloride
itself. Dislocations and strains and the presence of impurities in
the powder grains can cause sufficient broadening of lines to prevent
their detection. Preparation and careful purification of fresh samples
of the complexes and different rates of .cooling might have boon
expected to overcome the effects of these imperfections. Possibly
some disorder in the crystal structure, causing the chlorine nuclei
in each crystalline constituent to experience a slightly different
field gradient from those in neighbouring crystallites, is leading to
a spread of resonance frequencies for each "equivalent" nucleus.
This effect would cause resonances to be broadened or undetected.
35 , 5 7Whatever the reasons are, resonances of the . Cl and Cl nuclei 
in the series IlgClgflSC ( ) 2 with n = 1 ,2 ,3 , 4  were not detected in the 
frequency range 1 5 - 3 2  iic/s.
Values of nuclear quadrupole coupling constants can frequently be 
obtained by studying the effects of quadrupolar interactions onlT.i-I.ft. 
spectra. The following chapter discusses the possibility of using 
35C1 N.I-I.R. spectroscopy to obtain the ^ C l  |eQ,q | values in the poly­
crystalline mercuric chloride-thiourea series.
Ch.ATTER. 10
dTTAbEUIOLAf Cri
10.1. The "high Field" Cose
V/hen a nucleus of spin greater than g is .subjected to loth a 
magnetic field and an electric field its- dipole moment inter',c us 
v:ith the magnetic field and its electric quadrupole moment interacts 
with the electric field grad icr.t. If t: e former in terac tiua en er_y 
is large compared with the latter interaction energy, the nuclear
■spin energy is, to first-order, 
E - III.
here E.T is the nuclear mamnctic interaction ener
ii
hN £
and the axis of nuclear orientation is the field direction.
E.. is the electric quadrupole interaction energy given dor an a 
h
syinme tr ic field ^rad icn t , by
J -  •  -L •
■11 .
ehq
41(21-1)
f  J n ^ - l d + g j ,o.
orien t at.with the symmetry axis of the field gradient, q, as t 
axis. Q  is the angle between h and q. for a nucleus v:ith I - 
the energy level diagram is as shown in figure 10.1.1.
Transitions between these levels can be induced by means o: 
r.f. field perpendicular to II. The selection rule &  :.iT = -1 i: 
still valid , so that the three transitions between tl.c four revc 
no longer occur at exactly the same frequency 0 -> the Larmor
J-i
frequency.
7 r - +*3„/>H
"TIT
— H
S
\
\
/
■J, — A
■IjrA
3 u d < ?  -*
 ---------a1»i ^  **
'he frequencies of the the ti
p,
; runs itions are -0 — ^ . &  A<l *0. + Ai • ~i L
f 0  — l) - *5 .. (pC°:where A = uqf ;Cort 1 = 0 ojeorr 0  -1), in the intensity ratio 
C O ,  0./]. 0.3 with respect to tne unperturbed degenerate line. I:: 
this first-order treatrent, the central coupon not, due to the ■:-ii —* -u 
tr.-i.ns i.tion, is unsh.ifted. When the orloulution is, tab on to second
ordci 90 a. shift of frequency equal to
-(3-5 ,. /^l6 ^  - ) (1-cogl 0  ) (9008^ ^ - 1 ) J. 0 • X •
Jlis expected for nuclei v/ith I _
Thus Measurements of the quadrupole splitting of IT.ii.Tv. lines 
can provide information on -0 the pure ri.q.f. absorption frequency,
'ey
and O , the orientation of q v/ith respect of li.
In a single crystal specimen each crystallite is identically 
orientated in the magnetic field so that unique values of 0  exist.
The angle 0  can be altered systematically by rotating the crystal 
about an axis normal to the field direction and, by plotting the 
frequency se’paration betv/een the tv/o satellite lines, v/hich are, to 
first-order, symmetrically placed about the central component, nr a 
function of orientation of the crystal in the magnetic field , values 
of q a-nd 0  can be obtained.^ Maximum separation, equal to , , 
occurs when 0 = 0 ° and no splitting should occur when 0  ■- cos
= 5 4 ° 4 4 1
The random distribution of orientations in a polycrystalline or
91
powdered material can be shown to 
of the form shown in figure 1 0 .1 .2 .
;ive rise to a powder spectrum
■> 0
103
"From such a powder pattern the separation of the satellite
lines is a direct .Measure 0 1 *5 ,, iiowover for this '' 1 i gh !■’!.. idH
treatment to he Valid 1 must he very much greater than
’h r  the nucleus ^ C 1 V;ith I = ”§•> = 4.1?2 ilc/s with a magnetic
/
field of 1 0 ' gauss, so t'nat this approach can he applied only 
provided O p  is of the order of kilocycles per second or less. 
Quadrupole coupling constants of very ionic compounds in which the 
electron distributions arc almost spherical, have been extracted
using both single crystal and powder pattern N.I1.R. studies
-\ 35 /mercuric chloride has a >Jn v<\iue for Cl of 2 2 . 2  uc/s so tnat
6 ^
a field of about. 1 0  gauss v;ould be required for "high field ' 1 
condition of 0  T >) -0. to be obeyed. At present such high fields
Jj s 0,
are not feasible.
10.2. The "how Field 11 Case
The effect of a small magnetic field on a nuclear quadrupole 
resonance spectrum lias 'seen discussed, for *2 = 0 , in section 6 .6 .
For a nucleus of spin -^ ,  the oi and £ lines occur as small frequency 
shifts around the pure N.Q.R. frequency 
- 0 Q = ieQq/h
and their detection requires the knowledge of 0  ^  and the use of 
single crystals to prevent broadening due to distributions of 0  values 
Detection of the J+> <— ? I— > transition, v:hich reduces to zero 
frequency when the Zeeman field is reduced to zero, requires a 
frequency of
•0 = f X  He os ©  /2 rr
= U L  [cos2 ©  + 4  Sin2 ©""]* 1 0 2 . 1
2 rr L
The Zeeman splitting of this line can be described by an apparent 
magnetogyric ratio ’S' (0 ) so that the energy of this transition is
described in terms of an N.K.R. transition
- 0 = T S ' ( e ) *i
2 TT
in which ^ 1 (©), equal to
]^|cos2 ©  + 4 sin2 * 
can vary between ^  and 2 as the orientation between the applied 
field and the symmetry axis of the field gradient changes.
For a polycrystalline specimen, the intensity distribution of 
resonance frequencies, averaged over all crystallite orientations, is
1 -
given by
l(«os 0  ) oC 1" I _1 1 0 .2 . 2
| _ T T c o s  <3> ) J
Substitution of 10.2.1 into 10.2.2 gives
l(cos O  ) ^  (4-3 ? o s 2 <5? )* 1 0 .2 . 5
3 cos &
. Clearly, at O = 90° there is a singularity in the intensity 
l(oos ©). Therefore to first-order in the Zeeman field, u, strong 
resonant absorption should be observed in a polycrystalline specimen 
at frequency
0  = 2( X  a/2 77 ) = 2 n>l 10.2.4
A more exact expression for the frequency 4) in 10.2.4* can be shown 
for I = ^  to be
^ 2 =  ^ L  + i  O *  "2 h ) 2 - 2 \ 4 l]
10.2.5
where -5 q  is the pure quadrupole resonance frequency.
V/ith the "low field" condition, that 4) , << 0 n 10.2.5 yields
n d >
an expression for the transition, to third-order in Zeeman field,
-J 2 = 2 -)L [l-S L/ 0 q )2 ] 1 0 .2 . 6
This equation shows that the effect of a large quadrupole interaction 
is to cause the N.M.R. condition in a polycrystalline specimen to 
occur at a frequency lower than tv/ice the Lar.mor frequency; that 
is the effective magnetogyric ratio is less than 2 .
Because the resonance of 10.25 is independent of quadrupolar 
effects to first-order, unlike the normal R.Q.R. Zeeman transitions, 
inhomogeneities in the electric field gradients, which cause pure 
and Zeeman N.Q..R. signals to be broadened, even beyond detection, are 
expected to have little broadening effect on this resonance. Since 
the quadrupole coupling effects the N.K.R. condition in third-order, 
a relatively narrow frequency ’range need be covered in search for 
resonances for which 0 0 is unknown.
Consider the case of mercuric chloride, -v n is about 22Kc/s for
35 35 ^
the Cl nuclei. The Larmor frequency for Cl in a field of 10,000
gauss is 4 » 1 7 2 H c/ s . With this value of *0 the condition 0 u ^  Q
required for this type of "low field" experiment is fulfilled.
Furthermore, simple calculation shows that these values should produce
rcnominee3 at 8 .1 2 4 mc/s, a shift of 2 2 0 kc/s from tne 2 ^ . value.
ij
V/ith a field of 6 3 6 0  gauss, the value used in the proton nvgnctic 
renon- ace experiment described at the beginning of this thesis, a 
shift of 5 o.6 l:c/s away from 5 *3 'b6 8 hc/s is expected.
Investigat ion at the higher field value is preferable for 
reasons of greater spectrometer sensitivity at the higher frequency 
region and larger shifts are involved at the higher field value so 
that more accurate values of ^  r are expected.
Powdered samples of Cuo0, K 0 ReCl^, NaC10 7 and NafrO-, have been
0 3  6 3  35 37 °81  ^ ^
studied using Cu, Cl, Cl and 3r nuclear . migne tic resonances
at a number of magnetic field strengths. Plots of resonance frequency
against Zeeman field strength were compared with the linear plot for
■0 "=. From these studies, values of -b ^ were obtained for the
quadrupolar nuclei in these compounds, in good agreement with values
obtained by pure N.Q.R. spectroscopy.
35A study of this sort could supply the values for the Cl 
quadrupole coupling constants of the four mercuric chloride thiourea 
complexes which failed to produce pure N.Q.R, spectra over the frequency 
range l^ -J O K c /s .
10.3* A Chlorine Nuclear Magnetic Resonance G pectroineter
Three alterations are necessary so that the F.ri.R. spectrometer 
described in chapter three can be employed for this type of investigation
1. An oscillator which operates v/ith maximum sensitivity over the 
frequency range 6 - 91'ic/s is required.
2. A magnetic field of about 10,000 gavss is desired.
3. A method of sweeping the oscillator frequency is required since
the field sweep procedure provides only about 5 0  gauss or 4 0 kc/s
sweep width. Frequency shifts of the order of 200kc/s from 8.344 
Xc/s are expected.
Since accurate line shapes are not essential in this investigation 
the super-regenerative oscillator-detector would seem to be suitable 
for the purpose of this investigation. A number of super-regenerative 
"oscillators which- operate over the frequency range 2.5-lOIic/s have 
been designed 1 . The most recent of these claims to be able
to doteot weak, broad nuclear resonances, that is line widths greater
than 20kc/s. An oscillator, identical to circuit (3) in reference ** 
was constructed with the addition of a filtering network on the output. !
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INPUT
2TK
100 K
7*45
7-^1
50 I MEO
100 V
L, ■ KX>-1000/iH
R, • 1.2 K FIXEO 
OR
2K VARIABLE
F*surc lo.'S.j
•The naynet, current supply to the A.E.I. magnet ceils wa s s ^ t 
to a value of around /100mA so that the ./nr nr tic field in the nnpnet 
i^ap was about 10,000 ^auss. The successful application of 10.2.6 
to obtain accurate determinations of quadrupole conplinj constants 
requires that the strength of tne Zeeman field, which determines *0^, 
be known exactly.
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The field was measured us ins- the ? 'resonance m  3 Jp n... w . .
At 10,000 jauss, <0 T for (natural abundance IOC//) is 17. ,
V/ith the marginal oscillator and probe assembly use'- in the ^rctor. 
N.h.R. investiyation tuned to 17*524-0.OOlnc/ s , the field was altered 
until the  ^ P TT.Ii.E. v/as detected. The resonance field is 
10,168-1 yauss. The current control Sot b i U ^ S h j vp fixed at the 
resonance field values.
V/ith this field, 2 -0 ^ for ^ 0 1  is 8404-lhc/s.
The e x t crnal 1 y- qu e n c h c d su^er-rogcnera fcivo oscillator1 va..c
tunable over the range 6-lk.c/s v/ith the probe assembly described
in chapter three when a sample coil of about 20 turns of 56 Zk/.O.
enamelled copper wire was used. A low frequency signal generator
supplied the quench frequency, 30hc/s. As before a modulation
frequency of 6 4 c/s was superimposed on the n.'gnetic field and the
ami io-signal output from the oscillator passed through frcokdeal
Lock-in Amplifier and .i'ctcr Unit to the 3orvoscribe i.e. recorder.
Frequency sweep at a rate of abort 10 kc/s per minute war; achieved.
by driving the spindle of the 7-4 5 Pf. tuning condenser, using ar:
electric motor and reduction year, at 1.5 revs, per hour.
10.4• Investisation of tne Mercuric Chloride Complexes
V/ith a lgm. sample of mercuric chloride, the frequency range
0.5 - Q*1 nc/s was swept extensively, with a modulation amplitu.de of
1 gauss, but no resonance absorption was detected. Since ^ ^  - 22.23 
, 3 5
and 22.05 he/s for the Cl nuclei in HgCloJ resonances are expected.
at ^  0 = 8.252 and 8.248 lic/s respectively. It is unlikely that the sc
^ 35absorptions would be resolved. Cl resonances in h ougCl,Ih0, forC. - I  <-
which -5 ~ = 16.23 Kc/s and about 15*9 Kc/s, were not observed in the
\range 0.5 ~ 7*8 k c / s , although absorptions are expected at v 0=G.C4 9 
and 8 . 0 5 0  Idc/s.
It is felt that the failure to detect these resonances is due to 
the small amount of sample which can be used and the snail amplitude 
of modulation which is generated. A modulation level of 1 gauss 
corresponds to a modulation of less than 1 kc/s whereas the line widths 
of such Zeeman resonances are usually greater than 30kc/s. To expose 
more sample to the radiofrequency field a larger coil is necessary 
and to achieve this the coil assembly, probe insert and A.E.I. probe 
unit would, need to be replaced and frequency modulation techniques 
used.
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technique;:: in search of the Cl snu. Cl rucln.r e;’a-■ impelc cou^lin,
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constants for the no materials. Only the 01 and " ‘Cl ^uro ii * O.T1.
T C
absorption frequencies of IIgCl0 and the J G1 pure IT.0.0. absorption
<L
frequencies of IC^  11^ *01 ^ii^0 Were detected st rocr: an-'1 ilq.'rio nitrogen 
temperatures. Table 11.1.1 lists the quadruple coupling constants, 
in ;■'c/s, which were determined.
The arrangement, of* the mercury nut chlorine nuclei is esscrhLal 
the cane in both the IIg01o and the K 0HgCl .ho0 polycrystalline :::atcri
T f? ^ ^
s o that the large reduction in the J 01 coupling con;.: tan to of the
hydrated complex relative to the values of mercuric chloride itself,
about 3 2 . 9  hc/s versus about 45*4 'Tc/r.;, is due to tne presence in
IChgCl ,IL,0 of two additional electrons in each TTgCl^ octahedron.
2 4 ^ . o
The reprcsentation
Cl cl
is ruled out as a possible description 0 " the comp lex (ilg'Cl,
n
in K^IIgCl^II^O since the |eQqJ value of the chlorine nuclei in the 
(ngCl2 )r chains of this rcprcs.cntation would be approxinetoiy equal 
to the value’s found for mercuric chloride itself and the chlorine 
ions would have an ] cQq 1 value very much less than the values found 
for the complex.
At 77 K the Cl \ eQq | values of the two dissimilar chlorine 
nuclei in h^HgCl^ll^O are 904 kc/s apart whereas in XgCl^ itself the 
two chlorine nuclei have coupling constants differing by 636 kc/s. 
Therefore the electric field gradients associated with the two 
different chlorine environments in i'^ Hg c i 4n2 ° arc less nearly 
identical than are the field gradients around the chlorines in HgCl,,
16?
Table 11.1.1
N u c l e u s
~5"■'Cl
Temperature
7J°K
5G0°E
Cl 77°K
Co i :• pound
HgCl,
E 0HgCl.K0Q
2 /! r
IIgCl2 .nC3(KH2 )2 
n - 1-/1
HgCI,
K2HgClAH20
HgCl2 .riSC(NTI2 )2
n = 1-4
IfeCl.
■cO ,Ne/
4 5 . 7 1 4
45.028
75.306 
52.402
44.462 
44.102
52.46
55.55;
:2:-coi h 2°
IfeCl_.nSC<L
)
2 ' 2
11 1-4
5C0°E 55.046 
54.760
E 2Hg C14H 20
H g C l 2 .nCC(lTII2 )2 
n  = 1-4
iJO
cl Cl cl
I ^ C ! ^  I
j
cl
C/V  1
Cl j lS*W. c l
c l cl  Cl
‘or K,JT:,C1 .JLO, where one typo o P chlorine ' n u c l e u s  is lr 
o 4. d
i/O.ur; r..no oiic o 2-ci ^o.o'; o.o c'ijlj one ; ...-C ■ :~?,y
In iic’Cl0 all Ihe chlorine ate::;--.' are bon'-1 od to two a ;-rcury ate;..!:.
Unclear quae! rr polo r e f o r m  coo of ti.e ‘"’"'Cl an-  ^; Ci nuclei in 
the r.oricr IlyCl^nff (l’h 0 )0 . wi oh i: - l-/; wore not detected in the 
frequency ranyc 1 5 - 5 2  ITc/s at cither, roc1'.: cr liqi’.id nitrogen 
temperatures, even after purification rf cooliuj oT the s.-.i-ipi-n:. 
Attempts to detect shifts in tne h.M.f. absorption "reoucncie
v c:
of the J 01 nuclei arising from quae! ru polar coupling, in the sin 
compounds were unsuccessful, due to the inherent woa1 mess of 
Cl h.M.R. signals, and to the smallness of so ir .p l c size ana 
modulation amplitude available in the experimental set-up ueud.
lit
OTHER i'lETHODS OF OBTAINING 
QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANTS 
A number of other methods of obtaining quadrupole coupling 
constants have been referred to earlier.- Atomic bra: experiments
and the Lypcrfinc splitting of optical spectra can yield values for 
e Q q ^ , the quadrupole coupling constant in atoms. f ia.ilarly 
molecular Loam studies of simple diatomic molecules in Ihe gas ^hase 
have supplied values for e Q q . , the coupling const-vet i*-. a molecule.
if. O
Rotational spectra of gaseous or volatile dipolar molecules obtained.
by microwave spectroscopy can frequently bo analysed to supply values
of oQq - 
. .1 01 .
The magnitude af the quadrupole coupling constant in solids,
I eQq , . , L e a n  be obtained by U.Q.R. stud .ies, purs or Zee'man, raid 
1 vAsolid
by iT.h.R. studies, "high field" or "low -field", as described in
8"7 9 Vconnection with Problem :2-. Splitting of .iossbaucr spectra '
which can be-, obtained for a number of nuclei, .can be shown to give
values for I eQq , ., I . The siun of this coupling constant can also 
solid 1
often be determined from hossbaucr spectra.
Another method which can often be used to obtain valuer, of
eQq , . , is that of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance Spectroscopy, f'.r.R 
^solid
In the proton N.K.R. investigation, only nuclear interactions needed to 
be considered, although electrons did play a part, in, for example, 
the relaxation mechanisms of the nuclear spin from upper to lower spin 
states. In the quadrupole resonance study the electrons wore considers 
only as charges which contributed to the total .electric field gradient 
at the quadrupolar nucleus. This was valid in both cases because the 
systems dealt with did not possess unpaired electrons. Each electronic 
orbital in the molecules considered v/as occupied by a pair of electrons 
whose spins must be antiparallel.
If, however, any of the orbitals had been only singly occupied, 
so that the atom', molecule or ion was paramagnetic, the spin -of this • 
unpaired electron would have had a great effect on the H.i-I.R. and N,Q.R 
spectra obtained.
3
The magnetic moment of an electron is about 10 times that of 
most nuclei so that coupling between the resonant nucleus and this 
electron, and between other electrons and- this unpaired electron, is 
equivalent to applying a very largo ,internal magnetic field. This
S I
large field causer! shifts in nuclear magnetic resonance froqucncics
i
which supplies information about the unpaired electron distribution 
in the molecule • The presence of on unpaired electron e^in alters 
the relaxation times of nuclear spins. The ?;.n.d. aeotru.. of a 
paramagnetic solid is bro- dened because the largo internal field 
juncrctc-d by the unpaired electrons causes T,.. "or th<; nuclear ,:g,in • 
to he small. Ae4o, in N.Q.R. spectroscopy the presence of paramagnetic 
species, even as impurities, causes broad on in^ of lines and frequently 
prevents detection of the resononoon.
In n.r.Ii. spectroscopy the application of a steady magnetic 
field to a ramagnetic species removes the spin degeneracy of the 
electronic orbital energy levels and transitions of the unpaired 
electron between the spin sub-levels of its orbital level rs.ro detected. 
In a crystalline paramn^notic compound, interactions involving the 
crystal field around the paramagnetic species, the orbi tal angular 
momentum of the electron and the nuclear spin of the paramagnetic 
species perturb the electronic spin sub-levels, so that th^ energy of 
transition betv/cen these levels depends on the paramo tnetic species 
and its environment in the crystal.
The final topic in this thesis describes how the quadrupole 
coupling constant of the paramagnetic species, Cu(ll), in
(Zn:Cu)(DC00)g4^2^» where the ratio Zn:Cu is 1000:1, was obtained 
from analysis of E.P.R. spectra of a single crystal of the complex 
at 77°K. The nature of the bonding in this formate complex is 
discussed in the light of the information obtained from the 2. P . R.. 
analysis.
Before such a discussion can be given the effects ef crystal 
field, spin-orbit and clectron-nucleus interactions on E.P.B. spectra 
must be derived.
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.c Theory of "’lee trou f- .mr: "T.c tie doe-vnc;
Axi electrons err- cnnrged an,
.1.1 ~  -L _ "iioL-ll ir. Ci.'-x x‘j j? OTic - or "Di ic
nucleus (j ~ p) arc applicable.
The magnetic moment j j of an electron is O ivor by the c:arcrcion
/  S = “ :e P -  ii.i.l
v:hcre
it o = A 7 0 (0 - 1 ) ‘
in the electron’s r.pin angular noaontaa vector, g is the electronic 
^-factor and j3 in the electronic Bohr magneton, oq.ua! to c'/>/2tfc via ore 
-o and M arc respectively the charge and mass of the electron. JA ^ d: 
defined in ljj.1.1 is negative.
As before this magnetic moment interacts with an applied magnetic 
field II, the_ Hamiltonian for the interaction being
#  - - A - s  = • V f - v  1 5 -1 -2
if the field is applied in the Z-diroction.
Since 5 = 1  for the electron there are two allowed orientations 
of the spin, roughly parallel end antiparallel to the direction if..
The energies of these two spin states arc O ivon by
V  -  1 A  - o '  ft TT
where, because j j  ^ is negative, the lower state corresponds to thee
nu = -t eigenvalue of S,
o
s
/p
\ >»
- X
*
As with nuclear magnetic resonance, application of an oscillating 
field perpendicular, to the applied field direction can induce 
transitions between these two levels provided the frequency -0 is such 
that it satisfies the resonance condition
k*i = S 13.1.3
For an applied field of l O ^ g a u s s  it turns out that the
resonance frequency for an electron —  the g-*T iv.^ of a f >uc electron 
is 2.002 5 —  is 23.026 Kbc/s, about a thousand times larger tliar: that 
required "or N.Ib.R. This frequency Tails in the .iercwrr'o region of 
the spectrum. Floctron s^in rc::onar.oG ox-rriauntc; ar^ usually 
carried out at fixed frequency end an '/-bard ::lcrov;avc spectrometer 
is commonly used. This generates a frequency of about 9500 *-c/c; 
and so requires a field of about 9 >400 gauss. A g-band spectrometer 
provides a frequency of about 55 she/s so that a field of about
12000 gauss is needed to satisfy the resonance condition if.1.5*
Further information concerning instrumentation in electron spin 
resonance can-be obtained from the textbook mentioned in reference t fo .
It has already boon ontioned in .connection with b.i-i.R. that 
transitions betv/een energy levels com only be detected if there is 
a population difference between the levels and if this difference is 
maintained during resonance. In a macroscopic specimen containing
a large number of electron spins in equilibrium with their environment,
Boltsmann’s distribution lav; ensures that the lower level contains 
an excess of electrons in the presence of'an applied magnetic field, 
so that net absorption of energy takes place. Spin-lattice and. spin- 
spin relaxation processess similar to those encountered in chapter 
one in connection v/ith nuclear spmns, normally ensure that this 
excess is maintained throughout the resonance, unless the amplitude 
of the microwave power is so large that saturation occurs.
To chemists the interest in this type of spectroscopy lies in 
using unpaired electrons in molecules to transmit information about 
their environments. Lesid.es possessing angular momentum associated 
v/ith its' spins an electron possesses an angular momentum associated 
with its motion within an orbital, which in the case of a hydrogen- 
like orbital is
a e  -= - k j e u + i y
where Z  is the orbital angular momentum quantum number of the 
electron in a particular orbital, and can be 0,1,2 or f. These Z 
values correspond to the s,p,d and f atomic orbitals. In the case 
of an effectively isolated electron the spin and orbital angular 
momenta can couple to give a total angular momentum of value where
and j = £*s
/ 115* ■ f. . d '
If spin and orbital angular momenta couple, the appropriate
I
f ormo f 13.1.3 mus1 be
•• ■* • j f ■ ■ u . i . /
e T  =  1  ■'■
■-i (J ‘h
If, in a crystal, the crystalline oloctric Tic.id is sufficiently 
strong to completely uncouple “ft ■£ and ft J then the factor is equal 
to the free electron value y - L.0021.
C q j
g-values very close to 2 .002 5 are found for mcs t free radio ale.
In cases where there is incomplete uncoupling of the spin and orbitill 
angular momenta the g-values may appreciably deviate from the value 
2 .0 0 2 3 * The extent of spin-orbit coupling, and hence the g-valuc, 
depends on the magnitude of the crystal field acting on the electron.
If the atom or ion possesses, in addition to an unpaired electron, 
a nucleus of spin I, then there is the possibility of hyperfinc 
splitting oi\ the E.f.R. spectrum due to the (21-:-l) different orien­
tations of the nuclear spin in the applied field, a.
The g-factors and hyperfine splittings of E.P.R. spectra are 
related, through spin-orbit coupling, to the molecular environment 
of the unpaired electron.
The following section discusses more quantitatively the inter­
actions which affect t he’energy levels of transition metal ion complexes 
in the presence'of a steady magnetic field, and which therefore affect 
the appearance of the 2..1.11. spectra of such complexes.
13.2. Transition Metal Ion Complexes
Normally electrons in molecules are spin paired, but unpaired 
electrons in the u- or f-orbitals of transition metal ions may give 
rise to E.P.R. spectra.
In the rare earth transition series the 4f shell builds up to its
maximum possible value of fourteen electrons. In the r l^ T state each
2 6
ion has the outer configuration of 5s 5p • Measurements of static 
susceptibility, ^  , yield, through the relationship
-X0 = 1J//2 (S2 (3kT)_1 = C/'i\ 
a value for the magnetic moment ja of a paramagnetic species. In 
this equation, C  is a constant characteristic of the substance and 
is known as its .Curie constant, and. for rare earth compounds, with only
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on complexes of the -members of 
approximate a^rc.. non t with t^o
in r.cries lea..; to JJ values in 
in-only relationship
v/nere 3 in tne total spin quantum nunocr i or tne ion.
The palladium group, dd, ana the platinum ^roup, 5d , of transit 
metal ions also have g-values close to the spin-only value.
In the rare earth scries spin-orbit coupling is strong whereas 
in the d- groups of transition metal ions spin-orbit coupling is 
almost completely quenched. 'Quenching of spin-orbit coupling' arises 
from electric fields generated in the environment of the ion. Ginco 
g -  electrons are less shielded from the effects of the environmental
fields than are the more deeply penetrating f- electron; m u  j-O-Lmimr
have less orbital contribution to the total angular momenta and hence 
g- factors close to 2.
There are many substances which obey a modification of the Curio 
relationship, ^ry _ c
/V m hT v,
where V is known as the Weiss constant. There are other forms of 
paramagnetism, in which the dependence of ')( on both temperature ana 
magnetic field strength is complicated. Two of the .most important 
of these are ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism. Figure if.2.1 
compares qualitatively the temperature, dependence of the susceptibili' 
for (a) simple paramagnetism, (b) ferromagnetism and (c) antiferro­
magnetism.
T T
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n and r r.re respectiveiy the Curio and Keel fcoupcraturos, at which
cl iscon t inuity i .0 rocore! ocl.
Above T.„ and T.t the substance has the; behaviour of a simple 
o  L.
paramajnct. The pe *culiari t i e s in the* behaviour of ferromagnetic 
and ant i f o r r 0 mu^notic subs bancor- below their Curie or heel points 
are clue to intcrionic interactions which have uounitudon comparable 
to the thermal energies at or Tt, and this becomes .-ro;;rcsr.ively 
greater than thermal energies as temperature is furthor lov/ored.
In the case of ant i fcrrornagnot ism the magnetic moments of the 
ions in the lattice tend to align thoiuselves sc as to cancel one 
another out. Above thermal agitation prevents very effective 
alignment and the interactions are manifested only in the form of a 
Weiss constant which is of the same order of magnitude as itself.
H
In .ferromagnetic substances the moments of the separate ions tend 
to align themselves parallel and thus to reinforce one another.
Above Tp thermal energies are more or less able to randomise the 
orientations. However below T^ , the tendency bo alignment becomes 
controlling and % increases more rapidly with decreasing temperature.
The problem of studying the energy levels, and the effects or; 
the E.P.R. spectra, of ionic completes in a crystal in the presence 
of a steady magnetic field is best approached in stages. It is 
customary to consider the dominant term in the Hamiltonian for the 
system and treat the next most important term as a perturbation on 
that, and so on. It is useful in this connection to arrange the 
■various effects according to the magnitude of their contribution to 
the total Hamiltonian. This, however, varies from compound to 
compound. In the rare-earth complexes, spin-orbit interaction is 
more powerful than most crystal field effects, whereas in complexes of 
the d- transition metal ions the converse is clearly more generally true
n
Attention from now on is confined to the pd transition metal ions. 
For these the Hamiltonian can be written as
“ h  + v.;l + 7 ls + v cs' " A  + hi * \  + y Q 1 3 -2>1
5 -1in which V = free ion energy *» 10 cm ■
■ 4 - 1
■ V,r, = crystal field a  1 0  cm 
aL. ** 2 _x
V ls * coupling s l O  cm
VsSvgiSleot^OTi^plii-spiii interaction is lem
■ ■ r..
 .r. Vf '
US'*.
V = electron-magnctic field interaction ‘xic;;i ^
l “ "" *
V„, ^ clcctron-nuoleus interaction ~  10 -10 'cm
-5 -1V, = nuclcuf'-manictic field interaction oc 10 cm .
*■' - 1
■V,., = nuclear guadrupole-oloctric. field inter:* c tion ^ 1 0  •'em*" 
V 7 , the free ion contribution, is defined by the aamilIonian
F -  * r  (  ± 1  -  z s i  ) + s i  m l
2 M  r, / j<k r.,F
K
"t ll
where ft is the momentum of the k electron, e and M  are respect­
ively the electronic charge -and mass, -Zc is the nuclear charrc and 
r, is the distance from the k ’ th electron to the nucleus and r.. is 
the distance between the j *th and k'th electrons.
The free ion is generally classified in terns of its spin and 
orbital degeneracy. For example a single electron in a 3~d orbital 
has S = -jy and •£ = 2 and so*is (2S+1) (2£+l)-fold degenerate. In 
general a free ion is characterised by a group of (2L+1)(2S+1)-fold 
degenerate levels. The L values are determined using .und's rule 
of maximum multiplicity. For the 3d 0 series the following table 
lists the L and S values of the ions in their ground states.
N 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
L 0 2 3 3 2 0 2 3 3 2 0
S
rO
, 0 l ;fS 1 2. 2
r
2. 2
3
a 1 kS 0
The effect of the crystal field is to partly remove the degeneracy 
of the free ion.
In a large number of transition metal complexes the positive 
paramagnetic ion is surrounded by an octahedron of negatively charged 
ions or of polar molecules with their negative end towards the central 
ion. In most cases the octahedron is not. regular. It is, however, 
convenient to consider first the effect of an octahedral crystal field
and then treat distortions away from this cubic symmetry as small
2+ 9
perturbations. Cu has the configuration 3d which can be regarded
as one "hole” in the completed shell 3d . The effect of the crystal 1 #
field, on this is the same as it would be on a single particle of
positive charge moving in a 3d-orbital. The ground state of V,., for 
2 + 2Cu is D. In the true free ion spin-orbit interaction splits this 
level into two levels, with J = 3/2 and J .* 3/2, the former being the 
lower. . In the crystalline complex, however, this J-coupling classi­
fication is invalid since V XL is sufficiently strong to break down
liO
the free ion spin-orbit coupling.
There ore five wave-functions for a D-orbital, charecterisc'
liy t a
L
whore tp = 2,1,0,-1,-2.
Jj
by selecting the linear combinations /‘f' - ^  the mutually’ 11 -rn *
orthogonal net of orb.itain , V
<gy - (I5)hy, rtxa = (I5)h a, dya - (l5)“ys, a ^ -  £(l5)«(x2-y2)
d t= a(5)iI(2st- } h y t ) ir. obtained.
The spatial arrangement of those orbitals is shown in figure
13.2.2.
*y
Figure 13.2.2
From symmetry considerations ^  , the effect of VVT on the first three
All
orbitals (called d ^  ) is the same, and the last two orbitals (C. y  ) 
are affected equally by • The 5*“fold orbital degeneracy of the 
F-state is split into a triplet plus a doublet by the action of an 
octahedral field.
Copper and many other ions do not form complexes which have 
exact octahedral symmetry. Even when the central ion is surrounded 
by six identical ligands the symmetry may not be exactly cubic.
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This in to he expected according to the Ish*-Teller theorem which
states that a non-linear molecule of a given symmetry having a
degenerate ground state is unstable and distorts itself so as to 
lift the degeneracy. The usual dint^etions from octahedral 
symmetry nro due to either a tetragonal field component, in which 
two ligands oolinear with the central ion move eithor townrds or 
away from each other, or a trigonal field component, in which the 
two three-fold systems of axes bend away from or towards onch otm:r.
In a tetragonal field the degeneracy of the D-orbitals is 
further removed since not all orbitals bear the same relationship 
to the axis of distortion.
In the case of Cu ^ 1 the doublet df has lower energy thato. the 
triplet d c  because.the "positive hole" prefers its orbital distri­
bution to point towards the negative charges along the axes. In 
[cu(H 0 ) J 2 " the octahedron is always distorted by elongating along 
one axis, the Z-axis, and contracting along the other two. This
causes the d ^ 2 orbital favoured over the d ^ orbital and
x -y z
the energy of the d*y orbital to lie lower than that of the d *x.
2 \-
and dyx  orbitals. The energy level diagram for a Cu^ in a tetragonal
field of the type in [cu( il^O) J ) 2 f is shown in figure 1 3 .2 .3 .
2 +
The "positive hole" of Cu is to be found in this case in the
d ^ 2 orbital.
x -y ,
/
/
c/e.
\  d !L
J
JiiL
s
cl*'
/N
/
/
u ;
At thin stage each level in still two-fold spin dcy:enoruto.
ay Krcfmors ’ theorem, which states that a purely electrostatic field
act in.;; upon a system o K  an odd number of electrons can never reduce
its degeneracy below two, a magnetic field in nccensary to lift the
hr rimers degeneracy and h.r.h. studies of transition .metal complexes
detect transitions between the two levels of such a doublet.
dofore considering the effect of a magnetic field on the
electronic energy levels, the spin-orbit coupling term, V , mint
J j >
be considered.
In the case of Cu^f the "positive hole" resides in the lowest
energy level E q which is doubly degenerate. The ground states Lire
nnd vf^ where ot and p are spin functions with G^ ~ i i and ;';x =
respectively. In a -tetragonal field the "positive hole" of copper
is in the d ^ 2 or ^ 2 n^a ^G » depending on the type of tetragonal
x -y z
d istortion.
Vir,„ -  a  u s  -  *  f i ,  s  f l ( L  s  t- 1, s  )"1IjO L  7j r/j -f- — — ♦* «J
The constant X is positive if the 3d shell is, less than half-filled
2-f
and negative if more than half-filled. dor Cu A is negative.
V j c a u s e s  mixing of various other states, 4^ y into the ground, state 
By first-order perturbation theory the new ground states .are 
found to be
0* ^  —  *n E „ - 6 0
\V ' - d/ «  iV <n I 1d.-±> *3.3.- \ f 0(i Z_- ^
The L^G part of L.S mixes with and l/^.with , leaving
Z  X  ’ '
the electron spin unchanged, but the L+G. and L^G^perts nix hue
cL and |3 ground states with, respectively, £ and * excited states, 
so that 1 3 .2 .. 2. becomes
V  =  d, - X ’X n  - 0 -  ^ ^  ln a
*oh '0* A n -£d n £ n - B0 *
, 1,* J; Ti T  <^nlL^l V  .J/ _  ±  \  ■£. /**’ 1 L -l g,
«»J iKp = 'hfS * »  •* \  * A *  e * - e ,
It is the extent of mixing which determines the amount of 
"unquenching" of orbital angular momentum. Spin-orbit coupling does 
not change the energies of the levels, to first-order, unless the 
levels are orbitally degenerate.
iaa
The interaction of the electron with the magnetic field ir; 
now cone id erocl. ,
’■'n -  p u  ( i  I t 0l>;
First-order perturbation treatment fives'
, AS.u.
o r  i i
and second-order jjerturbation fives', as a result of spin-orbit 
coupling, the additional term
y -  <W-o I
F —]■; 
a o
= -c0 (3 ASj Hi 5 3
E -E 
n o
=  “ G.e p->y\a s iH i
Therefore, becomes
hi = Ge ?(  h  ~  * ) S, Hj = P *. 3g Hj 15.2.«..
giving an anisotropic e-value
eij = £e ( ‘F j  - M i j )  13 - - S
a. . is a symmetric tensor of second rank. The, values a , a , 
ij xx yy
and g are the princii3al components. For any kind of axial sy-mme try,
lii Z
exx = iyy = ex  and £ ZZ5 S I.
For cubic symmetry g |f = g x
^ ^  is a real and symmetric tensor and is a measure of the extent of 
1d ++
mixing of states by spin-orbit coupling. For Cu ift a tetrayone1
field.
A = A = A = 1 and A = A.  = 7T7--— i—  ~n----- x
xx A E l d ^ p f ( d 7 - J  zz " m ? - -  K ~ J
x -y ^
if the "positive hole" is in the d „ ? orbital, and
^  x -y
xx= ^  yy = X = E^d )-E(d . ) and A  zz = A  „ *  O
xz ^
z
/\ 4" H'
if the d g orbital is lowest lying. Since A for Cu is negative, 
z
g-values greater than 2 . 0 0 2 3  are expected.
By measuring g-values it is possible to determine whether the
A3
"positive hole," is in a perturbed d 0 Q or a perturbed d 0 orbital.<L c. c.
x -y
Measurements on K^(Zn :Cu)(50/j at 20°K with the ratio Zn:Cu
between 20:1 and 1000:1 rave g = 2..44 and g = 2 . 1 3  which
sugp es t s that the ground state level of the positive hole in this
complex oi coppcr(ll) in the perturbed d 0 v orbital and runoo
that the tetragonal distortion is .in the^fo^m of an extension of
the ligands along the Z-axin. Complex fluorides with Cu(ll) and
alb ■&)/ metals, oCthe form il^CuF^ ^  and MCuF^ are the only known
example of a copper complex in which the ligands along the Z-axis
are comprened so that the positive hole is in the perturbed d ^ orbital.
z
This has been a purely crystal field approach, in which no 
bonding between the central metal ion and its liuands is assumed.
In most chemical compounds this assumption is not true. The
vs*
molecular orbital theory starts with the precise that overlap of 
metal and ligand orbitals occurs, to some degree, whenever symmetry 
permits. The crystal field (electrostatic) situation is clearly one 
extreme. It is necessary to find out which orbitals can and cannot 
overlap because of energy and symmetry requirements.
The 4s and /Jp orbitals have comparable energies so t: at
these orbitals are available for bond formation in a first row 
transition metal ion complex. For metal-ligand bonding the symmetry 
of the orbitals on the metal and ligand must match. Whenever two 
orbitals combine to form molecular orbitals, two new orbitals are 
obtained, one of which is more stable and the other less stable than 
either of the original orbitals. More generally the number of new 
orbitals formed is equal to the number of combining orbitals, and 
one of the new orbitals is less and another more stable than any of 
combining, orbitals.
Six of t lie metal orbitals, the & 2  ^ 2 2 ’ » P anci P »
z x -y x y
have lobes lying along three metal ligand bond directions and are 
therefore suitable for <r -bonding. The three p-orbitals and the 
remaining three d-orbitals, are available for t t -bonding to ligand 
orbitals of appropriate symmetry.
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' Cu O'” tjlO sin li, U'.i-V. i U S . - b ’U'.-d to 1 n;\. - cr'-o o'•! to.i ;
? r i ,C hid <T-orbital i,j a lone pair :;p; hybrid orb i. . V:. c.:
i.rd ividuol r-orbi to.Is are combined into si;: "sym . etry" orb\ k- J.; , 
c eh con true ted so on to overlap effee tivoiy v;itii ; p-. cticeie.r one
of the six metal ion orbitals v/hich my:' suitable Tor <r -bonding.
. H '•** <1 .!<!> .eju o i tli'.' ..;u to lAor 0 1 tuts is t* en combin'd *,/i Li< its ns. toi.ing 
symmctry orbital of the liunnd group to ^,ivo a bousing end an nnti- 
bomiin^ molecular orbital.
If the ligands also ponses s. VT -orbitals, such ss pure p-orbi t\i:
these too nay be comb in <1 into "symmc try" orbitals, construe tod; so as
to overlap v/i kh the thro:; me tel ion i f - type orbital.?., and tnu bond in.. 
and antibonuin^ orbitals then formed by overlap.
Figure 1>.2./| shows qualitatively the molecular orbital en-;,gy 
level diagram for an octahedral complex be’ tv/e en Cu^ 1 and six 1 ijnnd s 
which do not possess 7T-orbit.nlr . Figure 13*2.5 shows di^ramakicalii 
the metal orbitals ana thiir matching 1 igancl group orbits is .
w.
- K v \ \
~ s — \<?r......4lr 44^ -4lr ''O* \
X \ \  V ' A
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\ N h t
\
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Figure lp.2.4
V
Six electron pairs occupy the six boniin^ molocuiar orbitals, 
which are mainly ligand orbitals in character. The thre. degenerate 
non-bonding orbitals are pure metal ion orbitals and the six anti­
bonding orbitals are mainly metal orbitals in character. Th. Inc
\ '
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remaining electrons occupy the non-bonding • .nd the lov/cs fc iyin_ . 
antihonf in g  molecular orbitals • The "positive hole" r •.; s id c s in 
one of the d ogenoratc antibond ing molecular orb i to Is compound d 
out o r the d 0 M or d 0 mctul orbitals anu suitable li_;nad group
c .  £-~r T?
orbitals.. ' *
The of foe t of tetragonal distortion arising fro.n ex tens i.on 
of the metal ion-ligand bonds along the Z-axis of the coe.lcx Is 
to remove some of the degeneracy of the complex energy levels, 
causing the positive hole to be in the antibonding molecular orbital 
compounded out. of the d „ orbital and its appropriate ligand
L <L
x —y
group orbitals.
Throughout the remainder of this: section the crystal field 
appr.oximation is used, Cor convenience. In chapter fifteen tlie 
specific problem of cupric formate complexes is treated using the 
molecular orbital approach.
The energy level diagram of Cu* 1 ion in a tetragonal crystal 
field and a steady magnetic field is shown in figure 1J.2.6. The 
energy of separation between the two spin components of the pertu?jbed 
d orbital, assuming that the magnetic field is applied parallel
C. C.
x - y
to the Z-axis of the crystal field
E = Sz H 
?.inco < S„> = i-g •
This equation should be compared with the free electron spin energy 
level separation I 3 .I.5 . or the free atom equation l^.-L.fl.
/
\
\
\
\
N.
S.
„r— ^ — <
Hl-y* --------
f.*u  z « . - »
p.*»P (E.wl*!
If the magnetic field in applied perpendicular to the Z-axir;, the 
cm orgy of separation 1g 
E = C j. ? I!
Only in a perfectly cubic crystal field are t h e s e  two energies
the5 sane. Therefore in an Z.T'.T?. experiment on a single crystal of 
| 1
a Ou ' ion in a tetragonal crystal f.i,old the resonance frequency 
-0s* E/h depends on the orientation of the crystal in the magnetic 
field. In normal practice in kept fixed and H in varied so that 
resonance’takes place when 
II = hj>_
e ?
2 2 2 2 2 
where g = g ^  cos <9 l_C_L pin &  1 3 .2 . 6
and © i n  the angle between the crystal field tetragonal axis, Z,
and the nrgnctic field direction.
The 'transition probability, and therefore the absorption intensity,
is proportional to the square of the microwave power amplitude h,
which is applied at right angles to the magnetic field direction,
and to the square of , the magnetic moment component along the axis
of the microwave field
II i = C II, P S
where g ^  = g„2 cos*" (9 0 - ^  sin2 (9 0 - © )
Therefore intensity of absorption varies with orientation of the 
crystal in the magnetic, field in a manner governed by
1 00 (&h  j = + S.#2 “ g2 13.2.7
If the crystal field is only slightly anisotropic, so that 
g u and g ^  are nearly equal little intensity variation is observed 
as the crystal is rotated about an axis normal to the applied 
magnetic field.
Ignoring interactions involving the nuclear spin of the trans­
ition metal ion the "spin Hamiltonian" for a transition metal ion 
complex of tetragonal symmetry in a steady magnetic field, has been 
shown to be
Stf s - S„ f H z Sz + e >  (3 (HXSX+Hy S y ) 13.2.0
The interaction of the unpaired electron with the nuclear spin 
arises from two causes; magnetic interaction with the magnetic moment 
of the nucleus, which is linear in nuclear spin _I, and electrostatic 
interaction with the electric quadrupole moment of the nucleus, which
 ______
is quadratic in I .  uiglicr electric and magnetic multipolos need 
not be considered since their effects are negligibly small.
This interaction, V^j -i-Vq  can be written
V VQ - 2 * Pf n z: f hirlb_i + 3(rv Sk)(r1c.l) !■ OjrX(r,,)(grX)
r.  ^ r. ^1: k
eQ.
2X(2I-l7
1(1+1) - 5(r_k.X)
rk ria
where _1 anu are the orbital and spin angular momenta oh the
k-th upaircd. electron, ^ is the Bohr magneton and p is the nuclear
magneton, is the magnetogyric ration and Q, the quadruq>ole moment
of the nucleus. r, is the distance of the k-th electron from the
IC
nucleus. The delta function in the first summation takes account
?6
of the Fernrli contact interaction term.
by anology v/ith V M , V„T+V . can be written in the form
n ‘‘I h
S . A ..1. + I . Q . .1.
l lj 0 i ij J
where A. . and Q. . are the hyperfine coupling and quadrupolo moment 
ij ij
tensors,. Tn tetragonal symmetry, these tensors, like g. arc
1 j
characterised by tv/o principal values, each parallel and perpendicular
to the symmetry axis. Taking the latter again as the Z-axis,
VW+VA = AF, I  + B(S I +S I ) + Q* I I * - Jl(I+l)| 13.2.1b
N Q, 7, Z ' x x y y 7 (_ z •*
For any given nucleus A. . and 0,. . are complicated functions of the
i j  i j
electron distributions in its neighbourhood but these functions have
97 -f +
been derived by Abrojom and Pryce. For Cu ion a tetragonal field,
. i
the following approximate values of A, 3 and Q have been found 
p C - ^ - K0 +e «  -2 + 4 b - L - 2 ) ]
P [ % . A  -I(o +SjL - 2  --i (ex  -2)] 13.2.11
-1^ ^ ....................
N
where P = 2 ) { p p < r  J> and<r>is the effective radius of the d
x -y
orbital. K is a factor introduced to represent the admixture of
® ++ 10 
configurationSwith unpaired 5-electrons. For Cu , the }s^d. &nd
3d84s configuration contribute and Kq has been shown ^  to be 3/7*
eQq is the quadrupole coupling constant of the transition metal nuclou
in the comnlex. The (2T+l) eigenvalues of I produce four component * z
levels in each electronic state.
■v ; rt“ 1 J y tl i e nuclear ’"v-an otic srou.ent of the pug lour. - r -
v-if.i, [ | ■, ,•. ".ry ;^ ;in C tele? to rnrt'"cr nhift the vlec !;ron.i.c en-; v  " j J-"’'
hy an a mount,
v1(, - P h W. i
il *
11,..n ;•!. cuprio complex ir< :;ub jcctcci to an applied, * .a-nctic 'ai d  
, :,’:vr;y 1eveIn o.L’ tie. l round ate to - re dotcrinn by the 
r.-viiiltoni an.
*  ■ „  p  V P a  p  ( V W v  i ; - ; -
V  [ V  - p y i . p ]  - t f a U . I
The oner,ay level hi a.-•rein ; or the nyatcTi ie m  ev.n in - i^.^e
*n_
H X «
V - y * p H a S .
5. ^  5
13.7. 
13 1
l<0 (k) (<*)
-Jrf 
,^
r«
The normal selection rule jovcrnin^ trans.i.tione between then - 
1 ■■.vo 1 : .in A g - - 1 1 A ™ x = 0. Owili', to the ortcr of the (2T . 1) 
components love In being inverted fro**thv electronic spin st;* ter 
of opposite cirri o, split ting o r the h.r.k. spectrum into (2J;l) 
hy u.-rf .ine conroncntr is obtained • (a) of figurc shows the
. «(io
normal /] transitions for J_ -  %• • TransitionsA occur which obey the 
selection rules A in s - -1. A m j  -  ll [(b) of 13 .  2 .  7| and A m ^  -  - 1 .
A = -2 [(c) o.f 13.2. 7] * Those t rftn.: it ions become "allowed"
because the quadrupolar interaction tries tc ali0n the rrclurr spin 
along the symmetry axis while the magnetic field set up by the ciuotr; 
trios to align the nucleus at right angles to the symmetry axis.
Th/s results in several nuclear spin states being admixed, producing' 
a. breakdown in the "normal" selection rule.
15.3* Quadrupolar Interaction in Paramagnetic resonance ..Quctra
The ; amiltonian, If.2 . 1 2 j represents the different inter,'..ction
energies which effect the ground state energy level of a ^araua; sctic
ion. The numerical constants arc related to the electron orbitals
and the energy levels of the ion. Only parameters alon^ and
perpendicular to the crystal field•symmetry axis enter into the
expression 1 3 .2 . 1 2  and it is useful to know how an i.i.R. spectrim
is expected to behave with variation in crystal orientation. 
qo
Bleaney has dealt with this in detail. The external icemen f ielu. 
is applied at an angle & to the crystal field symmetry axis, 
frequency is held fixed and the Zeeman field is swept through the 
resonance condition, for the "normal" transitions^ A ' § ---I, A m T-'J, 
the expression for the resonance field is, for 3 - p,
II = II -KmT - B* 
o I ---
■ 4H
o
Mb1 '11 -d- mfnfo
2Q>2|U B g „ ex J  ^ j(l+l).8mi2.1J  
^ V T X ^ ' j2l(l+l)-2raI2-l']
2rr
~ \- I J I , •* 1. ^
m _  Sw» c? C7
- o.'2 f2 l(l+l)-2m I2-l I n ^ s i n 4 CF |3.3 . l
2K
where II is the resonant field in the absence of hyperfinc coupling 
0
i,e‘. II =* h O  ) K is the hyperfine splitting factor given by
K2g 2 =  A Go cos @ + B s i n * 0  
and varies from A at O  = 0°to B at 6>= 90° and g is equal to
O o , s i n
 ^ "®(m
- 2Tr -28 8 
i-if.) 0 16 n
e four lino 8 V ^ T> y e t ™
sc of 0 = s » I = ■§■ in tie “o H e w i n g
A2 i i"2 .' -i ]V - n f "ihJ.
2 • 2 _s. in Q oe
4I,o - :: J 8 -
to/ +h&/. v = 2 !I — 1215
16II
£ £ l - i
_ K 2 J  411
”2 2 12 A -H 1
K
VlAi
sin^cos^ 0
Therefore
IT = o i
i=-V)
+;i©(raI=+,)) ■ 3(H#(nI._.)+II«(m1„ hi)} + C «
13.3.2
li=-3
where Cu is a small correction factor equal to
2 . 2 * 2 &
s m  Q co31 5 V - b 2 ] 2 ** rr° H bl
0
w00 k i  ^2 — 8  .
From this value of H 0 can be obtained the g-value, since 
o; = h ^  = constant
feHo H,
Similarly,
= K - 24(x
1 2
v2 ^iC £
2 . 2 a  2q  
sin Pcos & + } <g
IV
r/f0
II
0(rr''I=_k)""11®(m I=+A)
,= 3K +24Q
K
A3gngj_
2 . 2* 20  „ ,2 s m  w c o s  &  + ^ 8
—
2'sin/f0
TA2 2g K ^Ag .
so tha 
K = i
)] + C “ 1 3 .3 * 3 •
where C K is a small correction factor equal to
-_6 Oj A  ^  s ®
4 K V K i /
Thus by recording' a large number of spectra at various orientations 
relative to well defined axes of the crystal in the magnetic field, 
0,A,B,g  ^  and g j_ can be obtained.
From the equation for K & , 13»3«1» a value' for j c/J , the 
quadrupole coupling factor, should be obtainable knowing n , 
g^,A,B,X and Q  . In most cases,.the terms involving arc so small
that they are comparable with the limits of error associated with
the other paramo torn, especially K , ;;o that q/ cannot usually ho 
determine*! from the "nornal" transition lines of cm K.^.h. spectrum.
Uleaney has derived formulae for the "normally forbidden" 
transitions involving simultaneous changing of ;ns and in for 
nuclei with S = 1
for the A  m s - -1, A  m  ^ ---I transitions it is convenient to 
defihe a quantum number k, equal to
i - g  i - | , i-f, .......  -ii-i •
Using' this parameter the magnetic fields at which these transitions 
occur are
K g  = 1Iq - Kk - ( l " k  - tf') I h O . d
and their intensities are given by
I 4 = 4k2 [  ( I h ) 2 - h ] x  1J.3.5
The A m s = -1, A  = - 2 transitions occur at fields
II "  =  H 0 “ K i n i  ~ mx ~  2  I f * )  1 3 o . ^ ,
with intensitie
1 3 0 * 7
, . c. # .2 2 2
where ^ f Q * \  ( A]3a,g.\ cos ©sin O
X -  r
21+1
y * z. / Q * X  f  Eg-m G in ^
(21+1) I ^ 2 K j \  Kg')
Q*[5A2g„2 cos20  (Kg)“2 -l] l A O . 8
"X* = X  ^  }\in0 (K&)""1 ^ c o s 2 G +Egx sin2 & ]
Z involves the partition function and a line — shape factor.
Transitions for which ^ m ^ - s - l  clearly have zero intensity at 
0 = 0 °  and S =  J0° . If A sc B they have maximum intensity at 0 ^  /;3° 
The lines for which 'm x= ”2 ar° s"tron£ e3"k &t ©  = $0°. figure 
1 3 .3 .1 * illustrates how these transitions vary with angle for the 
idealised isotropic cases, with A a .B = 5 Q *
for Cu(ll), I =*^r so that k - 1,0,-1. The A m = -1, A nij= -1
transitions occur at fields
II-IC+Q''
H ° - K - Q “ + '
.H°‘+K-Q" - ff*
ho+ k + q - + r 1 3 .3 . 9
Therefore £rom these lines values of HojKjQ*1 and Y can be
13*
e  =- c r
- 1 I I I
0  * 3 & °
I I 1 I
©  - 6 c f
i i i
e  =.7 s
e  - 3 o c
Fir f< *1.3.1
ISff
obtained. The intensities of these transitions for Cu1" ere 
determined by
12 Z. Cx)2 c o s 2 ©  s i n 2  0  IC ^ g ^ ,
The resonance fields arc
A  :n s = A n’l “ ±2 tranc itionn nave,
fey
i z - U
» 0 ° ‘ 9
b ) v.in' 0 K  ^
for m T = g . V/hen
m I
+ i
= - A •
o1!M
11 - 
o is + ( -<i " - 3 V 1)
li — 0 'iK + (0. " - J V ' )
H + 0 iK -( q. " - J V" )
II -t- 0 iK - ( - Q “ - a v 1 )
Those lines, also, should supply values f or . i-i , K, Q, 1 and © .
If "normally forbidden" transitions can be detected in an E.P.T?. 
spectrum it would appear that it is possible to obtain values for 
the nuclear quadrupolc coupling constant, eQq, of the paramagnetic 
ion, by way of the parameter Q,
6 ^ ' 6>r
V/ith copper, lines due to the two stable isotopes Cu and ^Cu 
may be detected. These isotopes occur naturally in nature in the 
ratio 70:30 respectively and both have I = , Their hyperfine coupling
constants are different.
In addition to hyperfine structure due to the metal nucleus, 
complexes may show extra splittings in E.P.H. spectra arising from 
ligand nuclei. This superhyperfine structure is due partly to covalent, 
bonding between the electrons of the central ion and ligand orbitals 
and partly to direct dipole-dipole coupling.
In order to resolve the large number of resonance lines which 
may be present in an E.P.R. spectrum, effects which cause broadening 
of line^widths should be minimised.
Spin-lattice relaxation times are increased., with a resultant 
decrease in broadening, by working at low temperatures.
Spin-spin interactions produce broadening by the mutual effect 
of one paramagnetic ion on another. This effect is reduced by 
diluting the paramagnetic salt with an isomorphous diamagnetic 
equivalent and effectively moving the paramagnetic ions further 
apart. If the dilution factor is large, the interaction betv.ee.; 
the magnetic moments of neighbouring diamagnetic atoms and the isolated 
electronic moments determine the line width. In hydrogen-containing
136
complexes the line width can often ho reduced further by replacing
i 2
H  by •;! eut erium since the magnetic moment of D is considerably 
less than that of the proton.
If in a concentrated paramagnetic complex the paramagnetic ions 
are close enough the unpaired electron wave-functions on neighbouring 
complexes may overlap, causing tlie electron spins to couple by 
exchange forces, the exchange energy being of the form
#  -
This coupling* allows electrons on neighbouring lattice sites to 
exchange spin states rapidly and it usually averages, out the hyperfine 
structures so that only a single "exchange narrowed" resonance line 
remains. Copper acetate mono hydrate toot ,oi ps the best known 
example of a complex in which pairs of neighbouring copper ions 
couple strongly. The tv/o electronic spins (both S = i)are exchange 
coupled into a single ground state with an excited triplet state 
JOOcm""^ above.. At room temperature there is a large proportion of 
triplet states 3 = 1  and no hyperfine structure is resolved, but 
on cooling to 77°K the triplet concentration decreases grco.tly and, 
because of the decrease in line broadening at low temperatures, 
hyperfine splitting from two equivalent copper atoms appears.
At 2 0°K  all spins are paired, S = 0,' and the E.P.R. spectrum disappears.
CHAPTER 14
DETERMINATION OF THE QUADRUPOLE COUPLING CONSTANT. OP
COPPER (II) IN DILUTED DIBARITJM CUPRIC FORMATE TETRAHYDRATE 
BY MEANS OF ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE SPECTROSCOPY
ld.l. Analysis of E.P.R. Spectra
Dibarium zinc formate tctrahydrate and dibarium cupric formate 
tctrahydrate are isomorphous ,o 2 “ f their, structures arc known 
their space group is P 1 and the asymmetric unit in their cells 
contains one formula weight. In the copper salt, the paramagnetic 
complex consists of a copper ion surrounded by a distorted
octahedron of oxygen atoms. The oxygen atoms along the x- and y-
' +- ®
axes of the crystal field of the complex lie at distances -1.97A
• ++ . H"and 2.02A from the Cu ion, the two along the z-axis being at -2.1QA 
from the central metal ion.
The crystal field around the Cu atom is clearly anisotropic, 
the symmetry being approximately tetragonal.
In order, to remove ’the effects of both electron exchange inter­
actions and proton-electron direct magnetic interactions on the E.P.R. 
spectra of BagCu^ICOO^^lgO, single crystals of BagZnfBCOOj^I^O in
2+  2+ • 
which O.lfo of the Zn ions is replaced by Cu ions, were p r e p a r e d
by mixing together appropriate quantities of Analar ZnO,Cu O ,LaCO^,
Merck 99fo (minimum) DCOOD and a slight, excess of Koch-Light. 0 9 *^ /°
and allowing slow crystallisation to take place in the presence of
excess DCOOD. The composition of the crystals was confirmed by
standard analytical procedures and the crystal habits checked against
i ©a.
literature descriptions.
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectra were recorded, at. 77°K> 
on a Decca X3 spectrometer system operating at a fixed frequency of 
9270 Mc/s and using a standard ^ 0 2  ^ Newport Instruments.
11M*electromagnet system was used and resonance fields were calibrated 
using standard proton magnetic resonance techniques.
Spectra were recorded at 10° intervals with respect to arbitrary 
crystal axes and g-tensor components and hyperfine tensor components 
were extracted, using the method, outlined on pages 1 3 2  and 1 3 5 •
By this method the following parameters were found
‘ 6 „ - 2.591 1 0.003
\3 8
71,2 3,4
5,6
7.8
F i g u r e . M
Cu*Zn = 1*1000, at 7 7 ° K ., 9 s 0
I
82570 2610 GAUSS
F i g u r e P e a k s  1 and 2 of figure la u n d e r  h i g h e r  resolution 
conditions*
i 4-0
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3100 3200 GAUSS
Pigurel42J. Observed and calculated X - b a n d  paramagnetic resonance 
absorption spectra of B a ^ ( C u : Z n )(DCOO).4U_0,
Cu:Zn = 1 : 1 0 0 0 ,  at 7 7 ° K #; 0 = 75°. Transitions 
AMg = +1, Am = 0 are d e noted by  ( —  ). Transitions
AMg =  +1, Am = +1 are denoted by (--- — )•
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F igure 1422 Observed and calculated X - band paramagnetic resonance
absorption spectra of Ba~ (Cu:Zn) (DCOO),. 41)^0,
C u :Zn = 1:1000, at 77°K, 8 6 °. Transitions
‘ AM„ = +1, Am = 0 are denoted by —  ---- )• Transitions
AMg = +1, Am = +1 are denoted by (— - — )• Transitions 
AMg = +1, .Am = ±2, are denoted by (..... )•
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G± = 2.079 - 0.003
I A (*5 Cu) I - 116.4-1 gauss - 0 . Ul^oio.OOOlcm- 1
| A (65Cu) I = 120.9-1 gauss - 0 .0139-0. 0001cm-1
I 2 ( ^ O u / ^ C u ) /  - 22-0 gauss = 0.0024-0.0003cm-1
Figure 1<1.1.1a shows the eight-line spectrum which corresponds
to 0 ^ 0 ° .  The ^ C u  and ^ C u  hyper fine splittings could only be
resolved within the angular ran^c 0 ° 6r &  4 0 °. A  -■ - 1 , A  m^ . = - 1
transitions were observed within the angular range 60°4: 0 ° and
I- +^ m  = -1, A  rQj = - 2  transitions have significant intensities in the 
range 80°^ O ^ 90° • Su'perhyporf inc interaction with X jC nuclei
(of spin y) in the labelled formate ligands was detected and the.....
isotropic contribution to this coupiling has been found to be 
6.1-0.1 gauss, or 0.00068-0•00001cm Figure 14.1.1b shows this
coupling at ©  =■ O  
1/1.2. Optimisation of Hyperfine -Coupling Parameters
Complete analysis of the spectra, considering both the ornggics_
and intensities of all the transitions, yields the parameters listed 
ir, Table 14.2.1 as the best parameters. Figures 14.2.1 and 14*2.2 
show the absorption spectra observed at angles of Q - 75° and &  = 86° 
respectively, along with line diagrams of the twelve transitions, 
four of type = 0, four of ty p c ^ W j -  -1 and four of type = -2,
calculated using the parameters in table 14.2.1, superimposed on them 
At these angles the isotojjic differences can not be resolved.
Table 14.2.1
s „ = 2.391-0.003 g x = 2 .O7 9 -O.OO3
A(65Cu) = - 0 .0 1 3 0 - 0 .0 0 0 1 cm - 1  
A(65Cu ) = - 0 . 0139-0.0001cm - 1  
B(65Cu ) = +0.0020^0.0001cm - 1  
Q(6 5 Cu) = +O.OOO 9 3 - 0 .00006cm ' " 1 "
6 3
The quadrupole coupling constant, eQq, for Cu in this complex
obtained by this analysis is
eQq. = 4 Q 7 * + 0 .0 0 3 7 2 ^ 0 .0 0 0 2 4 cm " 1
= +111.6^7*2 Mc/s.
It is important to consider both energies and .intensities in the
63.determination of eQq for ^Cu because very large errors are
introduced if energies alone arc used. These large 
because of the large variations in cos"0 at angles 
and A m.j- = -2 transitions as:e present in the spectra
errors arise 
at which A 1,1 j
CdTpmgR 15
I)IBOUC3T0TT o f  BONBTtfc ITT Ba0Cu(BCC0 )
C. C O n_
F H O T T  h . i ’. B .  .'/l’T A  0  irr':'f T I i .  T O
15.1• In troductlor
The d i'jcovcry el strongly exchange coupled pairs of Cu' ' ions 
in Cu(Ch.7CG0)^J(^0 i0i stimul. .ted a widespread intone:., t in the
magnetic properties of the other members of the homologous series
of copper (il) n-alkanoatcs and soon led to the discovery of y.imilur
P n i I- . , , joS* , .paring of Cu ions m  c u p n c  propionate i.iononyurate ' ana m
the higher members of this series . At least six formates of Cu(ll)
J0 7
have been isolated and bulk magnetic properties of several of
lOl — HO
them have been studied by magnetic susceptibility measurements
i 04* 1 j 1 1
by E.f.IT. ' and by proton TT.II.R. studies carried, out either
on powdered specimens or on single crystals of the normal magnetically 
concentrated compounds. These measurements and single crystal X-ray 
studies a-Q show that the crystal structures and the
magnetic1' properties of the cupric formates'differ considerably from 
those exhibited by the higher homologucs. In particular, strongly 
coupled C u ‘ *" pairs are not present in any of the copper formates, 
although in them the effective magnetic moment per cupric ion is
rather loss than should be expected for a magnetically isolated
/P7 o 0
tetragonally coordinated cupric ion . Between 80 X and 3 6 c X
several of the cupric formates can be fitted to Curio-Weiss laws
with negative Weiss constants, that is,they are antiferromagnetic,
and it is believed that the exchange demagnetisation is due to a
supercxchangc mechanism in which the formate ion functions as a
polyatomic counterpart of the monatomic ions customarily associated
107
with other cases of antiferromagnetism <*
Particularly intensive studies of the magnetic susceptibilities 
of CufUCOO^^d^® kave keen made at very low temperatures ^
This is the most magnetically concentrated of the copper formates 
and the lambda point in its ^.versus T* foften characteristic of 
antiferromagnetic ordering processes, has been detected at lb.8°K.
The lambda point in this case arises from magnetic ordering processes, 
rather that from structural changes, since no differences in the
extinction of polarized light or in the dielectric constant have 
been detected between 14°K and 20°K, nor has any specific heat, 
anomaly been observed in this same temperature range. N 0 * ^
g
Cureful quantitative analysis of the susceptibility chanyes whic! 
tr!:e ^Isco in the nei0 hbourhood of this lambda point has shown ic * 
that the anti ferromagnetic ordering in the tetrakydrute is accom> 
paniod by a superimposed, weaker, anisotrpic "parasitic" ferro­
magnetism whose saturation moment amounts to roughly G.03 Bohr
weaker than in the tetrahydrate. Low temperature susceptibility 
data on the dihydrate do not yet appear to be complete but measure­
ments between 1.3°K and 20°K ,f>  ^ and between 102°K and $ 6 Q°K 107 
can be represented by the Curie-V/eiss law
That is the sign of V implies a ferromagnetic cooperation although
There has been considerable discussion about the nature of the
changes and at present their details are still obscure. Since 
they must be defined by the electron distribution and electron spin 
polarizations within the solids, it might be possible to obtain 
information about them by detailed E.P.R. studies carried out on 
isomorphous, diamagnetic, single crystals which have been doped with 
appropriate amounts of Cu(ll). In this way it is possible to obtain 
information about‘the properties of isolated paramagnetic species 
and then, by steadily increasing the doping level, to obtain infor­
mation about the properties of pairs of interacting complexes, and 
so on. ' _
Studies of this type were carried out with single crystals of
|  |  e g
fully deuterated zinc formate dihydrate, Zn(LCOO )^ 2 1 i2 0  and zinc
formate dihydrate, Zn(HCOO )^211^0 in which some of the Zn++ ions
were substitutionally replaced by Cu+ + . The findings of these two 
independent groups of investigators are essentially identical.
This chapter is concerned with the significance of the E.f.Il. 
results on single crystals of Bag (Zn :Cu) (DC(^) in which ZniCu
is 1000;/.
magnetons per Cu ion.
Exchange coupling of C u l+ spins in Cu^iCOO)^!!^ is much
preliminary results from measurements in the gap between 20°K and 
102°K appear to indicate the existence of a lambda point near 25°K **7.
ordering processes which arc responsible for these susceptibility
1 4 4
■■r.a-! • 1- ^
X-
•r.-i ir ; in The Torre'to Complexes of Co upor (17 ;
T'1 „ C u (hCOU ir . r r- datively r"rc tyv of r-org. orirl which
<_ ' > '< d.
cont:i.inn one hind c f c-.ij.rio complex; most cupric congoends contail
at lor n t two structurally dif Icr...nt units.
Complex I of f i g u r e  15.2.1 i:r present in Ta,,Cu(l)COO ;^iDM0 ,O  C-
end complex ions IT and ITT arc- ^resent in (7.n :Cu) (DCOm
The iso topic species IV and V, present in Cu(lIC00)o2D,,0, are also
£. <h
shown in r 1 r"urc 1 5 .2 .1 .
Ck-o,Deo.
»co,
D e o
3T S L
CO.
C m
Hto.
IV \L
figure 1 5 .2 .1 .
According to the molecular orbital theory of bonding in a 
tetragonal cupric complex, the five-fold degenerate 5^ orbitals, 
the 4s and three-fold degenerate 4p orbitals of the cupric ion 
combine with ligand group orbitals of appropriate symmetry to form 
molecular orbitals for the complex. Each combination produces a
! Z L * 7 _____________ .   ... ______
b o n d  .ing and an antibond .ing molecular orbital and bho coefficients 
in the antibond inj orbital ai-e role ted bo those in the bond J ng
r>
molecular orbital. In the "positive hole" formulation for a 0 /  
complex, the positive hole ie., in the absence of upin-orbit 
coupling* Zeeman interactions and hyporfine interactions, in an 
antibond inj orbital, ^  (?>.. ,), compounded out of the cupric ion 
d 0 ’ orbital and suitable ligand cr -orbitals. In complex II,
— ir %)
2
these O' -.orbitals are all "lone pair" sp hybridised 0" -orbitals 
associated with the oxygen atoms of the formate groups and they 
can be written in the form
<r(i) = ( # P (i) i ( i f  = (i) 15*2 aS
where s ^ ^  and p ^ ^  are wave functions for 2s and 2p orbit-.-.Is
respectively, on oxygen atom i. In complex III they arc "lone pair' 
sp hybrid <r 
D^O ligands.
-orbitals associated with the oxygen atoms of the
O - W  = (h)* p (1 ) 1 (-f)i s C1) lf.2.2
In complex I two of the ligand orbitals are of the type given by
1 5 .2 . 1  and two are of the type described by 1 5 .2 .2 .
Table 15.2.1. lists the Hamiltonian parameters extracted from
E.P.R. spectra of complexes I, II and III. The bracketed figures- 
refer to theibotopic species IV and V. There are no significant 
differencies in the magnetic parameters when the protonated species 
are compared with the corresponding deuterated species, so that in 
these complexes the molecular orbitals which define the magnetic 
properties are not sensibly perturbed by vibrational interactions 
at 77°K. ,
Although complex I is orthorhombic the spin Hamiltonian for 
the Ba^ (Zn :Cu) (bC00)^4I)2^ c r y ^ 3-! has tetragonal symmetry. This is 
in agreement with the observation that there are only small changes 
in g x  for complexes II and III when the ligands DCOO and l^O are 
interchanged.
Therefore, as far as the copper atom is concerned, the oxygen 
atom in the formate is similar to the oxygen atom in the water 
molecule, so that the forms of the molecular orbitals involved in 
binding the central metal atom to the ligands in complexes I, II and I! 
are very similar.
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In complex II, for example, the forms of the 'f' (]L ) .•mtil'Onf ir:
- A - o
orbital one the higher antibond ing' orbitals, in the ’’positive hole” 
fornn.lism, in order of increasing energy ore
N — o( cl „ ~ ( « ' / 2 ) (  -o- k 1 -^\- or <r^'- «■
1 ' ip/ ,.2 ■ ' x y
er
y
= P i dx y - ( p ; / 2 ) ( p ( 1 h p ? h i, ^ ) _ pP
^  / i f  “ * /  2 ’ [  c‘i/2(i+2c12 )“] [ < r ( 1 )+ <r J2)- < r ^ h <r/ )
Si «•
-2o1 ( o - / h  <r;6 d j
M ' / 1/  - P h z  -(/ » ’/2)(pil) - P p h p / h p / ) )P
* ( / h )  . pcV -(fi'/2)(1/ 2 M / : p / : - p ( / )  15>2>3
The coordinate system is a right-handed Cartesian system and ligands 
1, 2 and. 5 are placed on the positive x, y and z axes and lizards 
3, 4 and 6 oh the negative x, y and z axes, respectively. Allowance 
is made for the tetragonal distortion in the z-axis direction by 
introducing the constant c^ as a factor, different from unity, to 
multiply the orbitals of the ligands on the z-axis. Overlap between 
the copper arid ligand orbitals is considered. Normalisation of the 
v|^ (N, ) orbital gives.
■^ u
ot 2 + ( ' )2 - 2 « oc's = 1 15.2.4
where S is the overlap integral,
3 = - < d 2 2 l - < r x 1) + f f J 2 ) + < r x ( 3 ) -'r ; 4 ) >
X -y
(1)= 2 < a  2 [ - U - ' >
x  - y  
it s
and it has been shown to have a value of 0.076. Similar
relationships hold - between the other coefficients but the overlap
integrals are then much smaller and may be neglected.
Spin-orbit coupling, Zeeman and nuclear interactions all
perturb the basis wave functions listed in 1 5 .2 . 3  in a manner similar
to that described in section 1 3 . 2  using pure d ^ 2 ’ ^ 2 G^c *
x -y z^
orbitals.
In this molecular orbital treatment the parameters of the spin
a*
n
I $*0
Hamiltonian ,13.2.14, can be show  -t0 -^q
. |( - 2 . ^ 2 5  - p f - g p / ]  15 .
C j_ - 2.002;, - 2 ( V  A  g  J  jg " p 2-<S{f )  1
- r [- h2 (4/7 - g )  -2 a * 2 [ d f x V - A - x y )  g 3 p 2/ 7 4 g cj]j 15.2.7
B - 2 fV(2/7 -K0 ) -(22 'X * 2p2 )/(l4A I g j j  15.2.0
where
i'(fx) - « « ’^ I23 4 > * 7 I (l-/1':)i;'r(n)
r ( p )  ^ p { l - £ ) u,! ( n )
!') — lli “ 15 0 0 i’j = E  “ 111 o r,xy xy 2 2 ,  xz xz 2 2
* J x -y >> x -y
and P, ^ and K have the significances given in section 13.2 .
T can be estimated by theoretical calculations or experimentally 
from the optical hyperfino structure intervals of copper; it has been
q s
deduced t"o be 0.036cm in cupric>complexes. K has been shown 
to be 3/7* The constant T(n) is an integral over ligand functions 
which arises in the calculation of the matrix elements of the
I AO
Hamiltonian with the wave functions; its value nr,:: econ snown 
to be 0.22
To a good approximation, 15.2.7 can be recast to give
« 2 = (-A/P) + ( s„ -2) + (5/7)(£Tj. -2) +0.0/, 15.2.9
in which the factor 0.04 approximates the various integrals in 
15.2.5 and 15.2.6 by an average value.
1
a  can be calculated from 15.2 .9, ** from tne normalisation 
relationship 15.2.4 and and ^  can then be evaluated from 15.2.6 
arid 15.2.5 respectively, provided the energy increments A Ey(7 and
A  E are known. The values of these energy, increments are not
y-v
known for complex II but a value of 13,500cm is assumed for A  E„ir,
a figure slightly higher than that established from the single
131 m
crystal spectra and from the solution spectra exhibited by
Cu30„5Hn0. The va.lue to be assigned to A  E is less certain but a 4 2 xz
simple crystal field calculation shows that it can not be less
than 17»000cm~^. When this figure is inserted into 15-2.6, (3 is .
found to be unity. The values of « 2 , («*')2 , f  ± 2 obtained by these
p r o c e c u m s  d o r  c o u p l e x o s  I ,  I I  e n d I I I a r c  I  i  t  c i  i n  Tali 1^ i r: o ± e l p • c.
. ;■ a c h e c k  on t h e  n e l f - o o n n i s t e n c y o f th u p .rocedu .d. • ■ f U ixL ■.... . v..<■*L J v - - ■
L ^l/ha c o r  c o m p o n e n t  B cmn be c.' I c u l a t cd  ' f r n m  15 . 2.0 ; the co I c u l m t o -
t ; e x p e r i m e n t a l  B vn l u e s  a r c  ' d . i o i n c l uded irj T •■.bio 1 0 - 2.2.
Tab]  ■'> 15* 2 . 2
i i o l e c u l a r  o r h i t a .1 c o e f f i c i e n t s V,ml B VM-lUuS f  o r
•fo r m a t c s  o f  c o ppo r r-rr)\ 1 /
Com p l c x I I I I l l
cu2 0.023 0 . 8 3 0 0 . 0 5 7
(*’)2 0 . 2 4  6 0 . 2 2 9 C . 2 0 7
P
OLm
1 0 . 9 7 0 . 9 9
0 . 9 9
f
2 l . C 1 . 0 -
B(c alculatcd)(cm - 0 . 0 0 2 0 - 0 . 0 0 2 0 - 0 . 0 0 2 5
j 131 ( e x p e r i m e n t a l )  ,
( c m " 1 ) 0 . 0 0 2 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.002li 0 . 0 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 2 6
1 5 - 3 .  Electron Spin P o l a r i s a t i o n i n Eo r m a t e s  o f C o p p e r ( I I )
The molecular orbital coefficients listed in Tabic 15-2.2 
chow that while there is appreciable delocalisation of <T -electrons 
from the ligands to the metal ion d 0 0 orbital, there is no' <L c.
x -y
significant degree of bonding, either in the in-planc 77*-system
2
involving the metal ion orbital (magnitude of ) or in the
•^ y
out-of-plane BT -systems involving the metal ion d or d orbitals
.a.^ y
(magnitude off ). The most highly polarised electron spin 
interactions within the complexes I, II and III involve the electrons 
in the metal ion-liganrl <T -orbitals in the xy plane, and if direct 
electron spin coupling through space can be ignored then the 
propagation of this polarisation through the <T -framework of the 
formstc lorn results in the electron-spin polarisation shown 
diagramatically in figure 15-5-la- Extension of this polarisation ’ 
route to a neighbouring cupric ion causes a net ferromagnetic 
coupling of the unpaired electron spins on neighbouring cupric ions. 
This kind of coupling is rapidly attenuated as the number of electron! 
involved in the interaction sequence *5 increased, and in the case 
of Ba^Cu(‘1)000)^4.1^20 it is- possible to obtain some idea of the rate
1 * 2
"TV
of attenuation f'rom the s up- o r hy p erf in « intern, ction with the X J 0  
nr.olo.i in labelled formate lig;ands. It is this inioracti'-n that 
is rosgonrriblc for the extra, weak splittings of the main ^caks
) V
1 end 2 in spectrum 14.1.1b, given by a -sample in which the 
concentration had been enriched to a level of 5 • 5-v.i'b. This 
spectrum shows that the hyperfine coupling constant for the 
nuclei amounts to 6.1-0.1 gauss (0• 00C68-0.00001cm J~) , a value 
that is far too large to be duo to unpaired spin density in the 
TT-orbitals of the formate ion; this hyperfine interaction arises 
from unpaired spin density in the(T-orbitals. ho other components 
of this superhyxierfinc interaction wore measured because the peaks 
shown in 1 4 .1 .1 b collapse in towards each other when the magnetic 
field lies along the x or y axes of the complex, but the qoisotropic 
contributions to the coupling of an electron in a sp^ * carbon orbital
are very small compared to the isotropic contribution, so that only
.1 .
a small error results in assuming that the figure 6.1-0.1 gauss 
represents this isotropic coupling. A simple calculation using 
self-consistent field wave functions shows that one electron in a
n 1 ~Z
carbon atom sp*1 hybrid orbital results in C hyperfine splitting
13of about 300 gauss, hence the observed C hyperfine coupling in 
complex I is equivalent, to that which would arise from 0.016 unpaired 
electron in the sp^ hybrid orbital. 0.823. unpaired electron is 
associated with the cupric ion in the same complex, so that the 
degree of effective spin polarisation is attenuated by a factor of 
a.bout seven for each pair of electrons in the sequence of interaction: 
in figure 1 5 -3 -l(a )
♦ *  t  r r o
 __ Cu f- O  H ?  C #  - f - C u —  —  Cu j -  O —  C  —  <9 j-Cu
(«) o >
FijuA® If* * • i
Although there is no direct overlap of the d ^ 2 or°i'fca-1- -with
x -y
(X5-
the TTr-otbitals of the formate ions, other interactions can 
correlate the spins.of electrons in these orbitals; the resultant
^ 3
spin polarizations arc shown schematically in figure 15.5 .1 (h).
The first stage of this coupling is' much weaker -than the initial
step involved in the coupling of the unpaired electron spin-with
the <r -framework shown in figure 15.3 . l(a*). Nevertheless the
spins of the paired electrons in the n -molecular orbitals of
the for ate ion arc strongly correlated so that any spin polarization
induced- into the tr-system can bo carried over quite large distances
with very little attenuation compared with that involved in figure
15o . l ( a). The resultant coupling of the unpaired electron spins
on neighbouring cupric ions should therefore be antifcrroraagnctic,
but the dominant antiferromagnetic interaction, figure 15.5 .1(b),
is opposed by the weaker ferromagnetic interaction of figure 15.3 .1 (a).
The lambda-points and the superimposed anisotropic weaker ferromagnetism
observed in the low temperature magnetic susceptibility experiments
on Cu(aCOO) /]dIo0 10G»lu"',110,112 and Qn C u (gcoo)02II 0 1Q? ’±17 involve
C. (L C.
the ordering_of electron spins in the rr-framework, figure 15.5 .1 (b), 
and in the <T-framework, figure 15.3 *l(a )j respectively.
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